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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On the evening of February 11, 2020, the Deputy Mayor of Louisville, Ellen Hesen, met 
with Ferdinand Risco, the Executive Director of the Transit Authority of River City (hereinafter 
“TARC”).  Risco had been TARC’s Executive Director for fourteen months. The meeting would 
spell the end of the Executive Director’s career at TARC.  At that meeting, Hesen told Risco that 
she had seen evidence of his wrongdoing, including sexually explicit text messages. She told him 
clearly and forthrightly that he was “done.” She asked for his resignation and he complied. Deputy 
Mayor Hesen gave him an hour to collect his things from TARC in the presence of a TARC 
employee. This ended one of the worst periods in TARC’s 46-year history. From all indications, 
Risco left town that night. 

Here’s how we arrived at this critical and decisive juncture. In late January, three weeks 
before the February 11, 2020, meeting, a compliance officer came forward to the TARC Board to 
detail Risco’s history of sexual harassment and victimization of several women. As is detailed in 
this report, once that compliance officer came forward, TARC’s Board of Directors took 
immediate action to investigate Risco, validate the claims against him, and remove him.   

In the days that led up to that conclusive February 11, 2020, meeting, TARC’s Board 
retained independent investigative counsel who, in turn, interviewed witnesses and verified the 
women’s claims.   The Board’s actions were quick and thorough.  Then, on February 10, 2020, the 
TARC Board was advised that there was sufficient evidence for Risco’s removal.   The following 
day, February 11, 2020, the evidence against Risco came into the public eye from a number of 
directions.  Risco attended a Metro Council meeting and was publicly confronted with evidence 
of these claims by the news media.   The Metro Council President received some of the evidence 
and shared it with the Deputy Mayor.  That night, Risco met with Deputy Mayor Hesen and was 
gone.     

  TARC is a critical element to the function of Greater Louisville. It was imperative that 
new interim leadership was installed quickly, day-to-day operations continued, and Risco’s wrongs 
were fully investigated. It was also profoundly important for the TARC Board and the interim 
team to revisit, revamp, and create new policies to ensure this misconduct and mismanagement 
could never be repeated.  

During the investigation into Risco, discoveries were made not only of his sexual 
misconduct but also of severe financial improprieties that occurred under his management.  
Additionally, substantive defects were recognized in TARC’s organizational structure that Risco 
either fostered, took advantage of, or allowed to continue for his benefit.   As is discussed herein, 
he systematically alienated the Board and employees and actively created structures that allowed 
him to take financial advantage of TARC and sexual advantage of TARC’s staff.   

This report aims to examine Ferdinand Risco’s acts and recognize the internal deficiencies 
that Risco utilized or exploited to achieve his ends.  This report is divided into several sections, 
with each examining a different aspect of Risco’s tenure. Each section concludes with a series of 
recommendations for improvements.  Where appropriate, these improvements were immediately 
implemented by the Interim Team and the TARC Board as is discussed within this report.   
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Section 1, entitled Hiring Ferdinand Risco, examines how Risco came to be TARC’s 
Assistant Executive Director.  It provides a historical review of the national campaign to source a 
new Assistant Executive Director and properly vet the candidates by two separate interview teams 
consisting of internal and external interviewers, including TARC’s Board Chair.   This section also 
concludes that Ferdinand Risco was unanimously identified as the top candidate.  Risco was well 
known in the transit industry, and the then Executive Director, Barry Barker, did multiple 
background inquiries about Risco with Risco’s current employer and leaders in the industry.  Risco 
was highly credentialed, he was smart and progressive, and there was no indicia or warning signs 
present during his candidacy.   Barker and the Board Chair were aware that the person hired was 
the probable successor to Barker upon his retirement.  They subjected Risco to scrutiny because 
of this fact.  Risco’s experience, vision and reputation led to a job offer, and Risco was employed 
by TARC in February 2017. 

Risco served as Barry Barker’s Assistant Executive Director for almost two years.  During 
that period of time, there was little to outwardly indicate any problems and he had the full support 
of the Board.  However, it is now known that he began to sexually harass at least one victim while 
he was Assistant Executive Director in late December 2017, and she did not report that harassment 
after securing a promotion to a management position.  Another employee was sexually harassed 
in October 2018, just prior to Barker’s retirement, but she did not immediately report it either.  For 
all intents and purposes, with the exception of two employees who did not report, Risco outwardly 
maintained boundaries until Barry Barker announced his retirement and left TARC on December 
1, 2018.  As will be discussed in other sections, this date marks a watershed for Risco, with most 
of his misdeeds occurring after Barker’s departure.   

Section 1 concludes that the hiring of Ferdinand Risco as Assistant Executive Director and 
his subsequent appointment to the Executive Director position was thorough with at least one 
exception: a lack of documentation surrounding Risco’s background checks.   In 2018, TARC 
began to utilize “Good Hire” software for automated background checks.  However, at the time of 
Risco’s hire in 2017, background checks were still a manual process.  The person who was 
responsible for performing the background checks was the head of TARC HR, but she recused 
herself from the evaluation process because she was also a candidate for the Assistant Executive 
Director position as well.  For that reason, it is unclear if another person was assigned the 
responsibility for a traditional background check.  We have been unable to find documentation 
that the background check that should have been done was actually done.  To assess this flaw’s 
importance, the Interim Team hired a former FBI agent to conduct a background search on Risco.  
That search came back clear with only one matter that raised concern, namely, that Risco and his 
wife were the subjects of a Connecticut foreclosure in 2014 concerning a piece of real property.  
The foreclosure was initiated two years after they moved to another state.  This matter should have 
been investigated.   

Section 1 also examines information that came to light after Risco left TARC’s employ in 
February 2020, namely that he may have had similar conduct at his former employment at Metro 
Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (“MARTA”).  However, all evidence indicates that there were no 
formal complaints made against Risco and no official complaints exist.   There was nothing in 
Risco’s personnel file to indicate that such allegations were made.  MARTA executives expressed 
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no concerns or knowledge of such allegations when talking with Barker.  For that reason, it is 
difficult to assign any blame for unknown, undocumented and undisclosed allegations.   

  To remedy any deficiencies and assure the community that the next set of candidates for 
the Executive Directorship are properly scrutinized, TARC has implemented several measures.  
TARC has engaged a highly qualified national executive search firm to source candidates and 
examine those candidates for the position.  That firm will conduct background checks on the 
candidates and run a “360” review of the top candidates, speaking to supervisors, peers and 
subordinates at prior employment.  TARC has conducted a multi-track review process of the 
candidates with TARC leaders, members of the Board’s Search Committee, the full Board, the 
Mayor and the Deputy Mayor.  TARC has also hired a former FBI agent’s investigatory firm to 
conduct an independent background check.  This background check is run independently from the 
search firm’s checks to give a secondary review.  The process subjected the top candidates to 
interviews and the interview teams have specifically asked about matters of concern that may not 
have been revealed in any process, an important factor in an at-will state.  All of these 
recommendations were adopted and followed by the Interim Team, the Search Committee of the 
Board, the full Board of Directors and the Mayor’s office in vetting candidates to replace Risco as 
TARC’s new Executive Director. 

 Section 2, Entitled Sexual Harassment, represents the full report of TARC’s external 
investigators, Donna Perry and Tammy Bennett, who were hired to independently review the 
claims and allegations of Sexual Harassment and interview others to assess the allegations validity.  
Rather than attempting to condense the Investigator’s report, it is incorporated in full and verbatim 
in Section 2.    The only modification was to include footnotes, where appropriate, to aid the reader.  
 
 Section 2 begins with a discussion of how the sexual harassment allegations came to light 
in late January 2020, when a compliance officer at TARC, known in this report as “Witness C,” 
came forward with allegations that Ferdinand Risco had sexually harassed TARC employees and 
an independent contractor.  The report indicates that Risco began a course of sexual harassment in 
late December 2017 with Witness A, where the two separately attended the same social gathering.  
Risco began texting Witness A and asked to spend time with her alone.  During their first meeting, 
Witness A stated that Risco asked her to be his “f***-buddy”.  Witness A declined.  She stated 
that she did not report the incident for fear she wouldn’t be believed.  There are texts Risco sent to 
Witness A, which appear to corroborate her report, and which comment on her undergarments in 
a sexually provocative manner. 
 

Later, in August 2018, Risco returned his attention to Witness A, asking her again to be a 
“f***-buddy.”  According to the report, Risco offered to give her a promotion if she submitted to 
having sex with him.  Witness A did not submit to his demand for sexual intercourse and she did 
not report the harassment.   Thereafter, she received notice that her request for a promotion was 
denied.  In response, she retained legal counsel.  Prior to Witness A’s attorney notifying TARC of 
her concerns, Witness A decided to “not push the button.”   Shortly thereafter, she was promoted 
to a new position.  She did not come forward with these allegations.  

 
Then, in March 2019, Witness A attended a party at Risco’s apartment.  She reported that 

as she was leaving his apartment, Risco slammed the door shut, pinned her against the wall and 
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exposed his penis to her.   According to Witness A, other attendees did not observe this encounter 
because the door was shut.   Again, she did not come forward with these allegations.   

 
In late 2018, another woman, Witness D, was required to spend considerable time with 

Risco as part of her job, including traveling.  During a trip, he made several sexually suggestive 
and inappropriate comments to her.  He insinuated that he wanted to “f*** her.”  Then, he told her 
at the conference, she needed to stay close to him because she was “fresh meat” implying that 
other conference attendees would pursue her for sexual relations.  This Witness reports that she 
came forward in April 2019 to Witness C, a TARC compliance officer charged with investigating 
sexual harassment matters.  However, it appears that Witness D was terminated quickly thereafter 
and that Witness C did not launch an investigation in accordance with her responsibilities.   

 
 Section 2 also examines Risco’s relations with an individual known as Contractor.  
According to Contractor, Risco began behaving in a sexually inappropriate manner in late 
February 2019, shortly after her contractual relationship with TARC began.  Initially, Risco sent 
Contractor off-color jokes and sexually suggestive text and signal messages.  He also discussed 
his desire to have sexual relations with her.  According to Contractor, on four separate occasions, 
Risco attempted to or actually engaged in sexual activity with her.  The first incident took place 
on or about late February 2019 at a hotel in Louisville.  Contractor’s attorney has stated that this 
first instance was consensual.   In April 2019, while attending a diversity conference in Dallas, 
Texas, Contractor stated that Risco grabbed her, tried to lift her shirt and attempted to sodomize 
her while she was in his hotel room.  Contractor stated that she never reported the attempted 
sodomy to police, hotel security, or the TARC Board or any of its members.   According to 
Contractor, in late April or early May, she shared the incident with Witness B.  During her 
interviews, Witness B did not provide an account of this incident.  Contractor indicated that she 
did not report his conduct to anyone other than Witness B, but that it was out of fear from Risco’s 
explosive temper and not because she feared she might lose her Contract.   
 
 In May 2019 at a hotel in Louisville, KY, Risco engaged in sexual activity with Contractor 
again.   Risco asked Contractor to go to the bar at the hotel where she was staying and then, 
according to her, he asked if he could go lay down in her room to help reduce his stress.  At some 
point, while Contractor was sitting in a chair, Risco began performing oral sex on her.  Contractor 
denied that the sexual activity was consensual.  She did not report this incident either.  According 
to her statements, she was fearful of him losing his temper and subjecting her to public humiliation 
and expressed little to no concern about fear of losing her contract.   

 
In July 2019, while attending a conference in Tampa, Florida, Risco engaged in another 

sex act with Contractor.  According to Contractor, she was in Risco’s hotel suite sitting beside him 
discussing strategy for the next day when Risco “got on top of [her].”  Contractor indicated that 
she “blacked out”, i.e., became numb, while he engaged in sexual intercourse with her.  Contractor 
did not report this incident.   Contractor states that this is the last instance of sexual relations 
between her and Risco.  Based upon text messages discussed later in the report, this may not be 
accurate.   
 
 In Section 2, the TARC External Investigator also examines some of the suspicious 
aspects of the Contractor’s relations with Risco and the awards of no-bid contracts to her for 
which she did little to no work.   Contractor’s contractual relationship is more fully explored in 
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Section 5, below, and both sections indicate Contractor received substantial financial benefit 
under dubious circumstances.  Contractor received more than $228,000.00 in the space of a little 
more than a year.  Contractor also shared with Witness B that she had sexual relations with another 
client in at least one prior instance.   She explained to Witness B that “she gets paid to walk away” 
by filing a lawsuit after engaging in sexual relationships with a client.   However, it cannot be 
disputed that Contractor received numerous sexually suggestive and lewd messages from Risco 
that were violative of both sexual harassment policies and procurement policies as addressed in 
Section 5.  One important note as part of the investigative efforts, Contractor ceased cooperating 
with TARC’s external investigator and, through her attorney, indicated that she would also not 
cooperate in the future.  
 
 In addition to the overt sexual acts, Section 2 details Risco’s inappropriate sexual behavior 
including simulated Sexual Acts in front of Witness B.  Witness B indicated that on three separate 
occasions Risco simulated sexual masturbation in her presence and commented that “one day 
[someone is] going to walk in and see something.”  Contractor reported similar occurrences.   
 
 Section 2 demonstrates that Risco subjected several of the witnesses to unwanted sexual 
advances, off color comments and sexually charged behavior.  The Investigator reported lewd 
comments, sexual gestures, sexually suggestive messages and a demand for sexual intercourse in 
exchange for a job promotion as part of Risco’s overall conduct.    The TARC External Investigator 
states that the witness interviews and the corroborative evidence, “sufficiently established that 
Risco habitually subjected TARC employees to inappropriate sexual behaviors.”    As stated in 
Section 2: 
 

The information gathered from several internal witnesses revealed a pattern of 
behaviors exercised by Risco to groom, discredit, isolate, intimidate and 
economically control his targets.   He methodically created a paradoxical culture of 
fear and personal loyalty that rendered his targets’ silent.  Likewise, he exploited 
his position and used economic control as a form of manipulation to make his 
targets feel obligated to him.  For example, he frequently placed targets-survivors 
in positions with high salaries, which were unwarranted by the position and/or the 
knowledge, skills, experience and abilities of the targeted-survivor.   His hiring and 
promotion patterns indicate that his selections were disproportionately women who 
lacked direct experience in the requisite position and who had primary financial 
responsibilities for their families.   

 
 It is likely because of Risco’s pattern of behaviors towards his victims that no one came 
forward to report.  They were silent.  Section 2 indicates that no one reported any instances of 
Risco’s behavior to the Board or any affiliated entities until Witness C came forward in late 
January 2020.  The TARC External Investigator indicates that, once placed on notice of the 
allegations, the TARC Board took prompt action.  As the preliminary review into his misconduct 
progressed, Risco resigned his employment with TARC on February 11, 2020.  Thereafter, the 
Board effectuated appropriate remedial actions to prevent recurrence and identified and 
implemented best practices to repair and rebuild a healthy work environment at TARC.  
 

Section 2 also reviews the relevant policies and practices at TARC and then focuses on the 
organizational deficiencies and control structures that Risco exploited.  Section 2’s review includes 
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an examination of the failures in the internal reporting mechanisms and reasons or barriers that 
caused target victims to fail to report their abuse and trauma until late January 2020. It also 
examines that at least one person—Witness C who was responsible for investigation of sexual 
harassment complaints—had received a complaint of alleged sexual misconduct in April 2019 
committed by Risco and failed to carry out her duty to promptly investigate or report until late 
January 2020, ten months later.  
 

The TARC External Investigator found that TARC’s policies and training programs were 
outdated and not reflective of a modern approach to harassment prevention education and training 
in the wake of the #MeToo movement.  In this instance, however, “flawless policies and training 
could not have withstood Risco’s flagrant misuse and abuse of power.”  
 

Section 2 concludes with several recommendations, including that TARC conduct a review 
of organizational design, functions, roles and responsibilities.  The report also suggests a review 
of administrative policies and procedures, a strengthening of the Office of Diversity and 
Inclusion’s compliance functions, including, among other enhancements mandatory training and 
organization wide surveys on sexual harassment, enhanced communication, and an evaluation of 
protocols.  Many of these recommendations are addressed in Section 3.   

 
 Section 3, entitled Structures Exploited for Sexual Harassment, further explores some of 

the organizational deficiencies identified in Section 2 that Risco either took advantage of or 
actively fostered at TARC.   It is clear that Risco groomed and targeted several women for sexual 
harassment and abuse from the Investigator’s report.  It is also clear that Risco’s treatment of the 
TARC Board and employees at TARC also evidences a clever manipulation of structures to limit 
their oversight of him.  
 
 Risco’s interactions with the TARC Board are telling, especially when compared to Board 
relationships under the previous Executive Director, Barry Barker.   Barker had maintained a very 
good working relationship with the Board during his 25-year tenure.  He regularly called the Board 
members and interacted with them.   He also allowed others within the TARC organization to have 
direct communications with the Board members.  As a result, the Board was able to converse with 
the directors for needed information and employees were able to feel comfortable communicating 
back with the Board.   
 

That changed in the time period from December 2018 to February 2020, the 14 months 
when Risco was Executive Director (either in an interim or actual capacity).  During that time, 
Risco appears to have gradually alienated the Board.  This is especially so after April 2019 when 
he was named permanent Executive Director.  It is the opinion of these authors that Risco waited 
until he secured the “top spot” prior to isolating the Board. 

 
His isolation efforts were gradual.  First, Risco began to limit access that his employees 

had with the Board.  The employees were no longer presenting matters; Risco presented 
everything. His presentation of information was always at the last minute, and he would not “front 
load” information before board meetings as had been done previously.   

 
That caught the Boards attention, and it made them uncomfortable.  Board members began 

requesting additional information and committee structures wherein the Board could have access 
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to employees and also to pertinent information as it developed.   In the fall of 2019, there was 
nothing specifically known to the Board to cause the concern, but there was a general sense that 
the Board was being sidelined and it wanted to bring back controls.  
 
 Compounding these problems were the significant changes in the Board that occurred in 
the fall of 2019.   As detailed in Section 3, the long-time chair left, and new board chair was 
appointed, but she in turn became sick.  In six months, the Board had three different Board Chairs.  
This resulted in three open seats on the Board.  Despite these challenges, the remaining board 
members began to demand more scrutiny.   
 
 Risco responded in two ways.  First, he began to cancel Board meetings.  From September 
to December, Risco canceled both the November and December meetings. This concerned one 
board member so much that she had a meeting with him in December of 2019 and told him that if 
he didn’t start having meetings and give her the committee structure that she was demanding, she 
would not approve a single resolution he brought forth.  She would shut down his ability to do 
anything.   
 
 Secondly, Risco appears to have been engaged in lying to the Board over significant 
matters.  As is discussed in greater detail in Section 5, Risco began actively deceiving the Board 
including over the award of Contractor’s contracts.   

 As is discussed in Sections 2 and 7, the Board was not made aware of Risco’s sexual 
improprieties until the end of January 2020 and he was gone in early February 2020. It also seems 
clear that there were deficiencies in the Board’s ability to gain information into the day-to-day 
functioning of TARC.  The board was alienated, a fact which Risco had begun to foster since at 
least April 2019.   
 
 Section 3 also examines similar isolation and alienation of critical TARC employees and 
the creation of a structure of “outer” circle employees and “inner” circle employees. The former 
group was used to keep TARC running.  The latter would usually become targets and, in their 
silence, failed to alert others of Risco’s misdeeds.   These circles, just like the Board, were also 
subject to manipulation and alienation.    
 

The outer circle consisted of the more experienced employees at TARC, the people 
responsible for keeping the buses running and the system operating.  These individuals were kept 
at bay and in most cases appear to have been shunned or belittled.  Many of these employee’s 
report that Risco managed them through fear and intimidation. Most also report that he was very 
rarely there and would not make many decisions about actual operations, allowing the more 
competent individuals to manage TARC.  

The inner circle, consisting exclusively of young African American females, and in most 
cases single mothers, would gradually be groomed for travel with Risco and then subjected to his 
sexual advances.  Most of these inner circle employees were not competent for the new positions 
created for them.  As discussed in Section 2, these women were not likely to report their targeting 
or Risco’s conduct.   
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Almost to a person, employees in the inner circle and the outer circle reported a complete 
lack of training and almost no onboarding in harassment and discrimination matters.  This was a 
failure.  Importantly, Risco would have to be cognizant of this fact as he led MARTA’s Equal 
Employment Opportunity Office responsible for such training.   This makes the deficiency 
especially Machiavellian.      

 Section 3 also specifically scrutinizes three individuals who may have had specific 
knowledge of Risco’s conduct.  This special scrutiny was required because these were upper level 
employees and held positions of power in the organization.  As such, their positions, alone, required 
heightened review.  In two of the three cases, it would appear that there was a failure to take 
appropriate steps at the appropriate time by these individuals.   However, these two individuals “fit 
the mold” as ideal Risco targets and report they were the subjects of sexual harassment.   In the 
third case, we have been unable to find any evidence of wrongdoing.  

Section 3 opines that Risco’s sexually harassing conduct was fostered by the alienation of 
the Board and the employees.  The development of Risco’s structure—of an isolated “outer circle” 
of competent individuals left to run TARC and a likewise marginalized “inner circle” who would 
be victimized by him and cover up for him—made it easier for him to abuse.  He created and staffed 
the compliance office that would be responsible for oversight with a person not competent in the 
field, allowed her to maintain a second job that took her away from TARC, and also reportedly 
sexually harassed her.  He created a position for another individual and paid her highly because she 
was, in the opinion of these authors, unlikely to report sexual harassment matters and excessive 
travel expenses.  These measures seem too well-planned than to be anything other than by Risco’s 
design.   

Section 3 concludes by addressing some of the recommendations made in Section 2 and 
explores the efforts undertaken to remedy the deficiencies Risco caused or exploited.  TARC’s 
Interim Executive Team has worked to establish governance committees that will allow greater 
access to the Board and develop better communication with personnel.  One of the new committees, 
the Human Resources Committee, is empowered, among other things, to identify board and 
employee training opportunities as well as to ensure that the policies and procedures applicable to 
all employees—including on matters of sexual impropriety and financial concerns—are discernable 
and public.  TARC management is working to develop training requirements in several areas, 
including sexual harassment, implicit bias, and “bystander” training.       

 The Board has also established a Code of Conduct applicable to everyone.   This newly 
adopted Code covers several distinct areas including rules guarding against financial improprieties 
and sexual harassment policies incorporated from TARC’s EEO policy.  This Code has become 
the centerpiece of a new Employee Handbook to replace a 20-year-old version that was 
significantly out of date. This new handbook is the product of an internal review of all policies and 
procedures with an eye to make sure that an employee can clearly understand their rights, 
responsibilities and, most importantly, what to do if they have been traumatized by another team 
member.   Within that handbook, clear mechanisms of reporting for violations of this Code are 
front and center. 

 
The Board has also approved the creation of a TARC Tip line to allow the anonymous 

reporting of violations at TARC.  That Tip line is administered by an outside third-party vendor 
who in turn, delegates reports to an Ethics Review committee consisting of a member of the TARC 
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Board, a member of TARC’s legal team, and a Member of TARC’s Diversity and Inclusion Office 
to ensure that there are “multiple eyes” when it comes to reporting misconduct.  

 
 Additionally, the office responsible for training and investigation of sexual harassment 
matters has been reoriented and re-staffed.   Competent professionals with significant experience 
in the area have been hired to conduct the necessary training, compliance, and investigation.  This 
office is setting up top-to-bottom training for all TARC employees to understand their rights and 
responsibilities.   
 

TARC has established the new Office of General Counsel.  The Office of General Counsel 
will be responsible for many areas, but one of the primary responsibilities will be the establishment 
of robust reporting and compliance mechanisms for employees and to provide additional oversight 
of TARC’s several compliance offices and officers to prevent further abuses. 

   
Finally, Section 3 reports that TARC has reached financial settlements with most of the 

TARC employees who have come forward with financial claims for sexual harassment against 
Risco as of this date.   One primary focus TARC had was to address the trauma caused by 
Ferdinand Risco. The settlements with these sexual harassment victims were reached quickly, 
but represent months of work and the firm desire that these women, victimized by Risco, not be 
put through a lengthy litigation process.  They and their families should be allowed to heal and not 
be victimized again.  To aid these victims, TARC contacted the Louisville Metro Police sex crimes 
and PIU divisions to have an assigned detective and victim’s advocates on standby for these 
victims.   

With those settlements, TARC has instituted a suit against Risco to recover from him some 
of the damages he caused.  Too often, the ultimate wrongdoer escapes consequences for their 
actions and the public agency “foots the bill” for the wrongs committed.  The TARC Board and 
the Interim Team do not believe this should be the case with Ferdinand Risco and have sued him 
for recovery for over $800,000.00.  

PART II of this report, entitled Financial Review, consists of Sections 4, 5, and 6.   These 
sections examine several aspects of Risco’s financial conduct while at TARC.   Section 4 consists 
of a general examination of contracts that Risco may have administered as part of his command 
position at TARC.   These Contracts were examined because they departed from the normal 
structures of procurement adopted by the Board or because Risco had more than cursory 
involvement with them.  There were not that many and, for the most part, these Contracts were 
justified and properly documented.  However, three were not.  One contract was not properly 
documented and it was, therefore, subject to re-bid.  It appears innocuous.  However, two 
interrelated contracts were deemed highly suspect.  In one, TARC has made a demand for the 
return of its money.  In another, dealing with the Contractor first identified above in Section 2, the 
authors of this report have chosen to devote the entirety of Section 5 to her contract. 

That section, is entitled Specific Review of Contractor’s Billing.  Section 5 details that 
Contractor met Ferdinand Risco for the first time on January 30, 2019.   Within one week, she had 
secured a $27,000.00 “no bid,” agreement with Risco that was kept secret from TARC’s Finance 
and Purchasing departments.  A week after that—and without any signed agreement—TARC paid 
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her $27,000.00 from a “Miscellaneous Expense” ledger housed under Risco’s direct supervision.  
A week after that, Risco and Contractor were, literally, in bed together having sex.  The hotel room 
was paid for as an expense of TARC.      

Section 5 examines Risco’s suspect relationship with Contractor from January 2019 until 
Risco left TARC in February 2020.  This will include the fact that Contractor had been identified 
in a scandal at the municipal entity where she previously had acted as a contractor.  It was clear 
that Contractor was brought on board without proper vetting and in violation of TARC’s Board 
adopted procurement rules.   

Contractor billed TARC from February 5, 2019, until May 1, 2020, when her contract was 
terminated by TARC’s Interim Team.  During that time period, Contractor, or her related entities, 
billed TARC $228,718.99 in fees and expenses.  Until November 21, 2019, this billing occurred 
without contract; that is, there was no formal agreement between TARC and Contractor or her 
entities.   

 At some point between July 2019 and November 2019, Contractor, with the direction, 
assistance and collusion of Risco, changed the name of her firm to another.  It is unclear why, but 
it would appear to be because Contractor had declared bankruptcy in March 2019 in the Northern 
District of Texas and the Internal Revenue Service had levied significant federal tax liabilities 
against her and her entity. As documented in email and text message correspondence, Risco and 
Contractor worked to create a façade that she was a competent financial consultant and responsible 
contractor when it was clear she was not.  This collusion was in violation of the TARC Board’s 
adopted policies.  

 Section 5 details that despite receiving more than a quarter of a million dollars, Contractor 
provided almost nothing of value to TARC.  While Contractor traveled extensively with Risco on 
TARC’s “dime,” there is little evidence Contractor did anything for the over $228,000 she 
received.  Her value was questioned by almost every employee that had dealings with her.   

 In addition to examining the billing relationship, Section 5 also examines Contractor’s 
expenses which she submitted to TARC.  Up until November 2019, Contractor was charging 
TARC for her expenses.   This included charging TARC per diem meal expenses when no contract 
existed for the same and while receiving meals paid for and expensed by Risco.  She also charged 
TARC for extended stays in Louisville, charging for several days of travel when only appearing 
for a TARC board meeting that lasted two to three hours.   She upgraded her hotels to larger rooms 
or suites at TARC’s expense.  She would charge a public transit system for private car services 
like Uber and Lyft when TARC had available routes and services.  She would bill for valet parking 
for her car in Dallas while traveling for TARC.  She would upgrade a plane ticket for additional 
legroom and charge TARC.  Her expenses were then approved by the Witness B, and Risco.   

 In November 2019, Contractor’s newly created entity was awarded a $336,000.00, two-
year, no bid, sole source contract for which she was subsequently paid $14,000.00 per month. The 
circumstances for this contract award, and the efforts Risco took to secure the same on behalf of 
Contractor, are clearly collusive and are examined in detail below.  As will be discussed below, 
significant questions arose at the Board level about the facts and circumstances concerning this 
contract.  However, through direct artifice presented to the TARC Board, Risco flagrantly lied 
when he grossly overstated Contractor’s experience and past success.  He instructed Contractor to 
create a new company and misleading website just prior to presenting her contract to the board so 
it would appear as if she had a successful company and employees.  He also misrepresented the 
nature of his relationship with Contractor and her entities.  Further, Risco placed the administration 
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of the contract outside the normal financial channels at TARC, administering them himself with 
the assistance of Witness B, or her staff.    

 At some point after the execution of this $336,000.00 award, the relationship between 
Contractor and Risco soured.  It is likely that sometime in December 2019 or January 2020, and 
at the behest of an employee at TARC, Contractor contacted a local attorney to pursue claims 
against TARC for sexual harassment.   

During the course of that investigation, it became clear that Ferdinand Risco had utilized 
TARC’s money to pay this Contractor more than a quarter of a million dollars for little or no work.  
Risco was paying money to a woman he was sleeping with and failed to disclose that fact to the 
TARC Board, the Finance Department or any other person at TARC.  This act would constitute a 
misappropriation of public funds in an amount in excess of $228,000.  Whether Contractor was 
having sex with Risco consensually or not is still a matter in question.  It appears that the sex began 
consensually according to Contractor.  Regardless, she failed to disclose that it was no longer 
consensual and did not report that she was having sex with Risco to anyone other than Witness B.  
As detailed above, Witness B likewise failed to report that fact. 

Section 5 concludes with some recommendations about this specific contract and 
contracting in general going forward.  With regard to Contractor’s contract, the Interim Executive 
Team canceled it.  Whether she was the victim of sexual harassment or colluded with Risco to bilk 
TARC out of $228,000, or both, is a matter that is still in dispute.  However, what was also clear 
is that she was receiving taxpayer dollars after admitting to having sex with the Executive Director 
under an “agreement” that violated several TARC procurement rules.  She was not providing value 
to TARC for the money paid.  The Interim Executive Team believes that there has been a 
substantial violation of the public’s trust and a significant departure from normal rules regarding 
this arrangement. Risco has been sued for the recovery of all amounts paid to Contractor.  The 
facts surrounding Risco’s acts with regard to this contract have been turned over to the TARC’s 
External Auditor, the Kentucky State Auditor and the Commonwealth of Kentucky for potential 
additional criminal investigation.   

Section 5 also recommends that all Executive Management Team spending be subject to 
regular Board review and that there be an accounting provided monthly detailing those monthly 
expenses and detailing year-to-date expenses, and year-over-year expenses, to the Finance 
Committee for scrutiny.  This information is critical to any analysis.  Likewise, general contracting 
should remain the province of TARC’s purchasing department and all contracting should comply 
with the Board adopted Procurement Policy in keeping with its requirements under state and 
federal law.   It is robust and detailed and contains specific guidelines and oversight. It must be 
followed and applied to every department at TARC, including the Executive Department.   Finally, 
the Finance Department should cross-check executive level spending and, if it is not properly 
documented, that should be addressed in the Board’s Finance Committee.   

Section 6, entitled Travel and Expenses, is the final section in the review of Risco’s 
financial activities at TARC. It is the opinion of these authors that Risco’s travel was outrageous 
and egregious.  It paints a picture of an executive who gradually took advantage of TARC over 
time, testing structures and boundaries, so he could travel to dozens of cities at considerable 
expense to TARC.  While it is not unreasonable that the head of one of the larger transit companies 
in the nation would travel for business purposes including conference attendance, it is 
unreasonable for that person to be traveling and away from TARC for almost months at a time.   
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 Risco’s travel expenses present a significant increase when compared to the previous 
Executive Director’s travel expense.  In the two years previous, that executive had spent an average 
of approximately $13,000.00.  While serving as the Assistant Executive Director and under the 
supervision of the previous Executive Director, Risco’s expenses were likewise mostly reasonable.  
However, for the period of time from February 2019 until February 2020, while Risco was 
Executive Director, Risco’s travel was over $63,000.00 and covered 23 different trips.   Many of 
these trip’s business purposes may be related to transit, but Risco—especially after becoming 
permanent Executive Director in April 2019—certainly took advantage of his position.  His 
expenses went “off the rails” after June 2019 with nearly $47,000 of the $63,000 spent occurring 
the latter part of 2019 to February 2020 when he was ousted.  In that time window, he traveled to 
Myrtle Beach, Washington DC (6 times), Dallas, Chicago, Toronto, Tampa, St. Louis, San 
Francisco, Austin, San Diego, New York, Philadelphia, Hartford, and Atlanta.  He stayed in hotels 
in Atlanta even though his home was there.  During that time, he stayed in expensive hotels and 
there is evidence that he ate well and drank alcohol at the expense of TARC.  

His travel, especially after August 2019, was significant and egregious.  It is offensive that 
a public transit employee could stay in a $600 a night hotel, run up a $400 bar tab, and ride in a 
$30 Lyft LX to go a couple of miles for dozens of days. This is especially true when our ridership 
may spend $600 a month to house a family, $400 to feed them and buy a bus card for $30 to 
maintain employment.  His travel is excessive in that light.  When compared with Barker’s travel 
that ran $10,000 to no more than $20,000 per year, Risco’s travel was no doubt too high in the 
opinion of these authors.   

His travel was also violative of TARC’s Board Adopted Travel Policy.  His stays for 
multiple days before and/or after the purpose of the travel violates the Travel Policy.  His use of 
expensive cabs is impermissible in light of the policy’s direction towards mass transit.  He violated 
the alcohol policy and then covered it up by not providing detailed receipts which is also a 
violation.   He appears to have sought to cover personal expenses under the guise of professional 
travel.  Moreover, his travel that was remotely related to TARC’s business appears to be calculated 
to raise Risco’s “brand” and presence at the national level.  One of his trips, a four-day, nearly 
$3,000 trip to a rail transit conference in Toronto may be one of the most striking examples. It had 
little to do with TARC but had a lot to do with Risco moving to a bigger market.  Even if travel is 
permissible, it must be compliant with rules.  Risco’s was not.  Risco was obviously familiar with 
the Travel Policy as he was responsible for approving all other employee’s travel under it.   

 His travel is important for another reason.  It showcases how little Risco was on site at 
TARC.  In all of September 2019, Risco was in town for only 8 workdays, and only three days 
were contiguous. In all of October 2019, Risco was present for only 9 workdays.  Again, only three 
contiguous days at a time.  Upon information and belief, Risco was gone almost the entirety of 
December.  Likewise, according to information and belief, Risco disappeared in June 2019 and his 
whereabouts were unknown.  In short, for most of the latter portion of 2019, Risco was absent 
from  TARC.   

 In examining how this could occur, Risco was able to exploit a number of weaknesses 
primarily centered on internal oversight of the Board.  First, the policy on Risco’s pre-approval of 
travel was not strictly followed.  Witness B or her staff were responsible for booking all Risco’s 
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travel and preparing travel documents and expense reports for him.   Both Risco and her 
department were allowed access to company credit cards and were able to book travel without the 
necessary pre-approvals.  In some cases, there were pre-approvals, but in most cases these pre-
approvals do not appear to exist.   

Secondly, the policy on post travel approval of expense reports was deficient.   It does not 
appear that the Board Chair was given the expense reports until the day of the TARC Board 
meeting and there was no opportunity for significant review.  This created a rubber-stamp effect.  
The reports themselves do not have any indicia or check boxes as to whether all receipts were there 
and there was no cross checking when it came to the Executive Director.  By contrast, all other 
employees have their reports pre-reviewed by Finance.   

   Next, Risco was able to exploit a weakness that occurred because of Board membership 
changes.   During the latter part of 2019, the Board went through significant changes, especially 
at the Chair level, with the Chair being responsible for his travel approval.  In the final six months 
of Risco’s tenure, TARC’s Board had three different Board Chairs.  As his travel increased during 
the same time frame of the latter part of 2019, Risco’s documentation decreased.  He also canceled 
board meetings where his expenses were to be reviewed.  When the new Board Chair was elected 
Board Chair in January 2020 and was presented with Risco’s expense reports, she challenged him.  
His response was to stop documenting anything.   

Immediately upon taking the helm, the Interim Executive Team and the Board suspended 
all travel until further notice.  They took a number of steps as addressed in Section 6 below.  Two 
of the most important steps were that the Board’s Finance Committee will have ready access to all 
the Executive Director’s travel and that no reimbursement of any Executive Director travel 
expense will be made without the prior approval of the Chief Financial Officer and the Board 
Chair.  The Board adopted policy will be strictly followed.  

 Section 6 concludes with an examination of Risco’s automobile usage.  Just like his travel 
expenses, it does not appear proper.  When Risco became Executive Director, he was logging 
nearly 2000 miles a month on a TARC car and this was out of line with reasonable travel.    

 In order to continue to allow the usage but remedy the deficiency, TARC has created a 
Company Car Policy that will govern assigned vehicle usage.  The written policy will require the 
employee to document vehicle usage, apply appropriate safety standards, prohibit personal use, 
and deny access to unauthorized drivers and passengers.  While Risco was Executive Director, no 
policy existed.       

 Section 7, a stand-alone Section entitled Notification of Sexual Harassment and Response, 
examines when the Board was notified of Risco’s sexual harassment and the Board’s actions in 
response to that notification.   Both TARC’s External Investigator and the Metro Council 
Investigator have confirmed that no one came forward to the TARC Board until the very end.  See 
Section 2 and Beyer, Metro Council Meeting July 14, 2020, (45:59).  While Witness C, Witness 
B, and the victims may have known of Risco’s harassment, they did not provide notice and they 
did not come forward until late January 2020.  
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Section 7 details the exact dates of who came forward to the Board and when, and what 
responsible parties’ responses were.   When the Board received notice at the end of January 2020, 
it endeavored to take quick and decisive action.  It investigated the alleged abuses and took 
remedial action which concluded with the Deputy Mayor asking for Risco’s resignation on 
February 11, 2020.   Section 7’s line-by-line detail of the events leading up to February 11, 2020, 
may give the community comfort that the right actions were taken at the right time.   
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PART I—HIRING AND SEXUAL HARASSMENT ANALYSIS 

Part I concentrates on three different aspects of this matter:  the hiring of Ferdinand Risco 
including his initial hire as Assistant Executive Director and subsequent appointment to the 
Executive Director position; the sexual harassment he is alleged to have committed; and the 
structures he created or exploited to commit these acts.   Each section concludes with remedies 
and recommendations to address deficiencies that existed at TARC. 

SECTION 1: HIRING OF FERDINAND RISCO 

At the outset, two primary questions exist.  First, how did Ferdinand Risco come to be at 
TARC.  Second, were there warning signs or matters overlooked that would have given leadership 
reason to believe Ferdinand Risco should not have been hired or retained?  This section seeks to 
answer those questions. 

A.  Initial Hiring in 2017. 

Ferdinand Risco was hired by Barry Barker in 2017 to serve as the Assistant Executive 
Director at TARC.  At the outset, it must be understood that TARC’s first choice for the position 
was not Ferdinand Risco.  Barry Barker, the Executive Director of TARC since 1993, had 
cultivated a high level of integrity and trust in the organization and had led TARC with a steady 
hand.  Under his watch, TARC grew into a transit entity with national recognition; TARC was 
deemed the best transit company in the nation in 2006.  Of his many talents, his skill for identifying 
talent and promoting leaders was perhaps best evidenced by the steady rise of Alyce French 
Johnson who was the first choice.   

Ms. Johnson began humbly and was not catapulted into leadership.  She started on the ground 
floor of TARC as a customer service worker then a bus driver. Overtime, she would take successive 
roles in the company including union steward.   She was named Director of Transportation and 
then Assistant Executive Director in 2003.  She was TARC’s first choice for Executive Director 
under Barry Barker’s succession planning.  She was beloved by all at TARC as is reflected by the 
naming of a building on TARC’s campus in her honor.   Unfortunately and unexpectedly, Ms. 
Johnson became ill and the plan to pass the reins of the organization on to her would not come to 
fruition.  She retired after 39 years of service to TARC.  

This required a national campaign to find a replacement Assistant Executive Director.  In 
2016, advertisements were placed and 19 candidates were ultimately identified.   Several internal 
candidates applied for the job, including TARC’s heads of HR, Finance, and Planning.  This fact 
is important and is discussed below.  

Candidates were screened and ultimately 4 contenders were identified.  Barker established 
two independent interview committees to vet the candidates.  The first interview committee team 
consisted of Cedric Merlin Powell (the Chairman of the Board of TARC and a law professor at the 
University of Louisville), Ellen Hesen (the Mayor’s Chief of Staff), and Barry, himself.  There 
was a second internal interview team consisting of the chiefs of the most important operating 
divisions at TARC.   
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 These two independent committees were created for a reason.   Barry understood that as 
the Executive Director, the selection of Assistant Executive Director was ultimately “his hire.”1 
However, Barry wanted to be as inclusive as possible because he knew that whoever was hired as 
Assistant Executive Director would likely be his replacement as Executive Director. He was very 
concerned about succession planning.   

 In addition to the formal interview committees, Barry also knew most of the large transit 
leaders in the country and informally “backchanneled” checks on the candidates.  This included 
running backchannels on Risco, who was the head of Diversity and Inclusion at MARTA in Atlanta 
and who had also run aspects of train service for the New York MTA.   Barry’s vetting including 
speaking to the Executive Director at MARTA for any indications of problems with the candidate.   
Everybody liked Risco and none reported any issues with his employment. 

Risco was very highly credentialed.  He served on many state and national boards, was a 
college professor, a former military officer, and had worked his way up in the world of transit. A 
copy of his resume is attached as Exhibit A.   

One of Risco’s national board positions included serving as Chair of the Workforce 
Development Committee at the American Public Transit Association (hereinafter “APTA”), 
arguably the most influential public transit association in the United States.  As a result, Barry also 
consulted with many at APTA to vet his candidates including Risco.  He spoke to the former Chair 
of Risco’s committee to gain additional background information on the candidate.   Barry 
additionally reviewed Risco’s Board appointment to the Connecticut Board of Education, which 
would have indicated that the State of Connecticut had placed faith in him.   

It is unclear at who’s direction, but Risco and the other top candidates were the subjects of a 
Predictive Index Behavioral Assessment that examined the personality traits of the candidates.  An 
examination of Risco’s reveals no warning signs for TARC.  A copy of this document is attached 
as Exhibit B. 

 In short, with two independent review committees operating on two separate tracks, a 
national search, “buy in” from internal and external interviewers, and consulting with several 
leaders in the mass transit field, the candidates for the Assistant Executive Director were vetted 
extensively.   

Of the six members on the two interview committees, Risco was the unanimous choice of 
both.  William Harris, who served on the internal review committee recalled that “Risco was a 
quick study, a very bright guy.”  He promised a different vision of TARC.  Other members of the 
review committees called him an innovator. His concepts of the future of mass transit were bold 
and aligned with the radically changing world of public transit.  While Uber and Lyft are 
ubiquitous today, in late 2016 and early 2017, mass transit offering “mobility as a service” was 
very cutting edge.   Risco appeared at the forefront of that thought.   

 
1 TARC’s Bylaws, by and through KRS Chapter 96A, delegate all hiring and firing of all officers and employees to the Executive Director. 
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Based upon the interview committee members’ recommendations, which included the 
Chairman of the TARC Board, Barry offered Ferdinand Risco the position of Assistant Executive 
Director in January 2017 and he accepted.   Risco’s first day of employment was February 5, 2017.   

 In examining the decision-making process on hiring Risco, it is difficult to identify any one 
particular deficiency in Risco’s vetting as a candidate for hire.  The decision makers believed him 
to be the best candidate.  If he did have a propensity for wrongdoing or a history of harassment, it 
was not readily discernable.   However, it is important to scrutinize this process to determine any 
flaw that could have disclosed important information that could have changed minds.    

One of those flaws was TARC’s background checks.  In 2017, TARC was still conducting 
its background checks manually, through staffers in the Human Resources Department.  It wasn’t 
until February 2018, that TARC shifted to an Automated Tracking System (the “ATS”) which 
electronically performs background checks through the “Good Hire” system.    As a result, in 2017, 
TARC was reliant on individuals to do the manual checks.  Importantly, as indicated above, many 
of the candidates for the Assistant Executive Director position were internal candidates. This 
included the head of the HR Department.  As a result of her application, she recused herself from 
the vetting process including running the background checks.  It is not clear if anyone was assigned 
to take that responsibility.   We have not been able to find any evidence that the manual background 
checks that should have been performed in 2017 were actually performed.   

To examine this potential deficiency, the Interim Executive Team at TARC retained the 
services of AIS, the firm of a former FBI agent, Carl Christianson, to run a background check on 
Risco in 2020.  The purpose of this was to determine whether there were potential matters in 
Risco’s record which would have led reasonable minds to conclude his hiring was imprudent. 

The former FBI agent’s background review included national and state searches in every one 
of Risco’s former addresses.  These searches in multiple jurisdictions indicated no public lawsuits 
involving impropriety or other allegations of sexual harassment.  There were no news stories of 
any sordid details.  Risco was clear of bankruptcies and was not on any sex offenders’ lists.    He 
had neither been charged with, nor convicted of, any crimes.  There was only one lawsuit involving 
Risco in an official capacity, and that was a suit against the Connecticut Board of Education where 
Risco was named as a member of the board and not for any individual conduct on his part.  A copy 
of this report is attached at Exhibit C.   

The investigative report did reveal one matter that could have potentially raised concern in 
2017.  Risco and his wife were the subject of a foreclosure of property in Connecticut in August 
2014. Midfirst Bank v. Risco, et al.  NNH-CV14-6049232-S.   While there is evidence that Risco 
moved from Connecticut to Georgia in 2012 and the foreclosure may have regarded property the 
couple did not sell upon their move, a foreclosure may have raised questions regarding Risco’s 
financial capacity.   This should have been investigated.2   TARC’s manual background checks in 

 
2 There was an additional 2018 foreclosure of property in Philadelphia Pennsylvania that occurred after Risco was hired at 
TARC.  This would obviously not have been discovered in 2017.  This foreclosed property regarded an address that appears to 
have belonged to his father, who died in 2016, and that Risco was named as an heir.  The foreclosure sale for the property in 
Philadelphia PA Case No. 1803-342 lists the Defendant as the Estate of Ferdinand Risco, deceased.   
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2017 did not run credit histories and TARC’s internal interview processes do not ask financial 
questions.  Even today, TARC does not do a credit report review on its potential employees.  As 
is discussed below, this has been remedied in the current search for the Executive Director.  While 
this may be acceptable for rank and file employees, it is the opinion of these authors that a financial 
background check should be performed on candidates for a chief executive and any candidate with 
high level fiscal responsibilities.  This financial background examination was done in the present 
search for a new Executive Director.  

Because a credit report for a future potential Chief Executive would have revealed this 
financial question, the absence of a credit check must be viewed as a deficiency in the hiring 
process.   Whether this fact would have eliminated Risco from contention for the Assistant 
Executive Director position is a matter that only hindsight can judge.  However, other than this 
one fact, there was nothing public that would have revealed a problem in Risco’s history as of 
December 2017. 

Subsequent to the discovery of Risco’s misdeeds in February 2020, at least two investigative 
journalists revealed that Risco might have had instances of misconduct while he served at his 
previous employment.   In one news story reported in the Courier Journal,3 there was a 2013 
anonymous complaint into Risco’s “management style.”  The article says that, “The complaint was 
lodged at the entire management team and was centered around what the callers felt was an unfair 
accounting of their time," she said. “There were no accusations of sexual harassment and no issue 
was discovered that warranted further review.” Importantly, for purposes of this report, the article 
also reveals “Risco's MARTA personnel file does not include mention of the 2013 investigation 
or of the complaint that was lodged against his management style. It includes no disciplinary 
records.” 

In another news story reported on WAVE3 TV in March 2020, an investigative reporter 
indicated that she had discovered claims from women who came forward after the scandal broke.  
“The claims against Risco from those in Atlanta include sending inappropriate sexual pictures, 
jokes and messages, as well as intimidation and threats to their jobs. Some of the women described 
screaming and having to ask his permission to use the bathroom. One woman described Risco 
making disparaging remarks against African-Americans.”4  Yet, even this story reveals the 
MARTA allegations “were kept under wraps” and “were never made public” according to the 
reporter.  The report goes on to say that there was no “formal investigation, and that there are no 
official records of those statements.”  The report concluded that “there were no complaints filed 
against Mr. Risco during his employment with MARTA.” 

   
Thus, if one were to provide the unvarnished truth about the hiring process, it is highly 

doubtful that these previously undisclosed and undocumented MARTA allegations would have 
come to light.   The allegations certainly did not come up when the MARTA executives were 
“backchanneled” and they would not have come up in Risco’s personnel file.  There is little doubt 
that had these hidden allegations in Atlanta been properly documented in 2013 or otherwise 

 
3 https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/politics/metro-government/2020/02/28/tarc-scandal-ex-chief-investigated-atlanta-before-louisville-
hire/4902200002/ 
4 https://www.wave3.com/2020/03/04/ferdinand-risco-made-you-feel-like-sexual-object-ousted-tarc-directors-former-co-workers-atlanta-now-sharing-
their-stories/ 
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reported to TARC, a much different approach to Risco’s hiring may have resulted.  However, this 
cannot be viewed as deficiency because there is no way a normal hiring process check would have 
revealed non-existent records of non-public and anonymous undocumented complaints. 

In conclusion, Risco’s initial hiring process—and Barry’s decision to hire him consistent 
with the interview teams’ recommendations—seems highly thorough with one recognized 
deficiency.  Risco’s background checks should have been better documented and should have 
included a credit report.  His employment file does not appear to have much information in it 
surrounding his hiring.  He signed a form for a Kentucky record to be pulled, but it is not clear that 
this was actually conducted.  As the former FBI Agent’s report revealed, there would not have 
been anything to find, but the paper record of checks, calls, etc., within the file is lackluster.  It is 
the opinion of these authors that because the Director of HR was an applicant and had recused 
herself from the hiring process, a normal record of the manual backgrounding from 2017 is not 
existent.  Given the shift to an electronic system in 2018 under the ATS/ “Good Hire” system 
described above which automatically creates and delegates functions, those records deficiencies 
are not likely to be replicated.   

Recommendations and Changes 

Onboarding of a Chief Executive—or an Assistant Chief Executive who is on track to 
ultimately take the position—should be a thorough and lengthy process.  The process, in turn, must 
be well-documented.  The following are recommendations regarding the current hiring process for 
TARC’s Executive Director.  Of course, the decision to hire the Executive Director of TARC lies 
with the Mayor.  TARC has collaboratively endeavored to put forth highly qualified and properly 
vetted candidates for mayoral consideration.   TARC is currently seeking its next Executive 
Director, and this process must be robust. The Interim Executive Team’s efforts have included the 
adoption of the following recommended processes: 

• A National Search Firm.  To avoid any potential for impropriety, TARC hired a 
National Search firm to search for and examine candidates for TARC’s Executive Director 
position.    Krauthamer & Associates (“K&A”) is an industry leader with a 50-year proven history 
of placing high-level executives with public and private companies.  Even that action was 
conducted openly and transparently.  TARC put the contract for the search firm out for public bid 
and K&A was, without question, the most qualified.   

 
• Dual Track Review Process.  Candidates for consideration were subject to 

significant internal and external review including review by the present Interim Executive 
Directors and K&A.   This was followed by additional reviews by a newly created committee of 
Board Members who interviewed the top-tier candidates again in a series of interviews.   

 
• Examination of Candidates.  Part of K&A’s process included an extensive 

screening process, including examining each candidate’s personal references, a 360 approach 
where K&A talked with someone the candidates have recently reported to, someone who has 
recently reported to them and at least a peer or another supervisor or employee. They also 
conducted extensive background checks that included financial, criminal, civil court searches, 
employment, educational, sex offender, national terror watch lists, and driving records. 
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Additionally, K&A did internet searches of each candidate to identify public articles and 
information that may exist.  Importantly, K&A will document their efforts and create a robust 
record of the candidates, including the selected candidate.  

 
• Secondary Outside Review of Candidates:  TARC has, through the office of its 

interim general counsel, retained a former FBI agent to conduct an independent and additional 
review of the top-tier candidates that will be submitted to the Mayor.  While this may be duplicative 
of the efforts of the National Search firm’s background checks in some instances, these additional 
efforts are warranted here.   That former agent’s firm has verified prior employments, run 
additional reports, run federal reports for civil and bankruptcy matters, verified education, run state 
and county courts for civil and criminal cases in any place where the candidate has lived, verified 
licensure, run nationwide criminal reports, run social media, media outlets, and verified additional 
search matters as they arise.  The agent’s efforts were robust.  

 
• Requests for Disclosure.  As part of the hiring process, each candidate was asked 

whether there was anything that should be disclosed in the hiring process and that was properly 
documented. If any of these candidates lied during their interview, that would be cause for 
immediate termination in Kentucky, an “at will” employment state.   

 
B. 2018-2019 Transition from Assistant Executive to Executive Director. 

Risco served as Assistant Executive Director from February 5, 2017, until Barry Barker’s 
retirement from TARC until November 30, 2018.   During this time, Risco’s service was 
professional but otherwise relatively unremarkable.   Upon Barry’s retirement, the Mayor named 
Risco the Interim Executive Director.  He served in that position from December 2018 until he 
was named the Executive Director by the Mayor pursuant to KRS § 96A.070 in April, 2019.    

There is little to outwardly indicate any significant problems prior to the Mayor’s 
appointment of Risco.  At the time, he had the Board’s unanimous support for appointment to 
become permanent Executive Director.   Most employees found his management style far different 
than that of Barry Barker, but most chalked this difference up to Risco’s military background and 
more “business like” demeanor.   As will be discussed in Section 6, his expenses were not out of 
line and were all approved in the time period prior to his appointment.  In short, very little appears 
to outwardly suggest anything amiss with Risco.   Good steward that he was, Barker reports that 
he did additional follow up checks with others in the transit field once Risco’s hire as Assistant 
Executive Director became permanent and public.  When he and Risco traveled together to 
conferences, others in the transit field, including high level executives at MARTA confirmed that 
Risco was an excellent hire. 

  Although it was not reported at the time, as is discussed in Section 2, Risco appears to have 
begun sexually harassing at least two victims.  The first, identified in that Section as Witness A, 
reports that in mid to late December of 2017 she was sexually harassed and the sexual harassment 
continued into 2019.    Witness A has admitted that she did not come forward and advise anyone 
of her harassment.  As she reported to the TARC investigator, in November 2018, she did not get 
a promotion she felt she deserved.   In response, she retained legal counsel.  Prior to Witness A’s 
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attorney notifying TARC of her concerns, Witness A decided to “not push the button.”   Shortly 
thereafter, she was promoted into a new position.  She remained silent for more than a year.  The 
first report the Board had of her sexual harassment was in late January 2020, when she came 
forward with the rest of the Plaintiffs.  See Sections 2, 7.    Similarly, as is discussed in Section 2, 
the woman identified as Witness D states that she was sexually harassed in late October 2018. She 
reports that she did not come forward until April 2019 and, as Section 2 indicates, she was 
terminated.   
 

That being said, TARC must view the fact that Witnesses A and D did not come forward in 
2018 as a deficiency.  As will be discussed below, any environment where a victim does not feel 
safe to speak about a trauma is lacking.  Any environment where an employee does not recognize 
a duty to come forward is likewise lacking.   Had they come forward in 2018 prior to Barry 
Barker’s departure, there is no question that the extent of Risco’s damage could have been averted.  
  

 The only exception to this relative 
quite surrounding Risco during this 
interim period has been a news media 
report that the head of the union at TARC 
knew something and brought it forward 
in December 2018.5  However, even this 
media report indicates that the union 
representative had no knowledge of any 
sexual harassment.  Likewise, the 
“alarms” he raised were not particularly 
alarming.  The warning the union leader 
put forth in an email dated December 14, 
2018 to the left, states only, “In the 
interest of advancement for metro (sic) 
Louisville please consider initiating a 
national search to replace the retired 
executive director J. Barry Barker for the 
Transit Authority of River City (TARC).  
It is very important that you find 
someone with the knowledge, expertise, 
vision drive and community service that 
we need to be successful.  The community 
deserves no less than a new executive 
director with the same qualities as Barry 

 
5 https://www.wave3.com/2020/03/06/tarc-union-president-says-he-warned-mayor-fischer-about-promoting-ferdinand-risco-executive-director/; 
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/politics/metro-government/2020/03/05/tarc-sex-scandal-union-warned-fischer-promoting-ferdinand-
risco/4966498002/ 
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Barker.” The email seems more of a compliment to Barker than an indictment of Risco.    

 However, after receipt of the letter, the Deputy Mayor, Ellen Hesen, followed up with the 
union leader to better understand his concerns.  Apparently, Risco was viewed as a tough partner 
and he and the local transit union were regularly at odds.  After these discussions, the union leader 
indicated that he could work with Risco.  No alarm bells were raised.  At the same time, the 
Chairman of the Board of TARC and a local community leader, Sadiqa Reynolds, were advising 
the Mayor that Risco needed to be made permanent Executive Director.  With no issues, Risco 
was so named in April 2019.   

 While hindsight will be 20/20, there is nothing within the union leader’s letter that would 
have put anyone on notice of the deficiencies Risco would exhibit in the months to come.  For all 
intents and purposes—with the exception of the two employees who did not report Risco’s 
conduct—Risco outwardly maintained boundaries until Barry Barker left in November 2018.   
When Barker did leave, Risco almost immediately began a course of sexual harassment, guarded 
at first, and then reaching fever pitch in April 2019 after his appointment as the permanent 
Executive Director. 

SECTION 2:   SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

 Rather than attempting to condense or edit the TARC investigator’s full report, the TARC 
Board and the Interim Executive Team have chosen simply to include it here.  This report is written 
by Donna Perry and Tammy Bennett, from Dinsmore and Shohl, who was retained as an external 
investigator.  The full report appears in the following font to make it readily 
discernable to the reader.  Where appropriate, footnotes have been added to allow 
additional explanation.   
 
 

A. External Investigator’s Report  
  

In late January 2020, an employee notified the Board Chairperson 
of the Transit Authority of River City (“TARC”) of alleged 
sexual misconduct perpetrated by executive director Ferdinand 
Risco (“Risco”).  Based on information gathered from the witness 
interviews, prior to the weeks of January 27 and February 3, 
none of the witnesses had notified the Board or any entity or 
person affiliated with the Board of any alleged sexual 
misconduct.  Once placed on notice of the allegation, the Board 
took prompt action to review the matter, including, among other 
actions, retaining our firm to conduct an independent 
investigation. On February 11, 2020, as the preliminary review 
into his misconduct progressed, Risco resigned his employment 
with TARC.   
 
This investigation was initiated to gather information to 
determine the circumstances and extent of Risco’s sexual 
misconduct.  Given that Risco is no longer employed with TARC, 
this investigation does not assess legal liability, including, 
among other things, whether the requisite elements of an 
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actionable sexual harassment claim have been established.  The 
information is being gathered to identify and remedy 
organizational deficiencies and control weaknesses. 
Additionally, the information has been analyzed to: (1) evaluate 
the effectiveness of TARC’s internal reporting mechanism, (2) 
identify complaints about Risco, if any, reported through the 
internal mechanism prior to February 2020, and (3) determine 
the reasons and/or barriers that caused targets-victims-
survivors to remain silent, in the absence of any prior 
complaints.  In conclusion, we offer recommendations that are 
essential for restoring and rebuilding a healthy, respectful 
harassment-free work environment. 
  

Witness Interviews 
 
In the course of this investigation, we interviewed a total of 
18 witnesses.  This summary provides relevant information 
gathered from interviews conducted on various dates from 
February 20, 2020 through May 27, 2020.  The witnesses consisted 
of 11 current TARC employees (9 women and 2 men), a TARC 
contractor (woman), 4 former TARC employees (women), a current 
and former Board member.   Due to COVID-19 social distancing 
requirements, interviews occurring on or after March 27th were 
conducted via telephone or videoconference.  
 
Several witnesses were interviewed on multiple occasions to 
address new information furnished by subsequent witness 
interviews or upon the request of a witness.  All witnesses 
fully cooperated with the investigation, except for the TARC 
Contractor.  The Contractor was interviewed on March 27, 2020 
via telephone.  The interview was jointly conducted by my 
colleague, Donna King Perry and me.  Also present during via 
telephone in separate locations were the Contractor’s 
attorneys, Thomas Clay and Beth Maze and David Beyer, an 
investigator retained by Louisville’s Metro Council.   As the 
time allotted for the interview expired, the parties agreed to 
reconvene the week of March 30, 2020.  Contractor’s attorney 
subsequently informed us that she would not cooperate any 
further with this investigation.  
 
In an effort to mitigate re-traumatization, to the extent 
possible, we are protecting the identity of witnesses who were 
subjected to sexually inappropriate behaviors.   As a result, 
the report does not include the names, job titles and/or other 
identifying characteristics of current or former TARC employees 
who made allegations of sexually misconduct against Risco.  
 

Overview of Contractor’s Interview 
 
The witnesses who alleged that they were targets of sexual 
misconduct perpetrated by Risco were employees of TARC at that 
time of the incidents with the e 
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xception of Contractor.  In light of this distinction, we 
believe it is important to provide additional background on the 
origins and evolution of the contractual relationship in 
addition to examining the claims of sexual misconduct related 
to Contractor.  
 
According to Contractor, in late 2018, Tony Parrott, executive 
director of Louisville’s Metropolitan Sewer District (“MSD”) 
connected with her about an opportunity to provide consulting 
services to TARC.  Contractor had a prior professional 
relationship with Parrott whom she’s known for nearly 13 years.  
During his stint as executive director of Cincinnati’s MSD, 
Parrott hired and paid Contractor as a vendor for approximately 
10 years.  Prior to him reaching out, Contractor had no 
knowledge of TARC.  At Parrott’s request, on January 30, 2019, 
Contractor traveled from Dallas, TX to Louisville, KY to discuss 
the opportunity.  On that date, she met Risco for the first 
time.  In addition to Risco and Parrott, Jeffrey Dingle and 
Victoria Johnson were present at the meeting.   
 
Approximately two weeks after the meeting, Risco hired 
Contractor for the first of 3 contracts, all of which were sole 
source contracts that were not subject to an open or 
competitive-bidding process.  In regards to the final contract, 
which was a two-year contract for $336,000, several members of 
the leadership team, including, the director of finance, chief 
of staff and director of purchasing, urged Risco to 
competitively bid the contract.  He ignored their requests.   
 
The initial two contracts were not in writing.  According to 
Contractor, she was engaged to review financial reporting and 
statements and to provide executive support. She was paid a 
lump sum of $27,000.00 to perform this work.  In her interview, 
the director of finance provided information that contradicts 
Contractor’s statement about the scope of services.  According 
to the director of finance, Contractor was purportedly hired 
for the limited scope of helping with financials, and not for 
executive support.  Immediately upon starting, according to 
TARC employees, Contractor focused primarily on management 
consulting as opposed to the stated scope of her work.    Several 
witnesses indicated that she frequently participated in 
leadership meetings, hiring panels and advising on employee 
relations.  Witnesses also stated that from the outset of her 
consulting arrangement, she served as their coach-mentor and 
offered text messages to substantiate this fact.  They also 
stated that she was an executive coach to Risco.  Contractor 
denied that coaching was her primary focus.  She also 
categorically denied that she advised on employment decisions.  
However, Witness C indicated that she was present in April 2019, 
when Risco, Witness B and Contractor vetted disciplinary action, 
including termination, of a member of the leadership team.  Even 
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with the ambiguity surrounding the scope of services, the value 
of the work actually delivered was well-below $27,000.00. 
 
According to Contractor, shortly after commencing her 
engagement with TARC, in late February or early March 2019,6 
she and Risco engaged in sexual intercourse in her hotel room 
in Louisville, KY.  Then, in April 2019, she attended a 
conference in Dallas with Risco and Witnesses B and C.  At some 
point, she ended up alone with Risco in his hotel room and he 
attempted to lift her shirt and sodomize her.  She did not 
immediately report this sexual assault to anyone.  She never 
contacted the police or hotel security.  Even though she had 
direct access to the Board, she never notified them.  She 
eventually confided in a friend, Witness B and Jeffrey Dingle, 
who, as stated above, participated in the January 30th meeting 
arranging her contract with TARC.  
 
Risco continued to engage in sexual relations with Contractor.  
In May 2019, Contractor attended a conference in Louisville, 
KY.  In her hotel room, Risco performed oral sex on her.  During 
the same month, Risco approved a second engagement with 
Contractor.  The payment for the new arrangement was based on 
an hourly rate structure as opposed to a lump sum.  As with the 
first engagement, Contractor’s expenses, including travel and 
lodging, were invoiced separately and payments were issued to 
Contractor as opposed to her firm’s taxpayer identification 
number.   Then, in July 2019, Contractor attended a conference 
in Tampa, FL.   For the last time, Risco had sexual intercourse 
with her in his hotel room.   
Contractor never reported any of the incidents of sexual 
activity.  She felt she had no choice but to engage in the acts.  
She explained that her fear of Risco’s explosive temper deprived 
her of a choice.  When asked whether the approval or 
continuation of any or all of her contracts was conditioned 
upon her submission to sexual relations, Contractor stated 
unequivocally that she was not asked or required to have sex 
with Risco in exchange for any of the contracts with TARC.  
 
According to director of finance, pursuant to a TARC policy, as 
executive director, Risco had signing authority for up to 
$100,000.00 per contract.   As the aggregate amount of payments 
to Contractor was nearing the $100,000.00 threshold, she 
notified Risco.  Shortly thereafter, on September 27, 2019, 
Contractor submitted a proposal to TARC under the name of a new 
consulting firm, which had been formed in April 2019.  According 
to Witness C, while attending a conference in Dallas, TX, Risco 
and Contractor discussed the new consulting firm.  In her 
interview, Contractor denied or attempted to minimize Risco’s 
knowledge, influence or advice relative to the new firm and/or 

 
6 Based upon the Contractor’s travel records and her statement that the sexual activity occurred at the Galt House on the second night of a stay, the 
sexual activity occurred February 21, 2019.   See also, Section 5 Contractor Review.  
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its website.  Contractor indicated that she created the new 
consulting firm as a rebranding strategy, in part, because she 
was “exhausted from hearing her own name”.7   
 
In November 2019, the new consulting firm, which consisted of 
her and a part-time assistant and whose only client was TARC, 
was granted a $336,000.00 two-year contract.  In the course of 
this investigation, the assistant executive director was 
interviewed.  He indicated that he was concerned that Contractor 
was not performing work as set forth in the contract.  He shared 
this concern with Risco.  As of the date of this report, 
Contractor has still provided limited, if any, of the agreed 
upon deliverables.  During the interview, she indicated that a 
2 month period, i.e., December 2019 and January 2020, was 
insufficient time to complete tasks. She claimed that work was 
performed in January, February and March but did offer 
specifics, except that she worked on “some policy stuff” in 
March.   
 
Contractor received numerous sexually suggestive and lewd 
messages from Risco.  In her interview, Contractor referenced 
two particularly crude pictures she received in November 2019 
- one was a picture of Risco’s penis and the other she referred 
to as a “banana split,” a woman’s private part covered with 
ingredients used to make a banana split sundae. 
 
As indicated above, Contractor was a coach-mentor for several 
of the women that Risco hired or promoted.  In this capacity, 
she spent considerable time with Witness B.  The two shared a 
common life experience and eventually developed a “sister-like 
bond,” according to Witness B.  In fact, Contractor would stay 
at Witness B’s home when she came to Louisville.  While 
Contractor alleged that she stayed at Witness B’s because she 
was afraid of Risco, Witness B stated that Contractor stayed 
with her due to financial reasons.  According to Witness B, 
once Risco was prohibited from submitting Contractor’s travel 
and lodging expenses on TARC’s credit cards, Contractor was 
required to pay her business expenses upfront and seek 
reimbursement through her invoices to TARC.  Because she was 
struggling financially, Contractor was unable to pay the 
expenses in advance, and stayed with Witness B to defray the 
cost.   
 
Similarly, in their sister-ship, both confided in and sought 
support from each other related to Risco’s harsh temperament.  
In fact, Contractor confided in Witness B the time “it 
happened”, referring to Contractor engaging in sexual 
intercourse with Risco.  Witness B, who frequently traveled 
with Contractor and Risco, often observed tension between the 

 
7 This is likely not true.  Contractor had just filed her third bankruptcy in March 2019.   Her old company was liable for over $150,000 of federal tax 
debts for non-payment of federal taxes.   
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two and found their relationship “confusing”. On one hand, 
Contractor expressed irritation by Risco’s sexual pursuit of 
her.  On the other hand, Contractor would actively engage in 
texting and spending time with him.   
 
A further observation of the nature of the relationship between 
Risco and Contractor was what Witness B described as 
“Contractor’s promiscuity”.  Witness B stated that on one 
occasion, she, Risco and Contractor attended a conference 
together.  Contractor told Witness B that while she was in her 
hotel room being intimate with another man, Risco came to her 
room and knocked on the door.  Contractor also shared with 
Witness B that, in at least one prior instance, she had sexual 
relations with another client.   She explained to Witness B 
that “she gets paid to walk away” by filing a lawsuit after 
engaging in sexual relationships with a client.8   
 
Witness B and the assistant executive director both indicated 
that the interactions between Contractor and Risco changed after 
all four attended a conference in New York City in October 2019.  
According to Witness B, Contractor and Risco went to dinner 
alone one evening.  When Contractor returned to the hotel room 
she was sharing with Witness B she was visibly upset.  
Contractor stated that Risco had gotten into a verbal 
altercation with the Uber driver and when she attempted to 
intervene he verbally attacked her.  Witness B does not recall 
the specific details, if any, that Contractor provided regarding 
the incident.  However, whatever happened between the two led 
to strained interactions between Risco and Contractor for the 
remainder of the trip, as observed by Witness B and the 
assistant executive director.  Interestingly, shortly after 
this episode, Contractor was provided the sole source contract 
for $336,000.   As it relates to the exorbitant cost of the 
contract, according to Witness B, Contractor stated that given 
the dollar amount maybe Risco was expecting a portion of it.  
 
Based on the information gathered a question remains of whether 
the relationship between Risco and Contractor was consensual.9  
However, without reaching a definitive conclusion on that issue, 
it is evident that Risco’s interactions with Contractor violated 
TARC’s “Executive Director’s Policy Statement on Harassment and 
Retaliation” policy.  Ironically, the policy implemented during 
Risco’s tenure as executive director.  It is unknown whether 
Contractor consulted with Risco in drafting the policy.  
 
Overview of Internal Interviews  
 
Internal witness interviews with corroborating documents, e.g., 
numerous text messages, sufficiently established that Risco 

 
8 Contractor’s attorney has confirmed that Contractor has had previous 2 “claims” against other companies.   
9 Contractor’s attorney has reported that her relations with Risco began as consensual, but alleges that they changed over time. 
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habitually subjected TARC employees to inappropriate sexual 
behaviors as alleged during the weeks of January 27 and February 
3, 2020 and as reported by various media outlets.  During this 
investigation, witnesses described the various types of sexual 
misconduct perpetrated by Risco, including, e.g., lewd 
comments, sexual gestures, sexually suggestive messages and a 
demand for sexual intercourse in exchange for a job promotion.  
A witness stated that Risco’s sexually inappropriate behaviors 
began shortly after he became employed by TARC in 2017.  The 
witness provided text messages that substantiated her claim. 
 
The information gathered from several internal witnesses 
revealed a pattern of behaviors exercised by Risco to groom, 
discredit, isolate, intimidate and economically control his 
targets.   He methodically created a paradoxical culture of 
fear and personal loyalty that rendered his targets’ silent.  
Likewise, he exploited his position and used economic control 
as a form of manipulation to make his targets feel obligated to 
him.  For example, he frequently placed targets-survivors in 
positions with high salaries, which were unwarranted by the 
position and/or the knowledge, skills, experience and abilities 
of the targeted-survivor.   His hiring and promotion patterns 
indicate that his selections were disproportionately women who 
lacked direct experience in the requisite position and who had 
primary financial responsibilities for their families.  In one 
instance, Risco promoted a target-survivor into a position that 
increased her salary by approximately $20,000.  Less than 8 
months later, he promoted her again with an additional $30,000 
pay increase and  two months later gave her another $20,000 
increase.  In a 10 month period, he provided nearly $70,000 in 
pay increases without any correlating increases in duties and 
responsibilities.   Similarly, Risco allowed an employee to 
have secondary, or outside, employment in an apparent conflict 
with TARC’s internal guidelines.  According to the employee’s 
direct report, the employee spent more than 60% of her time 
away from the office, i.e., working her second job.   
 
II. Scope of the Investigation 
 
The scope of this investigation is limited to gathering relevant 
information of sexual misconduct perpetrated by Risco for 
purposes of identifying and remediating any structural, 
cultural and/or behavioral gaps that fostered sexually 
motivated behaviors, disrespect of women and silencing of 
targets-victims by TARC’s highest ranking executive. The 
witness interviews occurred from February 20 through May 27, 
2020.  In light of the limited scope of the investigation and 
its intended purpose, i.e., identifying remedial efforts to 
examine and address current concerns and to prevent future 
recurrence, interviews were limited to current employees and a 
current contractor of TARC.   
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As stated above, this investigation consisted of a total of 18 
interviews, including 11 current employees, 4 former employees, 
a contractor of TARC and a current and former Board member.  Of 
the current and former employees and contractor, 14 were women 
and 2 were men.  Five of the 14 women were directly subject to 
sexually inappropriate behaviors in violation of TARC’s policy.   
 
III. Relevant Witness Information 
 
Witness accounts and corroborating text messages sufficiently 
establish that during his employment at TARC, Risco habitually 
engaged in sexually motivated behaviors.  In the course of this 
investigation, 3 female witnesses described instances of 
inappropriate sexual behaviors and/or comments directed towards 
them. Several witnesses described Risco’s biased behaviors 
based on gender.   
 
Immediately below are categories of behaviors with the 
supporting incidents as offered by the witnesses: 
 

A. Actual and Requests for Sexual Activity   
According to Witness A, after his arrival at TARC, Risco 
immediately began flirting with her, often commenting on her 
physical appearance.  Then, on December 27, 2017, Witness A and 
Risco separately attended the same social gathering.  Later 
that evening, he sent her two text messages.  Risco’s first 
text message asked if she made it home safely.  His second text 
message, which was sent at 11 p.m., inquired about spending 
time with her alone.  The two met for breakfast the next day.  
During breakfast, Witness A stated that Risco asked her to be 
his “f***-buddy”.  Witness A declined.  She stated that she did 
not report the incident for fear she wouldn’t be believed.   
 
On August 22, 2018, Witness A stated that for the second time, 
Risco asked her to be his “f***-buddy”.  On this occasion, 
however, he offered to give her a promotion if she submitted to 
his demand for sexual intercourse.  Witness A stated that she 
declined again.  Witness A applied for the promotion.  After 
doing so, on September 15, 2018, Risco sent her a text message 
insinuating that she should have spoken to him prior to applying 
directly through human resources.  On September 28, 2018, 
Employee, who worked in an administrative function, sent a text 
message to Witness A, providing in part, “[i] hope that all 
things work out for you. I pray you never think I am instigating 
[sic] you do something that is not within your morals.”   On 
November 9, 2018, Risco exchanged text messages with Witness A.  
He implored her to download the signal application, he stated 
“click the link so I can really talk to you.”  She did not.  On 
November 17, 2018, Witness A received notice that her request 
for the promotion was denied.  In response, she retained legal 
counsel.  Prior to Witness A’s attorney notifying TARC of her 
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concerns, Witness A decided to “not push the button”.   Shortly 
thereafter, she was promoted into a new position. 
 
Likewise, Witness D began her employment with TARC in August 
2018. Prior to that, she was intern with TARC.  During the 
internship, she worked closely with Risco.  At the end of her 
internship, he wanted to keep her onboard and created a new 
role for that purpose.  Her new role required her to spend 
considerable time with Risco, including traveling.  In 
September/October 2018, she traveled in car with Risco to attend 
a conference in Nashville.  During the ride, he made several 
sexually suggestive and inappropriate comments to her.  He 
insinuated that he wanted to “f*** her”.  Then, he told her at 
the conference, she needed to stay close to him because she was 
“fresh meat” implying that other conference attendees would 
pursue her for sexual relations. 
 
Similarly, Contractor indicated that Risco requested and 
engaged in sexual activity with her; however, Contractor stated 
unequivocally that Risco did not ask or require her to submit 
to sexual activities in exchange for any of her contracts with 
TARC.  Nor Risco indicate that any of her contracts with TARC 
would be denied or revoked unless she engaged in sexual 
activity.  According to Contractor, Risco began behaving in a 
sexually inappropriate manner in late February 2019, shortly 
after her contractual relationship with TARC began. Initially, 
Risco sent Contractor off color jokes and sexually suggestive 
text and signal messages.  He also discussed his desire to have 
sexual relations with her.  She was shocked by his request and 
reminded him that he was married with children.  Contractor did 
not report any of these incidents.  
 
According to Contractor, on four separate occasions, Risco 
attempted to or actually engaged in sexual activity with her.  
The first incident took place on or about late February or early 
March 2019 at a hotel in Louisville, KY.  Contractor stated 
that on the first day of her visit, Risco indicated that he 
wanted to have sex with her.  In response, Contractor told him 
she was menstruating.  A day or two later, while at the hotel 
lobby, Risco offered to escort her to her room.  She obliged 
assuming that his knowledge of her menstruation would stave off 
any sexual activity.  Once in her room, Risco proceeded to have 
sexual intercourse with her.  Afterward, he remarked “looks 
like a homicide but a little blood never hurt anyone.”  
Contractor did not report this incident.   
 
Then, in April 2019, while attending a diversity conference in 
Dallas, TX, Contractor stated that while in his hotel suite, 
Risco grabbed her, tried to lift her shirt and attempted to 
sodomize her.  In response, she clammed up, told Risco her son’s 
babysitter was calling and left the room.  Following this 
incident, she did not return to any of the remaining conference 
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activities.  Contractor stated that she never reported the 
attempted sodomy to police, hotel security, or the TARC Board 
or any of its members. Instead, she initially told a friend who 
resides in Dallas, Texas.  According to Contractor, in late 
April or early May, she shared the incident with Witness B.  
During her interview, Witness B did not provide an account of 
this incident.  Contractor also stated that she told Jeffrey 
Dingle, a consultant who attended the January 30, 2019 meeting 
related to Contractor’s arrangement with TARC.  During her 
interview, Contractor initially indicated that Dingle said, “oh 
my God.  I can’t believe [Risco] would do that.  What a jerk.” 
Later in the interview, when asked again about reporting this 
incident, she indicated that Dingle advised that at some point 
she needed to report or expose Risco.  Contractor stated that 
she and Dingle never discussed specifics of whom to report her 
concern.   Contractor indicated that she did not report the 
incident because she did not have a choice.  She felt deprived 
of a choice primarily for fear of Risco’s explosive behavior. 
 
According to Contractor, in May 2019 at a hotel in Louisville, 
KY, Risco engaged in sexual activity with her again.  10On the 
day that Risco delivered an opening address at the conference. 
Contractor observed Risco behaving erratically, i.e., angry 
outburst to deep sadness and crying.  She and Witness B joined 
him at the bar of the conference hotel.  After Witness B 
departed, Risco asked Contractor to go to the bar at the hotel 
where she was staying presuming it was less crowded.  Later, he 
asked if he could go lay down in her room to help reduce his 
stress.  At some point, while Contractor was sitting in a chair, 
Risco began performing oral sex on her.  Contractor denied that 
the sexual activity was consensual.  She did not report this 
incident either.  She stated again that she had no choice.   
Again, she reiterated that she was fearful of him losing his 
temper and subjecting her to public humiliation.  She expressed 
little to no concern about fear of losing her contract.   
 
In July 2019, while attending a conference in Tampa, Florida, 
Risco engaged in another sex act with Contractor.  According to 
contractor, one day she was in Risco’s hotel suite sitting 
beside him discussing strategy for the next day when Risco “got 
on top of [her].”  Contractor indicated that she “blacked out”, 
i.e., became numb, while he engaged in sexual intercourse with 
her.  Contractor did not report this incident.  
 

B. Simulated Sexual Acts 
Witness B indicated that on three separate occasions Risco 
simulated sexual masturbation in her presence.    According to 
Witness B, in 2019, a new administrative assistant was assigned 
to Risco.  When Risco’s door was closed, the new assistant had 

 
10  Contractor refers to the APTA mobility conference held May 19 to 22, 2019. 
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a habit of knocking and entering simultaneously without waiting 
on Risco’s explicit invite to enter.  After the administrative 
assistant exited the office, Risco proceeded to simulate sexual 
masturbation in front of Witness B and commented “one day [the 
administrative assistant is] going to walk in and see 
something.”  
 
According to Contractor, in April 2019, while attending the 
diversity conference in Dallas, TX, Risco simulated a sex act 
with his hands.  Contractor indicated that she, Witness B, 
Witness C and Risco were together when Witness B stepped away 
to take a call from her significant other.  When Witness B 
returned, according to Contractor, Risco simulated a sexual act 
with his hand while stating that the call had made Witness B 
hot.   Neither Witness B nor Witness C provided an account of 
this incident during their respective interviews.  
 

C. Inappropriate Sexually Suggestive Communications  
Risco failed to establish appropriate professional boundaries 
and overindulged in excessive personal communications with 
several witnesses.  During the interviews, witnesses allowed me 
to view numerous messages, many of which were sexual in nature.  
Immediately below are some examples of Risco’s unacceptable or 
sexually suggestive text messages to Witness A: 
 

• December 17, 2017, “cute” in reference to her hair;  
• December 27, 2017 at 11 p.m., “when can I see you by 

yourself?”;  
• January 2, 2018, “let me know when you can get out 

and have a good time.”;  
• January 11, 2018, “That dimple”.  Witness A 

responded, “What?”.  Risco replied, “On your face.” 
• June 10, 2018 , “there you go” with the wink emoji 
• July 18, 2018, “come get your present” 
• August 13, 2018, “red looks very good. Let’s use 

signal.” 
• August 14, 2018, “what’s the COD? COD yesterday was 

red.” (“COD” is  an abbreviation for “Color of 
Drawers”) 

• August 22, 2018, “Leave some space for that last 
round.  I have one waiting for you at ‘303’.” (303 
is a reference to Risco’s apartment number.) 

• October 1, 2018, “what’s for dinner?” 
 
Risco repeatedly encouraged Witness A to communicate with him 
on signal.  Witness A described signal as a software application 
that automatically deletes messages within a set time period.  
Witness A indicated that on several occasions Risco suggested 
that he could speak openly on signal, in a way that it could 
not with text messaging.  Witness A never downloaded signal.  
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Risco’s inappropriate sexual communications were not limited to 
electronic messaging.  According to Witness B, Risco commented 
that she must get lonely on Monday nights while her significant 
other watches football.  Then, he offered to keep her company.  
Likewise, according to Contractor, in April 2019, while at a 
conference in Dallas, she along with Witnesses B and C were in 
Risco’s hotel suite.  Risco insinuated that if any of them 
accessed the bathroom closest to his bedroom, he wouldn’t be 
responsible for what happened next.  Neither Witness B nor 
Witness C provided an account of this incident during their 
respective interviews.  Further, Contractor indicated that in 
July 2019, while at another conference in Tampa, FL, Risco 
stated that she and Witness B were getting attention because 
the men wanted to “f***” and they were “fresh meat”.   During 
her interview, Witness B did not provide an account of this 
incident.  Similarly, according to Witness C, while at a club 
on the Friday before Risco’s resignation, he made a lewd comment 
to her about the size of his penis.   
 
Risco also lured Witness D to a bar under the guise of meeting 
with a prospective contractor.  On their way back to the hotel, 
he kept talking about how he needed to find a girlfriend in 
Louisville.  He also described the type of sexual activities he 
liked to perform on women.  Then, suggested that many women in 
Louisville wanted to have sex with him and stated, “you’d be 
surprised by what people will do for someone in my position.”  
Witness D did not immediately share her concerns because he had 
got her the job and she was financially dependent on the 
position to support her grandchild and to pay for her new home.   
 
Further, Contractor received numerous sexually suggestive and 
lewd messages from Risco.  In her interview, Contractor 
referenced two particularly crude pictures she received in 
November 2019 - one was a picture of Risco’s penis and the other 
she referred to as a “banana split,” a woman’s private covered 
with ingredients used to make a banana split sundae.   
 

D. Off-Duty Sexually Deviant Behavior  
On March 29, 2019, Witness A accompanied Employee, Risco’s 
former administrative assistant and her husband to Risco’s 
apartment.  Witness A described the scene at the apartment as 
party-like given the vast amount of food and alcohol offerings.  
As Witness A was leaving the apartment following immediately 
behind Employee and her spouse, Risco slammed the door shut, 
pinned her against the wall and exposed his penis to her.   
According to Witness A, Employee and her husband did not observe 
this encounter because the door was shut.    
  

E. Gender Bias and Intimidation 
Risco undermined the success of two female directors by 
withholding resources to help foster success.  Witness C and 
Witness D began their employment with TARC near the same time.  
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Both were hired by Risco.  Both accepted their respective offers 
of employment with TARC conditioned on Risco’s promise to 
provide necessary training.  Once in their positions, Risco 
denied the promised training.  Similarly, neither was provided 
a budget or other resources necessary for the effective 
functioning of their respective departments.  Ultimately, on or 
about December 31, 2019, both received performance evaluations 
reflecting significant performance deficiencies.  
 
Several witnesses observed Risco disrespect, demean and 
humiliate his administrative assistants – all of whom were 
women. According to Witnesses C and I, one of Risco’s assistants 
took a medical leave of absence to escape the pressure of his 
unachievable demands.  Similarly, due to restructuring of a 
department, an employee’s position was eliminated.  The 
displaced employee was given an option of termination or 
reassignment as the administrative assistant for Risco, the 
employee contemplated termination because of Risco’s notoriety 
for disrespecting and humiliating his assistants.   Further, 
multiple witnesses indicated that he made disparaging remarks 
about his assistants, and others, to make them feel 
intellectually inferior or inadequate for being unable to meet 
his ever-changing and unrealistic expectations. 
 
Witnesses also observed Risco was particularly combative and 
aggressive with women in senior positions on his executive or 
leadership team.  He refused to abide by well-established 
protocols related to functional areas that women led, e.g., 
finance, human resources, diversity and inclusion. His 
abhorrent behaviors often resulted in a witness’ submission to 
his atypical demands for fear of public humiliation, 
reassignment of duties, or demotion if they voiced concerns.  
For example, according to the director of human resources, he 
demanded that she join him for a meeting to terminate an 
executive.  The director was surprised by his request was 
seemingly “out of the blue”.  Even though surprised by the 
request, she complied with his demand out of fear of 
retribution.  Later that day, Risco sent an email indicating 
that the executive’s termination was due to budget constraints. 
In the same email, he garnered fear of his direct reports by 
insinuating that the job elimination was potentially the first 
of many.  
 
Another example of Risco’s degradation of women on his 
leadership team was demonstrated by his disregard of Witness 
E’s hiring decision. Witness E sought to hire an assistant 
director who would report to her.   According to her, from the 
outset, Risco controlled the hiring process.  She he was given 
limited input on the pool of candidates for consideration.  As 
the hiring process progressed, Witness E, along with Risco 
agreed on the final two candidates.  She ultimately decided 
between the two candidates.  After she made her choice, 
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unbeknownst to her, Risco created a position senior to Witness 
E’s and hired the other unsuccessful candidate to fill it.  As 
a result, Witness E reports to a person she rejected for a 
position that was junior to her.  
 
Similarly, according to Contractor, Risco degraded and 
intimidated her during his angry outburst.  For example, in 
early July 2019, the two were at a hotel discussing an email 
sent by the assistant executive director.   After Contractor 
offered her opinion about the content of the email, Risco went 
ballistic.  She attempted to diffuse the situation by ordering 
an Uber ride.  When the Uber arrived, Risco accompanied her 
outside and insisted that he would drive her to Nulu.  According 
to Contractor, to avoid further embarrassment, she accepted 
Risco’s offer. Once in his TARC issued vehicle, Contractor 
struggled to fasten her seatbelt.  Risco became belligerent 
yelling, “b**** hurry up”.  He continued screaming and calling 
er a “f***ing b****” and proceeded to kick her out of TARC’s 
vehicle. 
 
According to Contractor, in September 2019, while attending a 
conference in Washington, D.C., Risco publicly berated her 
again.  On the night before, Risco had sent a heavy volume of 
emails to the leadership team.  Contractor and Witness B told 
him that such behavior was not appropriate.  He became enraged 
and verbally attacked Contractor. In her interview, Witness B 
did not provide an account of this incident.  
 
  
IV. Review of Relevant Policies and Practices  
 
TARC has taken a number of preventive measures to promote an 
environment that is free of sexual harassment, including an 
anti-sexual harassment policy, the Executive Director’s Policy 
Statement on Harassment and Retaliation, and harassment 
prevention and EEOC training programs.  The handbook policy was 
last revised in April 2012.  The sexual harassment policy, which 
is located in the back of the handbook, provides an outdated 
reporting channel, which includes notifying a supervisor and/or 
the Employee’s Assistant Program of complaints.  The EEOC policy 
in the handbook reiterates TARC’s commitment to a harassment-
free workplace but offers a different reporting mechanism than 
the sexual harassment policy.  Finally, neither policy includes 
an anti-retaliation provision.  
 
Ironically, the Executive Director’s Policy Statement on 
Harassment and Retaliation, which was created during Risco’s 
tenure as executive director, offers the most comprehensive 
version of guidelines.  As indicated in the title, in addition 
to harassment prevention, the policy also sets forth TARC’s 
prohibition against retaliatory actions.  Further, it provides 
a multi-channel reporting mechanism, including a supervisor, 
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any higher level manager or director of diversity and inclusion.  
According to the policy, supervisors and managers who receive 
employee or customer complaints must notify the director of 
diversity and inclusion.   The contact information for the 
director of diversity and inclusion was also included on the 
form.  Thus, regardless of the origin, all complaints of sexual 
harassment are reportable to the director of diversity and 
inclusion who is responsible for ensuring that a prompt and 
thorough investigation is performed without regard to the 
alleged perpetrator. 
 
TARC also provides harassment prevention training to employees.   
The most recent harassment prevention program was offered in 
July and August 2018.  Human Resources maintains records of 
attendees.  Similarly, TARC conducts Equal Employment 
Opportunity training for all employees.  A section of the EEO 
training is devoted to harassment prevention.  A review of the 
presentation for the latter training indicated that similar to 
the harassment policies, the training offers a legal definition 
of harassment without any examples of unacceptable behaviors.  
Further, the training, and policies, lack key elements that 
were identified by the EEOC Sexual Harassment Task Force in 
2018, such as, focusing on affirmative behaviors that create a 
culture of respect and dignity, bystander responsibilities, 
adopting an anonymous reporting mechanism, and conducting 
compulsory implicit bias training. 
 
V. Key Findings  

Prior to this allegation, the Board or any entity, person or 
affiliate of the Board had not received any complaints of sexual 
misconduct related to Risco.  Once on notice, the Board took 
prompt action to investigate and effectuate appropriate 
remedial actions to prevent recurrence by Risco and to identify 
and implement best practices to repair and rebuild a healthy 
work environment at TARC.  
 
The investigation confirmed the allegation reported during the 
weeks of January 27 and February 3, 2020.  The investigation 
found that Risco habitually engaged in sexual misconduct with 
two current employees, i.e., Witnesses A and B, during his 
employment at TARC.  Witnesses A and B were credible with 
respect to sexual behaviors directed at them in the workplace.  
Based on the information gathered, including corroborating text 
messages, their specific allegations of sexual misconduct 
directly linked to the workplace were deemed factual.    
 
In April 2019, an employee reported a complaint of alleged 
sexual misconduct committed by Risco to a TARC professional11 
responsible for investigating such complaints. The TARC 

 
11  Witness C.   
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professional responsible for investigating such complaints 
failed to carry-out her duty to promptly investigate.   Before 
any investigation began, the employee was terminated.  After 
the employee was terminated, the professional still failed to 
commence the investigation.  The professional also failed to 
notify the Board or any non-conflicted TARC authority or 
agent of the complaint against Risco. Contractor received 
payments from TARC intended for consulting services.  The 
value of the payments issued far exceeded services 
rendered to TARC as demonstrated by the lack of limited, 
if any, material work product.    
  
Risco attempted to or engaged in sexual activity with 
Contractor on four separate occasions.    

 
Contractor received multiple sexually vulgar and lewd 
communications, i.e., text and signal messages from Risco, 
including, a picture of his penis and of a woman’s private 
covered like a banana split sundae. 

 
TARC’s policies and training programs are outdated and not 
reflective of a modern approach to harassment prevention 
education and training in the wake of the #MeToo movement.  
In this instance, however, flawless policies and training 
could not have withstood Risco’s flagrant misuse and abuse 
of power.  

 
VI. Recommendations 

In the aftermath of sexual misconduct committed by TARC’s 
executive director, we offer the following recommendations 
to promote a healthier, respectful workplace culture that 
is free of behaviors that violate TARC’s sexual harassment 
policy. 

▪ Review Organizational Design, Functions, Roles & 
Responsibilities  

▪ Review of Administrative Policies and Procedures  
▪ Strengthen the Office of Diversity Function, including, 

among other enhancements: 
o Conduct Mandatory Behavior-Based Sexual Harassment 

Prevention Training with Compulsory Implicit Bias 
Training 

o Conduct a sexual harassment organization-wide 
survey one year after implementation of best 
practice enhancements 
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▪ Communicate with the entire organization the path 
forward following this incident 

▪ Evaluate protocols, i.e., checks and balances, for the 
selection and approval of contracts 

 
 

SECTION 3: —STRUCTURES EXPLOITED FOR SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
 

From the Investigator’s report, it is clear that Risco targeted several women for sexual 
harassment and abuse.  Additional interviews conducted internally and in conjunction with the 
Metro Council investigator paint a picture of a man who slowly and deliberately chose his victims 
and set his stage for grooming them.  Based upon these interviews, it is our opinion that this latter 
“stage setting” involved a two-fold process of either isolating or terminating competent individuals 
(the “outer circle”) and promoting or developing others held closely for victimization (the “inner 
circle”).  Risco appears deliberate in his choice of victims and gradual in his grooming process.  
Risco’s victims shared many of the same characteristics—they were all African American females.   
In most cases, the victims were young and single mothers who would depend upon TARC and, 
therefore, Risco, for their financial well-being.  The following represents anecdotal reports of 
several witnesses which may help to paint a picture of who Risco was and how he cultivated 
TARC’s structure to his advantage so that he could exploit personnel.   
 

A. BOARD ISOLATION 
 
 Risco’s interactions with the TARC Board are telling, especially when compared to Board 
relationships under the previous Executive Director, Barry Barker.   Barker had maintained a very 
good working relationship with the Board during his 25-year tenure.  He regularly called the Board 
members and interacted with them.   He also allowed others within the TARC organization to have 
direct communications with the Board members.  As a result, the Board was able to converse with 
several directors for needed information and employees were able to feel comfortable 
communicating back with the Board.    Board member J.C. Stites, a local multimedia company 
president and vocal advocate for transportation change, joined the Board in 2017.  He described 
Barry as laid back and while the board meetings might not have been “tight or well-prepared” they 
were relaxed and the Board Members were able to understand and work through issues.   
 

That changed in the 14 months when Risco was Executive Director (either in an interim or 
actual capacity).  During that time, Risco appears to have gradually alienated the Board.  This is 
especially true after April 2019 when he was named permanent Executive Director.  It is the 
opinion of these authors that Risco appears to have waited until he secured the “top spot” prior to 
implementing this gradual alienation. 

 
First, Risco began to limit access that his employees had with the Board.  The employees 

were no longer presenting matters; Risco presented everything.  Alice Houston, a long time Board 
member and the chief executive of a national logistics company, reported that, under Risco, the 
staff was shut down slowly.  She initially chalked the changes up to a differing management style 
owing to Risco’s military background, but she began to feel that this is not what she wanted for 
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TARC.  At the same time, she noted that Risco was highly innovative and that there were a number 
of very positive changes occurring at TARC.   

 
In short, she was pleased with TARC’s direction, but was growing concerned about Risco.  

She shared her concerns with other members, including Mary Morrow.  Mary is a long-time 
member of the Board and a Certified Public Accountant.  Mary had also noticed that Risco had 
stopped having the Directors at the meetings and that he delivered everything.  That caught their 
attention, and it made them uncomfortable. Whereas Barry would front-load information, Risco 
operated by dumping information on the Board at the last minute.  Presentations from other 
employees had stopped and the phone calls had stopped.    Mary reported that in August or 
September, she began to request Risco implement a committee structure wherein the Board could 
have access to employees and to pertinent information as it developed.    

 
 Similarly, Ted Smith, a Board member since May 2019 and an Associate Professor of 
Environmental Medicine, indicated that he began calling Risco in June asking to become more 
involved in development of innovation systems.   He liked Risco’s direction and wanted the Board 
to be involved.   Risco, according to Smith, was not interested in his help.   Smith followed that up 
in the fall of 2019 with a face-to-face meeting over coffee.  Smith reported that he wanted to help 
TARC and the Board but that he was looking for more information.  Risco said, “I’m providing you 
all the information you need.”  Smith reports that he was offended at the comment and offended 
that Risco never followed up.  Smith also found that Risco managed the Board meetings so as to 
not promote communication.  “No presentations by anyone other than Risco.”   Thus, there was no 
opportunity to know anyone other than Risco and no connection with the staff.   

 Likewise, Chuck Rogers, a staff attorney for the Commonwealth Administrative Office of 
the Courts and an advocate for the disabled, began to notice in the fall of 2019 a diminishment in 
contact with employees including the Director of Finance, Tonya Carter.  He brought this up to 
Tonya who indicated that she was not allowed to communicate directly with the Board.   
 
 Thus, Chuck joined Mary, Ted and Alice’s concerns that there needed to be more Board 
involvement and more Board scrutiny.  At the time, there was nothing known to the Board in the 
fall of 2019 to cause the concern, but there was a general sense that the Board was being sidelined 
and they wanted to bring back controls. In the words of JC Stites, “I saw positive signs of 
momentum, but the guy made me feel uneasy.” 
 
 Compounding these problems were the significant changes in the Board leadership that 
occurred in the fall of 2019.   Mary Morrow described that long time Board Chair Cedric Merlin 
Powell, a UofL Law Professor, left the board for teaching duties in September.  Thereafter Mary 
Margaret Mulvihill, a former alderman and longtime supporter of TARC was appointed Chair, but 
she in turn, became ill.  This resulted in three open seats on the Board.  Despite these challenges, 
Morrow and the rest of the remaining board members began to demand more scrutiny.   
 
 Risco responded in two ways.  First, he began to cancel Board meetings.  From September 
to December, Risco canceled both the November and December meetings. This concerned Morrow 
so much that she had a meeting with him in December of 2019 and told him that if he didn’t start 
having meetings and give her the committee structure that she was demanding, she would not 
approve a single resolution he brought forth.  She would shut down his ability to do anything.   
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 Secondly, Risco appears to have been actively engaged in lying to the Board over 
significant matters.  As is discussed in greater detail in Section 5, Risco actively deceived the 
Board over a “sole source” contract he wanted to award to a vendor that he had, unbeknownst to 
the Board, been sleeping with.  There is little question that Risco would resort to lying to the Board 
to which he owed fiduciary duties.   

 Ironically, one of the new Board members that was appointed to the Board in 2020, Carla 
Dearing, happened to be in a meeting with Risco in late 2019 where he spoke about his relations 
with the Board.  She recalled him saying, that “he didn’t pay any attention to his Board, they don’t 
get me, they’re ridiculous.”  She did think the comments about the Board were strange, especially 
in that setting.   In retrospect, it is clear that he was diminishing the Board and working to 
marginalize them publicly and privately.12   
 
 As is discussed in Sections 2 and 7, the Board was not made aware of Risco’s sexual 
improprieties until the end of January 2020 and he was gone in early February 2020. It also seems 
clear that there were deficiencies in the Board’s ability to gain information into the day-to-day 
functioning of TARC.  The board was alienated, a fact which Risco had fostered since at least 
April 2019.   
 

Recommendations and Changes 
 
 The Board and Interim Executive Directors have worked to establish governance 
committees that will allow greater access to the Board and develop better communication with 
personnel.  At present, they have established four different Committees:  a Finance, Audit and Risk 
Management Committee which will meet with financial staffers and will require a preview of any 
resolution that TARC seeks and to have more access to important financial information; a 
Customer Service Committee to meet with personnel and address customer complaints and the 
communications from elected officials; a Strategic Planning and Technology Committee to meet 
with staff and develop a progressive transit system with appropriate technology and to meet with 
personnel; and a Human Resources Committee to review the Executive Director’s compensation,  
perform self-assessments and identify Board training opportunities.  This Committee will also 
ensure that the policies and procedures applicable to all employees—including on matters of sexual 
impropriety and financial concerns—are discernable and public.  As part of that latter process, the 
Board is working with the Interim Executive Directors and the TARC Office of Diversity and 
Inclusion to develop necessary training for the Board in several important areas, including sexual 
harassment, implicit bias, and “bystander” training.    Similarly, the Board will ensure that the 
executive management team will have the same training.   
 
 The Board has also established a Code of Conduct applicable to everyone.   The lack of a 
comprehensive code has been recognized as a significant deficiency.  This Code which was 
adopted by the Board in May 2020 appears at Exhibit D.   It covers several areas including financial 
improprieties and sexual harassment policies incorporated from TARC’s EEO policy.      

 
12 In this sense, Risco appears to be a master manipulator.  Again and again, he would speak poorly of one group of people in front of others.   If he 
had difficulty with one person, he would often make up stories about them to report them to others.  If a person questioned or got too close, he would 
often tell others that they couldn’t be trusted.   
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Additionally, by the time of the issuance of this Report or shortly thereafter, the Board will 

have approved a new Employee Handbook to replace a 20-year-old handbook that has existed 
since 2000.  This new handbook is the product of an internal review of all policies and procedures 
with an eye to make sure that an employee can clearly understand their rights, responsibilities, and 
most importantly, what to do if they have been traumatized by another team member.   Within that 
handbook, clear reporting mechanisms for violations of this Code are front and center with avenues 
for either internal, local, state and federal reporting clearly stated within the guidebook. 

 
The Board has also approved the creation of a TARC Tip line to allow the anonymous 

reporting of violations at TARC.  That Tip line is administered by an outside third party vendor 
who in turn, delegates reports to an Ethics Review committee consisting of a member of the TARC 
Board, a member of TARC’s legal team, and a Member of TARC’s Diversity and Inclusion Office 
(the Office responsible for the investigation of harassment and discrimination matters under 
TARC’s federal granting authority).   If crimes are alleged, they are immediately and automatically 
reported to the LMPD at the same time as they are reported to TARC. All complaints from the 
Third party tipline will be reported monthly to the Board and are subject to open records reporting.     
 
 In short, the Board has endeavored to create a place where a person who is in need of 
reporting a trauma has an avenue to do so.  The Board has also created oversight mechanisms to 
allow checks and balances to the executive powers that Risco exploited.   
 

B. EMPLOYEE ALIENATION AND EXPLOITATION 
 

The Board was not alone, TARC’s employees and staff were also subject to manipulation 
and alienation.   From the investigations, a picture of a man develops who slowly and deliberately 
chose his victims and set his stage for grooming them.  Based upon these interviews, it is our 
opinion that this latter “stage setting” in the executive management team involved a two-fold 
process of alienating or terminating competent individuals (the “outer circle”) and promoting or 
developing others for victimization (the “inner circle”).  Risco appears deliberate in his choice of 
victims and gradual in his grooming process.  Risco’s victims shared many of the same 
characteristics; they were all African American females and, in most cases, the victims were young 
and single mothers who would depend upon TARC and, therefore, Risco, for their financial well-
being.  If they were not direct targets, the inner circle would consist of people not likely to divulge 
his misdeeds.   

The outer circle consisted of the more experienced employees at TARC, the people 
responsible for keeping the buses running and the system operating.  These individuals were kept 
at bay and in most cases appear to have been shunned or belittled.  Many report that Risco managed 
through fear and intimidation. Most also report that he was very rarely there13 and he would not 
make many decisions about actual operations, allowing the more competent individuals to manage 

 
13 As is discussed in Section 6, Risco travelled extensively and also maintained his family home in Atlanta Georgia.  There is also evidence that Risco 
disappeared for a more than a month on or about June 2019 for unknown reasons.   
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TARC.  Several members of this “outer circle” remembered Risco saying, “you’re a director, 
directors direct.”   

Almost to a person, employees in the inner circle and the outer circle reported a complete 
lack of training and almost no onboarding in harassment and discrimination matters.  There is a 
significant deficiency at TARC in training employees on EEO matters and, during Risco’s tenure, 
there appears to have only been one training on materials that should have been consistently front 
and center.  Had there been more significant training in workplace issues, some of the harassment 
may not have occurred.  Risco would have to be cognizant of this fact as he led MARTA’s EEO 
Office responsible for such training.   This makes the deficiency especially Machiavellian.      

The following represents anecdotal reports of several witnesses from the additional reviews 
which may help to better understand who Risco was and how he cultivated TARC’s structure to 
his advantage.   

 One director reported that Risco created an “atmosphere” of being surrounded by an “inner 
circle” of women during work hours.   He reported that as he would go to Risco’s office, there were 
always several of the same women who were “hanging out” in his office.  He noted that they were 
“giggly,” and it just didn’t seem to be business-like to him. It is notable that several of the women 
“hanging out” in Risco’s office identified by this witness were also the victims identified by 
TARC’s external investigator; including a compliance officer (identified here as “Witness C”) who 
had a duty of oversight. 

 Another “outer circle” director reported that whenever an employee disagreed with Risco, 
Risco would have a habit of commenting, “that’s ok, maybe you just won’t have a job any longer.”  
The clear message being that if you opposed Risco, your position was in jeopardy.     

 Yet another director reported that she felt excluded from organizational corporate 
discussions.   She felt that Risco side-lined senior level members with a wealth of knowledge to 
create an inner circle of incompetents.    She described Risco’s involvement with the Board as “he 
took over everything.”  All presentations came through him and he wanted to completely control 
the message.   While she felt that this is something that many leaders would do, she noted that he 
only relied on his “inner circle” and sidelined and “marginalized” everyone else. She also felt that 
Risco was pushing to make himself look better at the expense of TARC—Risco’s signature 
Mobility as a Service initiative being her example— which she likened to painting the façade of a 
building that had no roof and a broken foundation. 

 As an aside, it is important to make mention that Risco made it widely known he did not 
intend to stay at TARC long.  After his appointment to the permanent Executive Director position, 
he began openly stating that TARC was a stepping stone for him.  He intended leave TARC for one 
of the bigger transit cities and it was important for him to create an appearance of success.  Hence 
the “painting of the façade” comment above.   

   In addition to feeling marginalized, many of these outer circle employees also felt belittled 
and demeaned after Risco became permanent Executive Director.  One Director reported that she 
didn’t feel heard.  Risco would always stress his vast experience and that only his ideas would take 
precedence.  She found him to be demanding and that he would often chastise or criticize employees 
and treat them like “children.”   
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 If common themes run through these “outer circle” employees, it is that they were competent 
or highly competent individuals who were necessary for the continued operations of TARC.  These 
individuals were also necessary to Risco, they kept the buses running where he could not and 
allowed him to travel extensively and build the “Risco” brand.  However, he ruled these individuals 
through intimidation and marginalization from his inner circle.  Almost to a person, fear and 
exclusion were the threads that ran through all their accounts.   The fear came from the credible 
threat that if you stood up to Risco, you lost your job.   

 Yet, to a person, the individuals in the outer circle were unaware of the sexual harassment 
occurring at the “inner circle.”   The “inner circle” consisted of several African American women 
who Risco surrounded himself with and promoted within TARC’s hierarchy.  As is detailed above, 
in Section 3, Risco promoted these women to high levels within TARC and then, in many cases, 
targeted them for sexual harassment.  Again, these women were in many cases single mothers and 
dependent upon Risco for their livelihood.   

 These women were not likely to report their targeting or Risco’s misconduct.   

C. SCRUTINY OF SPECIFIC EMPLOYEES WHO MAY HAVE HAD KNOWLEDGE. 

It is important to scrutinize the upper level management employees at TARC to determine 
whether there was knowledge of Risco’s misdeeds.   For the most part, the Director level employees 
reported that Risco was abusive and belligerent, but they had no evidence of specific wrongdoing.  
Most loved their work and could not have imagined Risco as capable of such action.  While they 
did not appreciate his management style, they chalked it up to a demanding boss.  Most were on the 
“outside” circle and knew nothing of Risco’s acts. 

However, special scrutiny must be given within this report to some upper level employees 
based solely upon their positions of power.  These individuals’ positions, alone, require additional 
scrutiny in this inquiry.   

1.  Witness C.  

 One critically important individual to Risco’s targeting scheme was an individual employee 
referred to in Section 2 as Witness C.   Witness C was hired by Risco to be TARC’s compliance 
officer.  Risco hired this compliance officer after meeting her at a fraternity cocktail party.   She 
was one of his first hires after being named Executive Director.  The compliance officer’s position 
was to supervise the department where complaints of sexual harassment and discrimination would 
be received.  The department was also responsible to actively look into potential harassment abuses 
and to train other employees to be “on the lookout” for potential abuses.  The existence of the 
department is necessary and a prerequisite to receiving federal funding from the Department of 
Transportation.   

When she was hired to run the department, the compliance officer had not a single day’s 
experience in compliance, but she did have two important characteristics:  she would be financially 
dependent on TARC and was a young African American woman who fit Risco’s profile.  She also 
had other characteristics that would prove beneficial to Risco.  She was not known for her 
discretion.  Many of those interviewed indicated that they did not trust her to keep them safe from 
Risco and did not feel comfortable reporting to her.  Risco also allowed her to maintain a second 
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job—in violation of TARC’s policies on secondary employment—that kept her away from TARC 
during normal business hours.   

In short, the most important office at TARC to keep Risco in check was staffed by the least 
competent person Risco could find.  Based upon her interview, this compliance officer had evidence 
that Risco was sexual harassing as early as April 2019.  She failed to carry out her duty to promptly 
investigate.  It appears that soon after a victim made a report to her, the victim was terminated. The 
compliance officer still failed to commence any investigation.   Witness C also failed to notify the 
Board, outside external agencies, or any non-conflicted TARC authority or agent of the complaint 
against Risco for almost ten months.  There is a conflicting report from the Contractor that indicates 
Contractor, Witness B and Witness C attended a conference in Dallas Texas in April 2019 where 
they discussed terminating the complaining witness with Risco.  Obviously, at that time, Witness 
C would have known that the complaining witness had raised a complaint about Risco.   

Witness C was present and admits she was witness to other instances of sexual harassment.  
Likewise, other witnesses report her presence at instances where Risco’s sexually harassing or 
demeaning conduct occurred.   

It is unclear when, but Witness C also gathered credible complaints from others about 
Risco’s conduct and, likewise, did not do anything.  As mentioned above, Witness C fit the pattern 
for Risco’s victimization and she has alleged that she, too, was sexually victimized on other 
occasions.  From the investigator’s report, it is clear that she was present when sexually harassing 
comments were made by Risco.  In other avenues, she alleges that she was, herself, the victim of a 
sexual assault by Risco in September of 2019 though she did not report that fact to TARC’s 
Investigator.  At least two witnesses have reported that Witness C had consensual sexual encounters 
with Risco, a fact that she denies.  Regardless, as is discussed above at Section 2, it also appears 
that she was groomed, literally and figuratively, to be more attractive to Risco by Contractor.   

According to her interviews, she did not bring forth the victimization of others because she 
was scared and unsure of where to report.  It is the opinion of these authors that if Witness C had 
been competent enough to investigate and report the incidents in April of 2019 when they were 
reported to her, the swath of destruction Risco created at TARC would not have been as wide.   

As a testament to the level of her fear and incompetence, when Witness C finally did come 
forward in January of 2020, she came forward to TARC’s Director of Finance (“DOF”).  As is 
discussed in Section 7, below, it is likely that she came forward for reasons other than her job duty.  
When she did come forward in January, the Witness C told the DOF that she had reports of Risco’s 
sexual harassment and did not know what to do with them.  It was TARC’s DOF who compelled 
Witness C to act.  The DOF told her that it was her job and duty to report the abuse and threatened 
that if she did not immediately come forward, the DOF would.  When Witness C indicated that she 
didn’t know who to call, the DOF looked up the numbers for the Deputy Mayor and the Board 
Chair and gave them to Witness C.  The DOF also followed up to make sure that Witness C made 
the reports. A detailed summary of the Report and Response are in Section 7 below, but it is clear 
that a compliance officer who does not know who to call or whether to act was simply not competent 
to run TARC’s compliance office.   Witness C was terminated by the Interim Executive Team.   

2.  Witness B.   
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Witness B was a subordinate at TARC for several years prior to Risco’s hire.  While she 
was a trusted employee, her duties were almost exclusively secretarial and clerical.  She had no 
direct reports and earned approximately $50,000 per year.   In the course of a few months, Risco 
had given her two promotions to positions that did not exist.  She was given three pay raises and a 
car.  These positions were not publicly posted and she did not have to apply.    Her concluding 
salary after the raises was $120,000.   These changes occurred almost immediately after Risco 
became Executive Director. 

Some people interviewed identified Witness B as someone with potential knowledge of 
Risco’s sexual harassment and interactions.  Witness B confirms that Contractor had reported to 
her that she had been.   She admits that she acquired knowledge of the Contractor’s reports of sexual 
harassment in October 2019.  She did not take action on these reports.  She also claims that she was 
sexually harassed herself by Risco during his tenure. 

As part of her promotional package, Witness B was able to take a substantial number of 
trips, including to New York, Washington, DC, Tampa, Long Beach, and Dallas.  The costs to 
TARC were significant.  

At the April 2019 Dallas conference, Witness B reports that she discussed problems with 
an employee speaking to the TARC Board directly and not going through her or Risco.  She did not 
like that or think that this was appropriate.  While she denies that they discussed terminating this 
employee at the conference, Contractor disputes this fact.  Regardless, immediately upon returning 
from the conference, this employee was terminated and Witness B had the person’s job and salary 
within months. 

She also reports that during this conference, she was sexually harassed by Risco during a 
drinking party in Risco’s hotel room.  She reports that another female TARC employee, Witness C, 
the compliance officer, was present during this instance of sexual harassment.   She reports that she 
did not convey this information to the Board.   

In that vein, she claims that there were other instances where Risco would sexually harass 
her, including discussing her wedding ring and areas in his office where he wanted to establish a 
“boom boom” room for sex.  She states she was present when these types of comments were made 
to her or in front of her and others and she did nothing to protect those employees.   Risco would 
speak of his exploits with his “exes” regularly and how they “wanted” him.    He used derogatory 
terms for African Americans in front of her.  She described that on trips he was terrible and was 
abusive to everyone.  She reported that he enjoyed having Caucasians working for him because he 
liked bossing them around. He would speak in sexually derogatory terms about transgender 
individuals.  Witness B reported a number of specific instances where Risco’s behavior was 
actionable.  However, she did not report them.    

There is some evidence that she may have promoted or abetted the conduct.   She reports 
that in November or December she encouraged Contractor to continue to go out with Risco but 
states that she did not know they were having sex.14  This is inconsistent with her other report that 

 
14 Witness B indicates that she did ask Contractor to patch things, up, because Risco would be “nasty and evil” and this 
would get worse around November and December.  She reports that he had started to get worse, his circle got smaller, he 
was paranoid about things.   His behavior and moods, and the group of people he did not like kept getting bigger.  
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she learned the Contractor and Risco were having sex in October.   She also admits that she tried to 
improve at least one TARC employee’s physical appearance so that the employee would not be so 
unattractive to Risco.   

Whatever her knowledge, she states that she did not report to the Board because she was 
fearful of losing her job.  She was aware that Risco terminated people regularly and she did not 
want to cross him.   She also reported that she felt like if she came forward to the TARC Board it 
would be an embarrassment for TARC.  “I had hopes that he would change.  I didn’t want a total 
embarrassment for TARC.  I was loyal and I cared.  I hoped that he would listen and change.    She 
stated that she had “hopes for him.” And “didn’t want him to fail.”  “You’re a black CEO in 
Louisville.  You have to do right by that.”  “I was embarrassed and ashamed,” she reported.   

It was clear that Witness B was not competent to move from her mostly clerical role to one 
of the most powerful positions at TARC.  She misunderstood her responsibilities to the Board and 
to TARC as an organization.  The fact that she garnered information and did nothing with it is 
evidence that she lacked the skills necessary to manage in the position.    

 As is discussed below, Witness B was also placed into a position of some financial 
responsibility over Contractor’s Contract and Risco’s travel expenses.  Her signature appears as a 
requester or approver on some questionable matters.  It is likely that she was merely Risco’s rubber 
stamp. Nonetheless, her signatures of approval raise questions whether she competent to be in a 
position that carries some fiscal responsibility.   Additional questions are raised by the fact that she 
began to travel extensively with Risco as well.  

However, it is highly likely that Risco chose Witness B because she was malleable and 
unlikely to report his abuses.  Thus, she mirrors the Witness C in the characteristics necessary to be 
within the “inner circle.”  By giving her a significant pay raise of $70,000 and other perks of the 
position, Risco made it even less likely that she would turn on him.  In fact, she did not come 
forward until February 9, 2020, and then only because the Witness C had invited her to meet with 
a plaintiff’s attorney who was interested in suing TARC.  She reported15 that felt like she needed to 
come forward to protect herself only then.  It is the opinion of these authors that her coming forward 
at this time was motivated by her self-interestedness as opposed to any protective desire for TARC.  

Witness B was “inner circle.”  While she may be sympathetic and present as a victim, as 
one of the top people at TARC she simply failed in her responsibilities.  It is likely she got caught 
up in the promotions, the travel and the money associated with her new promotions.  When coupled 
with the fear Risco engendered, she would be the perfect person to protect him, wittingly or 
unwittingly.  The fact that she received two promotions to unposted jobs that did not previously 
exist—and went from $50,000 to $120,000 over the space of a ten months—does make her suspect.  
However, it is the incompetency evidenced by her failure to take the appropriate steps at the right 
time which showcases that she simply was not “fit” for the job.     In order to protect TARC going 

 
 

15 She reported that she did make reach out to a former Board Chairman to talk about how Risco was hurting TARC but that she did not tell him 
anything about the sexual harassment matters.  When he pressed her on the subject, she didn’t report any specific instance. She indicated that this was 
at the end of January, 2020.   
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forward, Witness B is no longer in the command position she held, her pay was adjusted to a more 
commensurate level, and the position she held has been eliminated.  

3.  The Assistant Executive Director 

We have examined the Assistant Executive Director not because of any allegations made 
against him or because of any indicia of an involvement in any of Risco’s misdeeds, but simply 
because of his position.  It would be negligent of these authors to fail to fully scrutinize him for 
any potential culpability because an executive at this level would be in a unique position to observe 
Risco and would have a concomitant duty to report.  As is detailed below, the Assistant Executive 
Director was interviewed by both TARC’s External Investigator and the Metro Council’s 
Investigator, a former FBI agent.  These interviews revealed no wrongdoing on his part.   Others 
were questioned about him and his financial transactions were examined.   To our knowledge, no 
victim reported sexual misconduct matters to him.   After this review, there is simply no evidence 
that we have found that the Assistant Executive Director (“AED”) had any involvement or 
knowledge of Risco’s sexual harassment.   There are several factors which we considered that were 
helpful in our review. 

Time was an important factor.  The AED and Risco worked together for less than seven 
months and for many of those months Risco was gone.  The AED’s first day on the job was July 
15, 2019.    Risco was not present at TARC on the day of the AED’s arrival; Risco was travelling 
from July 12 to July 17.  As is detailed below at Section 6, commencing in late August 2019, and 
continuing through out almost all of September, October and December, Risco was out of town 
traveling and otherwise taking advantage of his expense account at TARC.16  As such, Risco and 
the AED did not have a significant time period to interact.   For that same reason, it is doubtful 
that victims would come to the AED as a brand-new hire when they had not come forward to 
others with whom they were more familiar during this period.  No victim within our knowledge 
has indicated that they reported matters to the AED.  

Risco’s absence during this time period also lends some credence to the theory that the 
AED was hired to allow Risco to travel.  The AED appears to be a highly competent operations 
specialist who would be competent to run the day-to-day operations of a bus company.  Given that 
Risco commenced traveling for his own benefits soon after the AED arrived, as is discussed in 
Section 6 below, it seems very likely that Risco chose him because he had sufficient skills to 
operate while Risco traveled.  Risco likely viewed the AED as a tool to allow him to travel more.   

It also appears that the AED was suspicious of Risco’s relationship with Contractor, 
discussed below in Section 5, and was willing to push back on her questionable work. The AED, 
together with the Finance Director and the IT Director, had occasion to work with the Contractor 
in the fall and winter of 2019 and it became clear that Contractor was simply not providing service 
to TARC.  The AED was familiar with the fact that TARC was paying her $14,000 per month 
commencing in November 2019 but that TARC was not getting work or the product she provided 
was deficient.   He would ask Risco to allow him to press the Contractor over her list of 
accomplishments in finance matters and Risco would respond to “hold off on that.”   However, the 
AED indicated to Risco that he and Risco were financial stewards and that she needed to go.  The 

 
16   Records indicate that Risco took at least 17 trips out of town during this time period, in addition to driving home to Atlanta several times. 
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AED moved forward with plans to examine her work with the goal of terminating her.    There 
appears to be evidence backing up this plan from other directors.   

There is one anecdote of mention. The AED reported that when he finally convinced Risco 
to terminate the Contractor’s contract, Risco stated that he could, but she’s “probably going to say 
that I put my d*** in her mouth.”  The AED reported that he did not know how to take this 
comment and soon thereafter the allegations broke.   

In addition to this, we also examined the AED’s travel as it related to Risco’s. From 
TARC’s records, it appears that the AED and Risco traveled together four times.   He stayed 
overnight on a trip to Frankfort Kentucky while addressing the legislature. It appears the AED 
went to Washington DC with Risco for a day trip to seek federal funding from the Federal Transit 
Authority.  A second trip was a GLI sponsored trip to California with other members of a Louisville 
delegation.  No other person travelled with the two of them and there has been no allegation that 
Risco did anything untoward from a sexual standpoint. 17  Risco left that trip early to take another 
trip and the AED continued on with the rest of the delegation. 

The only other trip of note was an APTA Conference held in New York in October 2019.  
Present on that trip were Contractor, Witness B, Risco and the AED.  However, the Witness B and 
the Contractor stayed in a different hotel and expense reports indicate that the four only dined 
together only one time during the session. The AED reports that Risco and Contractor appeared to 
be arguing, but he could not figure out why.  He also wondered why Contractor was on the trip at 
all as she was not doing anything for TARC.   Finally, the AED also reports that he found it odd 
Witness B was concerned about Risco’s reactions to certain potential slights.    

With regard to Risco’s overall demeanor, the AED did report that Risco would regularly 
curse in front of him and others, and he was very quick to anger.   The AED described Risco as a 
narcissist and a bully.  However, the AED saw nothing inappropriate in his six months that gave 
rise to a suspicion Risco was sexually harassing anyone.    While the AED also reported that Risco 
would use locker-room language in front of him when the two were alone, including commenting 
on women’s figures on social media, he felt that was simply indicative of Risco as a crass person.   
However, there were no alarm bells raised to the AED that Risco was harassing anyone.   

On the subject of the AED, based upon the short period of time the AED was at TARC, the 
limited interaction between Risco and the AED given Risco’s travel, the AED’s willingness to 
stand up to Risco on the subject of Contractor, and the fact that no witness has stated that they 
reported anything to him, we can opine that there is no evidence of wrongdoing on the part of the 
AED.   

 
17 As is detailed in Section 6, below, Risco likely took advantage of TARC from a travel perspective.  He came to California early on TARC’s expense 
account.  The AED did not.   
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In concluding this Section, which examined those structures created or exploited by Risco 
so that his conduct went undetected, several matters become apparent. The development of Risco’s 
structure--of an isolated “outer circle” of 
competent individuals left to run TARC and a 
likewise marginalized “inner circle” who would 
be victimized by him and cover up for him--
allowed him to exploit TARC undetected.  He 
created and staffed the compliance office that 
would be responsible for oversight with a person 
not competent in the field, sexually harassed her, 
and allowed her to maintain a second job that 
took her away from TARC.  He created a 
position for another individual and paid her 
highly because she was, in the opinion of these 
authors, highly unlikely to report sexual 
harassment matters and excessive travel 
expenses.  These measures seem too well-
planned than to be anything other than by 
Risco’s design.  In his own words, in a December 7, 2019, conversation between Risco and 
Contractor, he speaks of exactly that, his “circle.”  To that, Risco was a highly intelligent and 
sophisticated operator and adaptive enough to present multiple personas to different audiences.  To 
the Board and the “outer circle” employees, he presented as the consummate innovator.  To the 
“inner circle” of victims, he was a monster. 

Recommendations and Changes 
 
 The Interim Executive Directors and the Board have undertaken to remedy the deficiencies 
Risco caused or exploited in a number of ways: 
 

• The office responsible for training and investigation of sexual harassment matters has been 
reoriented and re-staffed.   Competent professionals with significant experience have been 
hired.  This office is setting up top-to-bottom training for all TARC employees to 
understand their rights and responsibilities.  One of the first tasks was to reorient and re-
staff the compliance office responsible for sexual harassment training, compliance and 
investigation.  As part of that latter process, the Board is working with the Interim 
Executive Directors and the TARC Office of Diversity and Inclusion to develop necessary 
training for the Board in several important areas, including sexual harassment, implicit 
bias, and “bystander” training.  Similarly, the Board will ensure that the executive 
management team will have the same training in turn.   

 
• As mentioned above, new employee materials including an employee handbook have been 

created.  That handbook is the product of an internal review of all policies and procedures 
with an eye to make sure that an employee can clearly understand their rights, 
responsibilities and, most importantly, what to do if they have been traumatized by another 
team member.   Within that handbook, clear mechanisms of reporting violations of sexual 
harassment appear within the guidebook with avenues to reach internal, local, state and 
federal agencies.   
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• The aforementioned Tip line was created to allow anonymous reporting of violations at 

TARC.  That Tip line is administered by an outside third party vendor who in turn, 
delegates reports to an Ethics Review committee consisting of a member of the TARC 
Board, a member of TARC’s legal team, and a Member of TARC’s Diversity and Inclusion 
Office (the Office responsible for the investigation of harassment and discrimination 
matters under TARC’s federal granting authority).   If crimes are alleged, they are 
immediately and automatically reported to LMPD at the same time as they are reported to 
TARC’s Ethics Review Committee.  In addition, all completed complaints from the Third-
party Tip line will be reported monthly to the Board and are subject to open records 
reporting.   This allows “real time” reporting of issues to several people at the same time.    

 
• TARC has established the new Office of General Counsel to be staffed by a competent 

attorney.  Unlike many other large municipal organizations, TARC did not have a lawyer 
on staff and on site.  The Office of General Counsel will be responsible for many areas, but 
one of the primary responsibilities will be the establishment of robust reporting and 
compliance mechanisms for employees and to work with TARC’s several compliance 
offices and officers to ensure that “Risco” never happens again.   
 

• With regard to hiring and firing, it is recommended to the Board that the Executive Director 
be required to account for hiring and firing of administrative and executive level staff at 
TARC’s newly established Human Resources Committee.  While KRS Chapter 96A and 
the TARC Bylaws vest hiring authority in the Executive Director and that is very proper, 
a “check and balance” should be created that requires the Executive Director to notify the 
Board of significant changes to the organization.   
 

• TARC has reached financial settlements with most of the TARC employees who have 
come forward with financial claims for sexual harassment against Risco as of this date.   
One of the primary focuses TARC had was to address the trauma caused by Ferdinand 
Risco. The settlements with these sexual harassment victims were reached quickly, 
but represent months of work and the firm desire that these women, victimized by 
Risco, not be put through a lengthy litigation process.  They and their families should be 
allowed to heal and not be victimized again.   
 

• In addition, TARC contacted the Louisville Metro Police sex crimes and PIU divisions to 
have an assigned detective and victim’s advocates on standby for these victims.  Many 
victims of harassment and abuse do not wish to come forward for fear of being 
retraumatized and belittled or degraded in the community.  Nonetheless, that contact 
information was provided to the victims’ lawyers so that if the victims wish to come 
forward and press charges, they can do so safely.     
 

• TARC has instituted a suit against Risco to recover from him some of the damages he 
caused.  While TARC was obligated to indemnify Risco pursuant to KRS 65.2005, that 
statute also gives a right of recovery to municipal entities for the wrongs they committed. 
Too often, the ultimate wrongdoer escapes consequences for their actions.  The TARC 
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Board and the Interim Team do not believe this should be the case with Ferdinand Risco 
and have sued him for recovery.  A copy of this Complaint is attached as Exhibit E.   
 

PART II—FINANCIAL CONCERNS 
 
 When the Interim Team arrived at TARC in March 2020, it was clear that Risco had likely 
sexual harassed more than one individual.  However, the Interim Team was also confronted with 
evidence that there may have been financial improprieties as well.  The Interim Team undertook a 
comprehensive review of the transactions that occurred while Risco was Executive Director, that 
period of time between December 1, 2018 and February 12, 2020.  The comprehensive review 
examined three major areas:  contracts that did not go through standard channels and specific 
contracts that employees found suspicious; a related review of a contract that was highly 
suspicious; and Risco’s spending from expense accounts including travel related expenditures.  
From that review, there were two clear issues, Risco’s contractual relationship with Contractor and 
Risco’s excessive travel.    
 
SECTION 4:  CONTRACT AND PURCHASING REVIEW. 
 
 By way of introduction, on October 26, 2015, TARC’s Board adopted an official 
procurement policy in keeping with its requirements under state and federal law.  This procurement 
policy provides that spending can occur at TARC, but that it must follow specific guidelines and 
oversight.  As contracts and purchasing increase in amount or value, additional layers of scrutiny 
are applied.  Most contracts require TARC’s Purchasing Department obtain multiple valid quotes 
or resort to a competitive bidding process.   All contracts over $100,000 must go to the Board for 
approval.  The system was set up for dual signatures and oversight.  The Interim Team undertook 
to examine the contracts that departed from the norm and that did not follow normal procurement 
policies.  There were very few, and most of them were justified under TARC’s procurement 
policies.  However, some were not.  Each is specifically addressed by the name of the vendor: 
 
 1.  InfoDev. Value of sole source contract, $16,045.  The vendor had already been awarded 
a competitively bid contract for the development of automated passenger counters.  This sole 
source was consistent with procurement rules and the basis was properly annotated in the file.  By 
way of explanation, under our purchasing rules and regulations, this contract was less than 
$35,000.00 and thus qualified as “small purchase.” Moreover, the basis for the contact was for 
assistance with patented or restricted data dealing with InfoDev’s proprietary equipment.  In all 
instances, this contract appears justified.  A Justification and Approval form cross checked by two 
directors exists in the TARC file.  
 
   2.   Traffic Control Products.  Value of sole source contract, $74,000.00.  This Contract 
was made in conjunction with Louisville Metro for the buildout of the Dixie RAPID (BRT) 
project.  TCP is the distributor of the Emtrac transit signal equipment used on the project.  As such, 
they have a proprietary interface between their equipment and our real time feeds for bus service.  
Louisville Metro and the Transportation Cabinet had already approved the sole source contract, as 
part of their use of their own grant funds.  TARC has written documentation of internal 
justifications for the sole source of this contract and it appears justified.  There is a Justification 
and Approval form cross checked by two directors.   
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3.  ZED DIGITAL:   ZED Digital is a data aggregation company that started working in transit in 
2017.  In August 2018, market research conducted by TARC staff determined that ZED offered a 
patent pending, unique concept that best fit TARC’s needs.  In September 2018, ZED and TARC 
entered into a contract under which TARC would pay ZED an amount not to exceed $248,000 for 
web hosting services and trip planning.  This Contract was executed under Barry Barker and was 
deemed to be in compliance with TARC’s Procurement Regulations at that time.   The Board 
approved the Contract.  In June 2019, Risco authorized ZED to pilot a mobile ticketing application 
for a fee of $38,000 which would not have required Board approval.  In July 2019, Risco authorized 
ZED to complete the roll-out of mobile ticketing for a fee of $286,000 payable over 5 years without 
complying with TARC’s purchasing policies or gaining approval by the Board.   
 
ZED is providing essential and good services to TARC.  Due to the lack of prior Board approval 
on one of the three contracts, the Board will be asked to ratify the existing arrangement with ZED.   
 
    4. MJS Solutions.  Value of sole source contract, $23,715.   This contract was to provide 
electrical and value engineering on a solar project (P2719) competitively bid by another contractor.  
MJS Solutions had familiarity with TARC operations and had a proprietary concept to manage 
electrical demand.  The value of the project was below the $35,000.00 small purchase threshold 
and was permissible.  In all instances, this contract appears justified.  There exists a Justification 
and Approval form cross checked by two directors.  
 
       5. Contractor’s18 Contract.  This contract likely violated TARC’s internal procurement 
rules and rules regarding state procurement policies.  While it does not appear that federal funds 
were used, internal procurement policies were violated in the award of this contract.   
 
 Given the many insufficiencies of this contract, it is treated under its own separate section, 
Section 5 below.  However, it is safe to say, for purposes here, that this contract raises significant 
questions about the Contractor and Risco.  There is no valid justification for Contractor’s contract 
being sole sourced.  
  
6. EPIC Benefits Brokers 
 

Ferdinand Risco shifted TARC’s insured medical plan to a self-funded plan.  He did this 
after working with EPIC in Atlanta with someone he knew before moving to Louisville and joining 
TARC.  This was a significant risk management issue which was completed prior to the Board 
being notified.  EPIC then became the broker for health and supplemental benefits.  Risco was 
provided with a letter which he signed for each insurer directing that commissions be reassigned 
to EPIC.  When the Humana commission was less than expected, Risco agreed to have TARC pay 
additional compensation to EPIC. In return for receiving significant compensation from 
commissions, EPIC provides consulting, communication and actuarial services.   
 

After an exhaustive search of a significant number of documents, the Interim Team has 
concluded that there was not an RFP for a new broker, and there is no contract between EPIC and 

 
18   Contractor—identified above at Section 2--is not identified in the Memorandum as she may be a victim.    
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TARC.  Therefore, EPIC was notified that this work is going to be bid through TARC’s normal 
RFP and purchasing procedures.   
 

7.   Colonial Life Insurance 
 

Risco collaborated with a fraternity brother to provide a new “voluntary” benefit to TARC 
employees through Colonial Life.  “Voluntary” implies that employees can elect to buy additional 
benefits.  In this case, the full premium was paid by TARC for an unusual, additional benefit.  
TARC employees were not allowed to enroll in their normal benefit plans without being assisted 
by a representative from Colonial Life.  Not surprisingly, every employee opted for this new 
“voluntary” benefit.  This benefit will not be provided in the next plan year.  It should be noted 
that Risco was lavishly entertained by Colonial in California, with TARC paying some travel 
expenses. 

 
With the decision to re-bid the brokerage agreement with Epic addressed above, the broker 

winning the bid will be evaluating various insurance companies. This may include Colonial Life 
Insurance.   
 

8. Arnold Lee Green 
 

Arnold Lee Green was introduced to Ferdinand Risco by Contractor in June of 2019.  Mr. 
Green is apparently the Chief HR Officer of the Beneficent Group located in the Dallas/Ft. Worth 
area (where Contractor lives).  This company provides lending and liquidity products to owners of 
alternative assets.  Shortly after meeting Risco, Mr. Green submitted a proposal to Ferdinand Risco 
to conduct a “needs analysis” for $19,500.  Risco hired Green and agreed to pay 50% of his fee in 
advance.  This is a clear violation of TARC policies in that several local vendors should have been 
given an opportunity prior to an award to Mr. Green.  Mr. Green and Risco exchanged emails 
about possible meeting dates, but no meetings occurred and Mr.  Green did not provide consulting 
services to TARC.  Risco did not seek to recover the $9,750 paid to Green.  
 

It should be noted that the check was made out to Green personally and mailed to his home 
address.  Because of the suspicions surrounding Contractor and the fact that Green performed no 
work, TARC has demanded the return of the $9,750 it paid him. 
 

9. AHJ Operations and Consulting 
 

Edward L. Johnson worked in the Office of Diversity and Inclusion at MARTA where he 
knew Ferdinand Risco.  He became the CEO of Central Florida Regional Transportation Authority 
but left there with severance pay in February 2019.  That same month (February 2019) he formed 
AHJ Operations & Consulting, where he appears to be the only employee.   
 

In September, 2019, Risco hired Johnson for $25,000 under a sole source contract to 
provide consulting on customer service and policy. He facilitated meetings at TARC and provided 
drafts of deliverables.  Risco did not implement any of Johnson’s suggestions or recommendations.  
This was a contract with a fixed fee plus expenses.  Although the number of hours worked is not 
known, Johnson was on site at TARC on at least two occasions, and it appears he provided services 
for which he was compensated. 
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SECTION 5:   SPECIFIC REVIEW OF CONTRACTOR’S BILLING 

Contractor met Ferdinand Risco for the first time on January 30, 2019.   Within one week, 
she had had secured a $27,000.00 “no bid,” agreement with Risco that was kept secret from 
TARC’s Finance and Purchasing Departments.  A week after that—and without any signed 
agreement—TARC paid her $27,000.00 from a “Miscellaneous Expense” ledger housed under 
Risco’s direct supervision.  A week after that, Risco and Contractor were, literally, in bed together 
having sex.  The hotel room was paid for as an expense of TARC.      

Contractor had been introduced to Risco on January 30, 2019.  She was not vetted and five 
days later she submitted a $27,000 bill. Contractor billed TARC from February 5, 2019, until May 
1, 2020, when her contract was terminated by TARC’s Interim Team.  During that time period, 
Contractor, or her related entities, billed TARC $228,718.99 in fees and expenses.  Until 
November 21, 2019, this billing occurred without contract; that is, there was no formal agreement 
between TARC and Contractor or her entities.   

 At some point between July 2019 and November 2019, Contractor, with the direction, 
assistance and collusion of Risco, changed the name of her firm to another.  It is unclear, but it 
would appear to be because Contractor was in bankruptcy court in the Northern District of Texas 
and the Internal Revenue Service had levied significant federal tax liabilities against her and her 
entity. In email and text message correspondence, Risco also directed Contractor to create different 
presentations in her website and asked her to seek training in areas so that she would appear 
qualified.  These facts make it readily apparent that she was not an expert in the field for which 
she was being paid.  In short, Risco was actively managing Contractor’s appearance of 
qualification on her website and resume.  This collusion was in violation of TARC’s Board adopted 
policies.  Procurement Policies, Article VI (A).   It is outrageous.  

 To date, there is very little evidence of value provided TARC by Contractor.  There are no 
informative case studies, and no documents or other material indicating that she was providing 
goods or services to TARC.  While she appeared at some meetings, performed some basic 
administrative functions and traveled extensively with members of the Executive Management 
Team at TARC on TARC’s “dime,” there is little evidence Contractor did anything for the over 
$228,000 she received other than to provide Risco with documents other TARC employees had 
prepared,  to download things from the internet, and to travel with Risco. Her value was questioned 
by almost every employee that had dealings with her.   

 Up until November 2019, Contractor was also charging TARC for expenses associated 
with her work.   This included charging TARC per diem meal expenses when no contract existed 
for the same and while receiving meals paid for by Risco and put on his expense account.  She 
also charged TARC for extended stays in Louisville, charging for several days of travel when only 
appearing for a TARC Board meeting that lasted two to three hours.   She would have upgrades in 
hotels to larger rooms or suites at TARC’s Expense.  She would charge a public transit system for 
private car services like Uber and Lyft when TARC had available routes and services.  She would 
bill for valet parking for her car in Dallas while traveling for TARC.  She would upgrade a plane 
ticket for additional legroom and charge TARC.  Her expenses were approved by Witness B and 
Risco.   

 In November 2019, Contractor’s newly created entity was awarded a $336,000.00, two-
year, no bid, sole source contract for which she was subsequently paid $14,000.00 per month. The 
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circumstances for this contract award, and the efforts Risco took to secure the same on behalf of 
Contractor, are clearly collusive and are examined in detail below.  As will be discussed there, 
significant questions arose at the Board level about the facts and circumstances concerning this 
contract.  However, through direct artifice presented to the TARC Board, Risco flagrantly lied 
when he grossly overstated Contractor’s experience and past success.  He instructed Contractor to 
create a new company and misleading website just prior to presenting her contract to the Board so 
it would appear as if she had a successful company and employees, and he misrepresented the 
nature of his relationship with Contractor and her entities.  Further, Risco placed the administration 
of the contract outside the normal financial channels at TARC, placing the payment of her contract 
under the “Miscellaneous Account” under the “Executive Department’s Miscellaneous Expenses” 
which was administered by him or Witness B.    

 At some point after the execution of this $336,000.00 award, the relationship between 
Contractor and Risco soured.  It is likely that sometime in December 2019 or January 2020, and 
at the behest of an employee at TARC, Contractor contacted a local attorney to pursue claims 
against TARC for sexual harassment.   

During the course of that investigation, it became clear that Ferdinand Risco had utilized 
TARC’s money to pay this Contractor more than a quarter of a million dollars for no work.  It is 
the opinion of the authors of this report that Risco, a public official, misappropriated public 
funds of at least $228,000 to provide these funds to a woman he was sleeping with.  The 
matter has been turned over the TARC’s External Auditor, the Kentucky State Auditor and 
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for a potential criminal investigation.  TARC has already 
filed suit against Risco to recover these funds.  See Exhibit E.  

CONTRACTING RELATIONSHIP 

 According to TARC’s External Investigator, Contractor and Ferdinand Risco met through 
Tony Parrot, Executive Director of MSD.   Contractor told the investigator that she worked for 
Tony Parrot for 13 years and that he had hired her to work for Cincinnati MSD.  This initial meeting 
occurred on January 30, 2019. Present at the meeting were Parrot, Risco, Contractor and two 
others:  Victoria Johnson19 and Jeffrey Dingle20.  Contractor had traveled to Louisville for the 
meeting.  The meeting was initiated by an email from Johnson.   

 An examination of Contractor’s relationship with Cincinnati MSD would have revealed to 
even the most uninitiated a troubling relationship.   Contractor had previously been embroiled in 
billing controversies while contracting for Cincinnati MSD.   Contractor was named in a Cincinnati 
Enquirer article dated April 1, 2016, which detailed her questionable billing practices.  Her 
hiring—over the employment of local contractors—was called “unconscionable” by a Cincinnati 
City Councilman, who stated, “[w]e have plenty of folks in Cincinnati that can do that.”  Similarly, 
TARC’s procurement policies require that a local contractor be used and that three separate quotes 
be obtained before paying consultants outside the area.  That was not done here.  Contractor was 
brought on board without proper vetting and in violation of TARC’s Board adopted procurement 
rules. 

 

February 2019. 

 
19 Victoria Johnson is a paid consultant from Jacobs Engineering that performs work for MSD and was the person responsible for calling the meeting.   
20 Principal of JoDings Consulting.   
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 In February 2019, Contractor sent Ferdinand Risco an unsigned and undated Proposal to 
perform a “3 Phased Study for TARC.”   The metadata on the document indicates that it was 
reduced to .pdf form on February 5, 2019.   The Proposal promised three deliverables:  

• “A Memorandum outlining ‘Findings and Recommendations.’ This will include 
clearly identified issues and implementable solutions.” 

• “A new weekly financial report, a revised monthly report for the director, enhanced 
Monthly Financial Report Template for board presentations.”  

• “A comprehensive budget based financial model that will give the agency 
forecasting capabilities and provide a snapshot of present and future financial 
conditions.” 

After a review of Risco’s email, computer files, and executive documents, none of these 
“deliverables” has been located during the applicable billing period and likely do not exist. Based 
upon emails sent from Contractor to Risco, it would appear that the most TARC received from 
Contractor on this $27,000 three-phased proposal was an email with a one-page attachment 
showing Cincinnati MSD’s Excel spreadsheet and a short list of questions that could be used when 
interviewing candidates for TARC’s Assistant Executive Director.   

With regard to the cost of providing these deliverables, Contractor’s February Proposal 
promised that: 

Our fees are always based upon the project, retainer based, and never upon time 
units. That way you’re encouraged to call upon us without worrying about a meter 
running, and as the person leading the effort, I’m free to suggest additional areas of 
focus without concern about increasing your investment.  

The fee for the assistance detailed above would be $7,500 per month retainer, 
payable on the 15th of February, March, April, and May. We request an 
electronic payment method and will submit our banking information to the 
appropriate staff member. If you choose to pay the entire amount at the outset, we 
will provide a 10% reduction in the total fee. Expenses are billed as actually 
accrued at the conclusion of each month and are payable upon receipt of our 
statement. 

 

Immediately after receiving this proposal, Risco emailed Contractor back telling her to 
invoice for the full amount.   He also told Witness B to authorize payment.  This advance payment 
was prohibited by TARC adopted policies.  TARC prohibits advance payments to contractors prior 
to the work being performed.  Procurement Policies, Section VI(P).   Time Contracts must have a 
firm ceiling price.  Procurement Regulations approved by the TARC Board of Directors on 
October 26, 2015, Section VI(L).   

 It does not appear that the Proposal was ever accepted or reduced to written agreement.  
There is no formal contract for the same.   This Proposal was not run through TARC’s internal 
procurement office, the department responsible for administering purchasing.  Likewise, it was not 
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run through the financial office where the Contract would have been “housed.”21    Given the 
amount of the proposal—over $3,000.00 but under $35,000.00—TARC was obligated to follow 
its procurement policies on “Small Purchases” outlined in the Procurement Regulations 
approved by the TARC Board of Directors on October 26, 2015.  This would have required 
the Purchasing Department’s analysis of at least three other contractors in the geographic area (pg. 
21), or a written finding that none exist.  The Purchasing Department has no such records for 
Contractor.  It is highly doubtful that purchasing would be unable to find a competent financial 
consultant in the Louisville Metropolitan area and would need to resort to a Dallas Texas candidate.   

 Likewise, had the Proposal gone through normal channels for its size, the Purchasing 
Department would have had the opportunity to make a determination that Contractor was a 
“Responsible Contractor” under the Board approved policies at page 44.   At the time, as mentioned 
above, Contractor was mentioned in inquiries into fraudulent billing practices at Cincinnati MSD.    
Since the Contractor proposal was kept from both the Purchasing Department and the Finance 
Department, the standard reviews and checks and balances were not done when Contractor came 
on board in February 2019.  

 Contractor was also in her third bankruptcy in ten years.  In the last bankruptcy she listed 
more than $400,000.00 worth of debts including a failure to pay Internal Revenue Service debts 
of more than $150,000.00. It is highly unlikely that this person would have been deemed a 
“Responsible Contractor” under procurement policies. Even more so in the field of financial 
management.   

 While there is no record of a signed agreement, Contractor issued an invoice, No. 1703, to 
TARC for $27,000.00 on February 6, 2019.  The invoice included only a single line item, 
“Financial Reporting Analysis & Financial Objectives Development Study.” This would have 
been the day after her “Proposal” was generated.  The invoice payment was “Requested” by 
Witness B and approved by Risco.  Eight days later, TARC paid the $27,000 invoice in full.  

This payment is set to a “cost center” utilized by the Executive Department and accessed 
by Risco or Witness B.  There is a corollary entry on the “Miscellaneous Expense Account” under 
the category “Miscellaneous” for $27,000.    A review of this account’s history shows no other 
similar expense in the tens of thousands going through the “Miscellaneous Expense Account” 
under the “Miscellaneous” category.  To place this amount in a double miscellaneous category in 
the executive department, and to pay the amount without supporting documents, a viable contract, 
or the aforementioned purchasing elements makes these activities and approvals highly suspect.  

TARC’s External Investigator questioned Contractor about her activities and that questioning 
revealed additional and even more troubling facts.  As stated above, in Section 2, The investigator 
states that at the Galt House: 

According to [Contractor], shortly after commencing her engagement with TARC, 
in late February or early March 2019, she and Risco engaged in sexual intercourse 
in her hotel room in Louisville, Kentucky.   

 Section 2’s Report indicates that the couple had sex on the second night of the trip.  
Comparing the above facts with Contractor’s travel records, she had only two trips in late February 

 
21 Each Department is responsible for matters within their purview.   For example, Safety and Security will “house” the contract for 
security services personnel, Maintenance will “house” the contracts for bus parts and supplies.  Fiscal advisement should have been 
housed in TARC’s financial office.  In this case, TARC’s Director of Finance was not informed of Contractor’s proposal.   
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and early March:  a trip February 20th to 22nd and a trip March 6th to March 7th.  Given that that  
the second trip only lasted one night, it is clear that the sexual activity could only have occurred 
February 21, 2019.  Thus, over the course of a mere 22 days, Contractor had met with Risco, 
Contractor invoiced and secured $27,000.00 in taxpayer funds through a “no bid sole source” 
contract that circumvented TARC policies and procedures, and the two had sex with each other, 
as Contractor, as is detailed below, travelled at TARC’s expense.   

 Upon having sex with an outside contractor, Risco was immediately in breach of the TARC 
Board adopted Ethics Policy, 2011-21, dated August 22, 2011.  Specifically, he was securing 
unwarranted privileges for himself in violation of Section 2(A) and he was participating in the 
administration of a contract where “a conflict of interest, real or apparent, would be involved” in 
violation of Section 2(F).  Additionally, this would have been a violation of Section 5(A) which 
imposed upon Risco a duty to disclose this improper relation.   

April 2019. 
 
Contractor did not issue bills for March given the advance payment, but she did issue an 

expense for April 2019.   

 The expenses included: 

• Trip from Dallas to Louisville February 20, 2019, to February 22, 2019. 
• Trip from Dallas to Louisville March 6, 2019, to March 7, 2019. 
• Trip from Dallas to Louisville March 20, 2019, to March 27, 2019. (This included 

a weekend stay).   
The invoice is also interesting because Contractor’s expenses departed from what was 

stated in the Proposal, that expenses were only to be that “actually accrued.”  Contractor instead 
charged for a per diem meal allowance at the rate of what appears to be $105 to $122 per day, 
(totaling $732 for this expense report) but would also charge food expense to her hotel room as 
well.  In effect, Contractor practiced double-billing TARC.  Further analysis is needed because 
Contractor’s food was often times paid for by Risco or others on a TARC credit card.  Given that 
there is no contract in place for the time period, merely a “Proposal” and a paid invoice, these 
expenses are unjustifiable. 

These billings are also violative of TARC’s Board adopted Travel Policy 2015-01, which 
is applicable to “consultants under contract” with TARC.   Contractor’s meal expense $732 per 
diem meal expense should have been capped at $50 per day, and then what is only actually incurred 
and pre-approved.  Her Dallas valet parking expenses of $285 were excessive and in violation of 
policy as well.    

May 2019.   
 

On May 2, 2019, Contractor issued two new invoices for Expenses of $1,134.73 and 
additional fees of $11,925.00.  Both invoices were paid May 7, 2019.   Invoice 1707 (the claimed 
expenses) is problematic in that there are no justifying receipts to warrant payment of these 
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expenses.  While there may be such receipts, they are not present in the file.  Given the absence of 
these receipts, no analysis was performed.   

   The invoice for $11,925.00 is even more problematic.  Contractor claims she spent 53 
hours during the month of April for “Additional scope billable rate through 4/30/2019--Working 
with Witness D (project planning and strategy, marketing, organizational training plan).”    
Contractor charged $225 per hour for these additional scope billable rates.  This is a rate far higher 
than other TARC contractors, including TARC’s attorneys. There is no notation of when these 
hours were spent, or on what service, merely a single line item and a request for almost $12 
thousand dollars.    

 This billing is simply not credible in light of other facts.  Witness D was unceremoniously 
terminated on April 17, 2019.  Risco and Contractor were attending a Dallas conference together 
from Sunday April 7, 2019, until Friday April 12, 2019.   At this conference, according to 
statements provided to TARC’s External Investigator by another witness, the decision to terminate 
Witness D was discussed and planned by Contractor and Risco in the presence of Witness B and 
Witness C.      

 In addition to the lack of credibility, the billing represented a violation of Contractor’s 
initial Proposal to TARC, that, “Our fees are always based upon the project, retainer based, and 
never upon time units. That way you’re encouraged to call upon us without worrying about a 
meter running. . .”   With the payment of this bill, Contractor had billed and been paid $38,925.00 
in fees and $6,265.82 in expenses. 

 Exceeding $35,000.00 represents a violation of TARC’s procurement policies in another 
way.  The adopted procurement policies prohibit “aggregated” spending of amounts over the 
“small purchase” limitations set forth in Section (C)(3) of Procurement Regulations approved 
by the TARC Board of Directors on October 26, 2015.     In this case, when the billing exceeded 
the $35,000 threshold, Contractor’s contract moved from a “small” purchase to a contract that 
would have required competitive bidding or additional findings to warrant her continued 
participation.  See Procurement Policy dated November 1, 2015, pages 21 to 25.   Similar to the 
dearth of records expressed above, no such records exist.      

 At the end of the month, May 31, 2019, Contractor Invoiced again for $14,625.00 plus 
$3,535.56 in reimbursable expenses.   At the time, no contract was in existence for the service.  

The expenses included: 

• Trip from Dallas to Louisville May 7, 2019, to May 9, 2019. 
• May 7 to May 9, 2019 Room Expenses from a stay at Vu Guesthouse. These expenses 

indicate that Contractor was charging food to her room (and in one case alcohol--a 
charge that was rejected by TARC) while at the same time charging TARC a per diem 
food expense.  In effect, double billing or “padding” the expense account. 

• May 17 to May 22, 2019, Room Expenses from a stay at Vu Guesthouse.  These 
expenses indicate that Contractor was charging food to her room (and in one case 
alcohol--a charge that was rejected by TARC) while at the same time charging TARC 
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a per diem food expense.  In effect, double billing or “padding” the expense account. 
(This included a weekend stay). 

 

 The fee invoice claims that Contractor spent 65 hours for “Additional scope billable rate 
through 5/31/2019 (Mgmt Team Support).”  This, again, represents a significant departure from 
her Proposal promising that there would not be time units billed.    Though it is unclear, our 
presumption is that, based on her 8 days of travel to Louisville, she charged approximately 8 hours 
External I 

  Through May, Contractor’s totals for her original $27,000.00 proposal resulted in    
$53,550.00 and $9,801.38 in expenses.   It is also of note that Contractor reported to TARC’s 
External Investigator that during this period of May 2019, Risco attempted to sodomize her while 
on the Dallas trip and Risco performed oral sex upon her while she attended Louisville for a 
conference.   She did not report these events. 

June 2019. 

As of the end of May, Contractor no longer had even a “Proposal” in place upon which to bill.  
There was not a contract obligating TARC to pay her anything.  Despite this, on June 14, 2019, 
Contractor issued an invoice for $8,325.00 plus $1,595.88 in reimbursable expenses.   The check 
payment is dated June 14, 2019.  There is no internal routing form.  Curiously, the stamp is dated 
June 13, 2019, the day before the invoice.    

The invoice claims that Contractor spent 37 hours for “Additional scope billable rate through 
6/14/2019 (Mgmt Team Support).”  Though it is unclear, our presumption is that, based on her 5 
days of travel to Louisville, she charged approximately 8 hours a day to TARC while here, having 
left Dallas at 12:40 in the afternoon.  

The expenses included: 

• Trip from Dallas to Louisville June 10, 2019, to June 14, 2019. 
• June 10 to June 14, 2019 Room Expenses from a stay at Hilton Homesuites.   

 

June also represents the month in which Contractor’s deliverables were due from her first 
“Proposal.”  To date, there is absolutely no record of her performing any of the aforementioned 
studies for TARC.  A review of Risco’s email and computer files reveal nothing.  Perhaps more 
importantly, there was no interaction between Contractor and the Finance Department Director, 
Tonya Carter.  Carter reported that all Contractor would do would be to ask her for information 
and then do nothing in response.  Even in that, she asked for very little and produced nothing of 
substance. At approximately this point in time, Tonya Carter began complaining about the lack of 
contract, the bills, the expenses and expensing Contractor’s travel on TARC company credit card.  
Tonya would regularly ask Risco for any Contract allowing such billing, but none was ever 
provided.   Through June 2019, Contractor billed $61,875.00 in fees and $11,397.26 in expenses.  

 
July 2019.  
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July is a questionable month in that Contractor bills TARC under two separate entities, 
Contractor’s Consulting firm and a newly created LLC.  Contractor provided a one page 
“GANT(sic)” Chart showing 15 financial management projects to be done in July and August.  
These projects appear to have never been completed.   On July 8, 2020, Contractor issues a new 
“Proposal” to Risco to provide new services:  

 

 

Like the initial “Proposal,” the July 8, 2020, Proposal (“Proposal II”) was not vetted by 
anyone in the purchasing department or in the finance department.   It was open ended without 
termination date, and it did not set a “cap” on the billing allowed.  With regard to compensation, 
Proposal II only stated: 

 

 

 As before with “Proposal I,” “Proposal II” violates several internal procurement rules.  
Given the amount of the proposal—over $3,000.00 but under $35,000.00—TARC was at the very 
least obligated to follow its procurement policies on “Small Purchases” in the Procurement 
Regulations.  There should have been an analysis of at least three other contractors in the 
geographic area (pg. 21), or a written finding that none exist.  More likely, “Proposal II” should 
have been reviewed as an over $35,000.00 “Cardinal Change” aggregated contract and 
competitively been bid.  It was not.  

 Proposal II violated procurement policies in new ways as well.   TARC prohibits advance 
payments to contractors prior to the work being performed.  Procurement Policies, Section VI(P).   
Time Contracts must have a firm ceiling price.  Procurement Regulations approved by the 
TARC Board of Directors on October 26, 2015, Section VI(L).  As before, Risco did not appear 
to share any aspects of this Proposal II with the Board, with Finance or with Purchasing.   

Contractor Consulting, LLC Billing. 
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On July 17, 2019, Contractor issued Invoice No. 1712 for $9,225.00 plus $2,975.10 in 
reimbursable expenses.   The check payment date July 23, 2019.  There is no internal routing form, 
only a stamp “approved by” by Ferdinand Risco.  The stamp is undated.  This invoice claims that 
Contractor spent 41 hours for “Additional scope billable rate through 6/15-7/17 (Mgmt Team 
Support, Financial Review Report).”   

The expenses of $2,975.10 included: 

• Trip from Dallas to Louisville June 27, 2019, to July 3, 2019 (Thursday to 
Wednesday). 

• June 27 to July 3, 2019 Room Expenses from a stay at Hilton Homesuites.  
• Trip from Dallas to Tampa July 12, 2019, to July 16, 2019 (Friday to Tuesday). 

 

These expenses are curious in that they appear to show weekend travel.  During that period, 
there were not meetings or other matters that would indicate TARC business.  Moreover, 
Contractor continued to charge excessive per diem amounts ($671) while at the same time 
appearing on Risco’s Travel expense reports as a recipient of meals on his card.  See Risco expense 
report dated July 17, 2020.  While the double billing and expense padding may not be excessive, 
it is pervasive and egregious. 

This Tampa trip—2019 annual COMTPO [Council of Minority Transportation Officials] 
National Conference—is notable for another reason:   Contractor reports that she, yet again, had 
sex with Risco.  Little additional detail is available concerning this particular item of congress.  
Witness B reports that Contractor reported this sexual activity to her in October or November 
2019.   The Tampa trip may also be the beginning of a souring of the relationship between Risco 
and Contractor.  Witness B reports that at some point Contractor and a man identified here as WR 
began to see each other and have sex.   Witness B reports that Risco saw Contractor and WR 
together at the hotel bar.   By July 2019, Contractor billed $71,100.00 in fees and $14,372.36 in 
expenses.  

 As Contractor’s total payments neared the $100,000.00 threshold, Tonya Carter reported 
that she began complaining to Risco and Witness B that Board Approval was required for contracts 
over $100,000.00. While it is mere conjecture, Contractor’s creation of a new entity to bill TARC 
is suspicious given the timing of Carter’s complaints.  As is discussed below, one of the cardinal 
principals of TARC’s internal policies is that there should be no collusion between TARC 
management and its contractors.  Article VI (A).  To say that the Contractor and Risco’s 
contracting relationship was more than “arms-length” is a gross understatement.   

Contractor’s LLC, billing. 

 On July 15, 2019, The Contractor’s new LLC issued Invoice No. 1714,22 for $8,500.00.  
The check is requested by Witness B and Approved by Ferdinand Risco.  The only indicia on the 
invoice is that it is for “Retainer Invoice.”   At the time, no contract was in existence for the service.  

 
22 The dates of this bill are curious.  Invoice 1712 is dated July 17, 2019.  Invoice 1714 is dated July 15, 2019.  The bills appear to merely change the 
name on the heading. 
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“Proposal II” had not been approved by anyone.  None of the internal “checks and balances” were 
adhered to with this Proposal. The check was directed to be paid ASAP and there was a note on 
the approval form that the check was to be delivered to Witness B.  Witness B had recently been 
promoted to a newly created position at the top of TARC’s Executive management team.  

 With this payment, Contractor, or her related entities, had received $79,600.00 in fees from 
TARC.  There has not been any substantive finding that Contractor did anything to warrant these 
payments other than to travel with TARC personnel.  

August to October 2019. 
 

With the establishment of retainer billing, there is even less indicia of Contractor performing 
any work on behalf of TARC.   Indeed, despite promising to provide a “. . . summary sheet of 
tasks, focus areas and results” in her July 2019 Proposal II, no such deliverable was provided.  The 
only item Contractor consistently furnished to TARC was her bill.  As such, the months of August 
to October can be dealt with in a summary fashion. 

August 15, 2019: Invoice 1715 dated August 15, 2019, including an “August 2019 Retainer 
Invoice” for $8,500 and reimbursable expenses for $1,383.22.   There is no internal routing form, 
only an indication that Witness B approved the expense.  The internal routing form indicates that 
it is requested by Witness B and approved by Ferdinand Risco. 

The expenses include: 

• Trip from Dallas to Louisville July 29, 2019, to July 31, 2019 (Monday to 
Wednesday).  The expense report indicates that it is for “Board Meeting & Prep.”  
(No airfare receipt, but paid anyway).  Two alcohol drinks were purchased on this 
account on July 30, 2019. The Board Meeting was on July 30, 2019.   Neither the 
agenda nor the meeting minutes indicate Contractor’s participation in any way.   

 

September 5, 2019:  Invoice 1716 dated September 5, 2019, including “September 2019 
Retainer Invoice” for $8,500.00 and reimbursable expenses for $1,407.22.   

The expenses include: 

• Trip from Dallas to Louisville August 26, 2019, to August 29, 2019 (Monday to 
Wednesday).  (No airfare receipt, but paid anyway).   The expense report again 
indicates that it is for Board Meeting & Prep.” Other than the purchase of a toothbrush 
and bottled water on TARC’s expense, the report is otherwise unremarkable.  The 
Board meeting was held August 27, 2020.  Neither the agenda nor the meeting 
minutes indicate Contractor Contractor’s participation in any way.  

 

September 26, 2019:  Invoice 1718 dated September 26, 2019, including “Additional 
Hours (23)” for $5,175.00 and reimbursable expenses for $1,524.98. Without a contract, there is 
no explanation why Contractor’s invoice was not sufficient.  

The expenses include: 
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• Trip from Dallas to Louisville September 23, 2019, to September 26, 2019, (Monday 
to Thursday).    The expense report again indicates that it is for “TARC Meetings.” 
She continues to charge per diems for food during the period.  The Board meeting 
was held August 27, 2020.  Neither the agenda nor the meeting minutes indicate 
Contractor’s participation in any way.   

 

The conclusion of this time period represents $110,275.00 in billing by Contractor without 
contract.  Her travel expenses billed to TARC of $18,687.78 were second only to Risco in their 
amount.  None of the items promised under the Proposals were ever delivered.   

October 2019    
 

As of October 2019, there were significant questions about the work Contractor was 
providing to TARC.  Tonya Carter continued her questioning of Contractor’s contract exceeding 
$100,000.00.    Internally, Risco and Contractor were complaining that Tonya Carter was 
questioning the expenses associated with Contractor in texts on October 29, 2019.  

Behind the scenes, Risco had asked the Director of Purchasing, to prepare an Independent 
Cost Estimate (“ICE”) for the employment of an in-house, full time Chief Financial Officer.  Under 
normal circumstances, an ICE exists under procurement rules as a measure with which to judge 
Requests for Proposals or Solicitations for Bids.  See TARC Procurement Manual, page 49 to 50.  
Importantly, ICEs are regulated under Federal Law.  FTA Circular 4220.1.   

At the direction of Risco, the Director prepared the document on September 5, 2019. The 
amount indicated that the base salary for a CFO in Louisville was $168,812.00. It is a tortured 
document in that it compares the private sector from the 10 largest cities in the US to arrive at a 
locality-based pay in Louisville for a full time CFO.  Much later, when asked about the ICE by 
Tonya Carter after the fact, the Director of Purchasing told her Risco made him do it and he 
couldn’t talk about it or he would “go to jail.” The ICE was kept out of the formal computer files 
and was located only in the Director’s personal files after his departure.23   

In no way was Contractor comparable to a CFO in responsibilities or in experience.  She 
did not have oversight of TARC’s financial controls, financial operations, internal controls, 
financial statements, auditing, risk management or supervision of TARC Employees.  She did not 
devote her full-time efforts to TARC.  This determination of her value to TARC was a sham.   

Contractor’s “Proposal III” would come in at exactly $336,000.00 or $168,000 per year.   
The October 28, 2019, submission states 

 

 
23 Ratchford resigned his position at TARC on April 17, 2020, with ten minutes notice.   
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    The sole conclusion to be drawn would be that Contractor knew the amount of $168,812.00 
in the ICE before submitting her proposal.  That is, she and Risco colluded in violation of TARC’s 
procurement rules.    

Even more problematic are Risco’s lies and chicanery to push Contractor’s contract 
through the Board.  Sometime prior to the Board meeting where the Contractor’s LLC contract 
would be presented, Risco prepared a Memorandum and Board Resolution allowing him to enter 
into the $336,000.00 contract.    The Resolution “speaks much but says little.”  You could read its 
paragraphs several times and never see a single item of substance.  It is “flim flam.” 

However, the following paragraph from Risco’s Memorandum is very important:   

 

The above paragraph contains at least three lies.  First, the Contractor’s LLC was 
conducting a new field of work.  There was no continuation.  In short, this matter should have been 
publicly bid.  Secondly, the Purchasing Director did prepare an ICE to determine the fair and 
reasonable costs of services.   However, the Proposal for Contractor’s firm to work as a part-time 
consultant when the ICE was for a full-time Officer of TARC, a public entity, was a clear 
misrepresentation to the board.  Finally, Risco’s coup de grace, that $336,000 was a 19% reduction 
from what ICE indicated, was a total fabrication.   

 Risco’s lies to the TARC Board for Contractor did not end with Resolution.   He appeared 
before the Board on October 29, 2019, with the Resolution that only been tendered to the Board 
that morning.   This was a significant departure from the norm, in that Resolutions should be 
submitted to the Board two weeks before the meeting when the Agenda is published.   

There is a video of the event.   Risco began his presentation by telling the Board that they 
had previously approved Contractor’s LLC in two previous engagements.   (0003.MTS 00:47.).    
This was absolutely not true.  Risco then informs the board that the Contractor had already begun 
to do a number of matters from fare review to bond and capital infrastructure improvements with 
the entity. (0003.MTS 1:40).  Likewise, not true.  Board member JC Stites asks about the previous 
relationship with the Contractor and what they delivered.  (0003.MTS 3:47).  He indicates that 
they delivered an entire financial model.  This is also untrue. 
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 Mary Morrow complained that this was a big number and we already had a significant staff 
around finance.   (0003.MTS 4:45).   Risco replied that Contractor had already had significant 
experience in capital improvements with billions of dollars of under review. (0003.MTS 5:30). 
This does not appear accurate. Risco strong-arms Mary Morrow as she asks her questions, he 
indicates he cannot answer her questions without having this help, “this is exactly why we need 
these services.” (0003.MTS 7:01).  Risco says they simply cannot manage their finances “in 
house.”  (0003.MTS 8:05).   

 JC Stites indicates that this is a lot of money, but Risco responds that most of the $4.2 
million dollars saved came from advice from Contractor. (0003.MTS 9:01) Risco says that this 
firm has already saved more money than the contract was worth.  (0003.MTS 10:00.)  JC Stites 
asks if this is something that you can provide on a back looking way?  (0003.MTS 10:11).  JC 
presses whether Contractor’s contract is the type of thing that was put out to bid or should be based 
upon the dollar amount?  (0004.MTS 2:23) Risco’s answer is mere obfuscation.   Chuck Rogers 
asks him if this is a local company?  (0004.MTS 3:30)? Risco answers that this is a company with 
multiple offices one of which is in Dallas.  (0004.MTS 3:40).  Likewise, this is untrue.  Contractor 
does not have multiple offices. Her address is actually a “co-working site/mail drop.”   JC Stites 
asks whether Contractor’s LLC is focused on Transit, and Risco’s answer is an unequivocal “yes.”  
(0004.MTS 5:14).  Yet, Contractor has never worked in transit before.   Risco indicates that the 
Contractor’s LLC is involved with “big, big capital billion-dollar projects.”  (0004.MTS 5:24).  
Untrue.  JC states that he does not feel comfortable with the approval (0004.MTS 6:13).  JC Stites 
says, “does this need to happen today opposed to a month from now?”  (0004.MTS 6:58).   Risco 
explains that waiting month would put them behind the gun and would significantly impact their 
work with the Commonwealth of Kentucky legislature.  (0004.MTS 7:21). Yet another lie, in that 
Contractor did not work with the legislature on any measure.  Morrow chastises Risco for failing 
to have the committee structures she has been asking for so that these matters are not presented on 
the same day.  (0004.MTS 7:35). All the Board members indicate at (0004.MTS 9:13) that they 
trust him.  In closing, Risco says, “this is your fiduciary responsibilities and we are very 
comfortable in answering your questions.”  (0004.MTS 10:18).   

 

At no point does Risco tell the Board that he had slept with the principal of the Contractor’s 
Firm multiple times.  Part of the lawsuit mentioned in Section 3 includes a suit against Risco for 
the amounts expended to Contractor. A copy of this lawsuit is attached as Exhibit E.  
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Behind the scenes, 
Risco and Contractor were 
communicating about the 
contract, with them actively 
engaged in attempting to 
bolster her image before the 
Board.   Just four days before 
the Board met, Contractor and 
Risco engaged in the text 
exchange detailed to the left. 

 From this text chain, dated 
October 24 and 25, 2019, 
Risco asks her to obtain her 
DBE Certification “ASAP.”  
This will obviously make her a 
more attractive candidate to a 
Federally Funded organization 
with a required Disadvantaged 
Business Entity Requirement. 

 

When Risco mentions 
DBE, before the Board four 
days later, it is clear that his 
initial request of Contractor 
was by “design.”   

This would not have 
been Risco’s first collusion 
with Contractor.  Earlier, 
Risco was actively helping her 
prepare her LLC website.   
Risco went so far as to send 
her a firm site map for website 
creation on August 24, 2019.  
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Risco and Contractor’s 
attempt to thwart Board review 
of her contract is evidenced in 
another text message 
conversation between the two.  
In the exchange on the right, 
Risco identifies that there are 
complaints about the 
Contractor spending and notes 
that “Expenses are BS.”  
Nonetheless, Risco assures her, 
“I got you.  I’m trying my best.”   
Importantly, despite the fact 
that Contractor was in town, 
Risco deliberately had her not 
attend the Board meeting.   

But perhaps most 
telling of the relationship 
between Contractor and Risco 
are the text messages on the 
following two pages.   These 
texts occurred the night of 
October 29, 2019.  They 
followed Risco’s successful 
efforts to get Contractor’s 
contract through the Board 
despite the questions that they 
raised.  

 With “love in his eyes,” 
they celebrate the $336,000.00 
contract from TARC.  In light 
of this, these October 29, 2020 
texts paint a troubling picture.    
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He states in those texts, 
“Regardless of what you think, I 
GOT YOU.  I care for you.  I love 
you and will do whatever I can 
with whatever power and 
authority I have to make sure you 
are taken care of.” 

 Risco in several texts would 
direct Contractor to enhance her 
website (See October 31, 2019, 
texts), to obtain certifications and 
licenses (November 1 and 2, 
2019, texts) and register DBE 
certifications in Kentucky 
(November 2, 2019, texts). All of 
these actions seem calculated to 
respond to the Board’s valid 
questions of “who” this entity 
was, “what” skill sets and 
experience she had, and “how” 
she would be benefiting TARC.   
Risco and Contractor’s actions 
were calculated to cover the 
tracks the Board was beginning to 
uncover.   

 On November 21, 2019, 
Contractor would “ink” the only 
contract that was in existence 
between TARC and the Fiscal 
Firm:  a $336,000.00 two-year 
deal.   Her $14,000.00 per 
month retainer bill came one day 
later.  

December 2019 to May 2020. 
 

During this period, 
Contractor’s bills arrived 
regularly.  She would not prepare 
time sheets and there are no  
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indicia of her performing anything of value at TARC.   As such there is little to examine in light 
of her billing.   Contractor would be paid $84,000.00 during this period.   

 Metro Council Investigator interviews revealed that Tonya Carter, Randy Frantz, Dwight 
Maddox and Geoffrey Hobin—all of whom would have had finance and budgeting issues within 
the “purview” of Contractor’s contract—reported extreme dissatisfaction with her work during 
this period of time.  

Hobin called the contract “obscene” and an “embarrassment.”  Hobin reported that 
Contractor “never called him” despite her having been directed to do so.  Hobin reported that he 
never saw anything of value. 

Maddox reported to the Investigator that there was a “hole” in the FY 20 and FY 21 budgets 
and that it became clear to him that Contractor was not bringing anything to the table.  Maddox 
and Frantz had a discussion and they wanted to force Contractor to bring forth at least some 
deliverables but that she did not.  Dwight indicated that in meetings concerning TARC’s finances, 
it “did not appear she knew what she was talking about.” 

Carter reported to the Investigator that Contractor was supposed to have been in charge of 
the 2020/21 FY Budget, but that she never provided anything of substance, and that Contractor 
would never deliver.  Tonya finally had to step in and take over all work product from Contractor 
in December 2019 because nothing was being done.  

Frantz reported to the Investigator that with regard to Contractor, Frantz began to challenge 
the work she was doing.  “I guess I began to voice my frustration with her a few months back—I 
asked her for a list of what she’d accomplished—and I kept getting the run around.  It was “non 
value added,” “redundant and excessive.”  “This was not the output from front-facing financial 
questions.  I began to challenge the work output.” Frantz reported that he had previously told Risco 
that he wanted that list of her accomplishments, and Risco would initially agree, but then would 
tell him to “hold off on that.” Frantz continued to voice to Risco his concerns about Contractor’s 
lack of performance.  Risco then says, when we terminate her, she’s “probably going to say that I 
put my d*** in her mouth.”   

On February 3, 2020, Tonya Carter emailed Randy Frantz stating that Contractor simply 
has done nothing for TARC.  “The last meeting was the only meeting I have seen with any work 
that Contractor put together, and I’m not seeing the value in what we are paying her.” 

 Frantz followed up asking for slides of an overview of her work, long term strategies, and 
financial solutions.   Her work was rudimentary and appeared to be gathered from the internet.  It 
simply was not responsive.  

 What is certain is that Contractor provided little to no value to TARC, and certainly not the 
over $228,000 she billed.  Her contract was terminated by the new Interim Executive Directors of 
TARC by letter dated April 3, 2020.    

Recommendations and Changes 

Upon review of the facts, the Interim Executive Team canceled Contractor’s Contract.  
Whether she was the victim of sexual harassment or colluded with Risco to bilk TARC out of 
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$228,000, or both, is a matter than is still in dispute.  However, what was also clear is that she was 
receiving taxpayer dollars after admitting having sex with the Executive Director under an 
“agreement” that violated several TARC procurement rules.  The Interim Executive Team believes 
that there has been a substantial violation of the public’s trust and a significant departure from 
normal rules regarding this arrangement.  This contract was turned over to the Kentucky State 
Auditor, TARC’s Outside Auditor, and two law enforcement entities.   In addition, Risco has 
been sued civilly for the recovery of the funds as expended.   

From the two sections above, it would appear that the questionable contracts were limited 
to either Contractor’s payments or the related contractor, Arnold Lee Greene.  Nonetheless, it is 
recommended that all Executive Management Team spending be subject to regular board review 
and that there be an accounting provided monthly, for monthly expenses year to date, and year 
over year, to the Finance Committee.   

Contracting should remain the province of TARC’s purchasing department.  Under the 
Procurement Rules, each Department at TARC can spend certain amounts to accomplish their 
responsibilities.  Those rules state that Contracts should originate in purchasing and conclude in 
finance in keeping with the October 26, 2015, TARCs Board adopted Procurement Policy.  That 
Policy is robust and detailed and contains specific guidelines and oversight. However, it must be 
followed and applied to every department at TARC, including the Executive Department.   Risco’s 
contracting with Contractor outside of the normal rules should not have been allowed. 

In that, contracts of all sorts should be part of a centralized data base and properly 
documented.  While this is true of all other departments, it is not true of the Executive Department 
under Risco.  Going forward, the Finance Department should cross-check Executive level 
spending and, if it is not properly documented, that should be discussed in the Finance Committee.  
Additional considerations and recommendations appear at the conclusion of Section 6, below.   

SECTION 6:  REVIEW OF EXPENSES, TRAVEL AND MOTOR VEHICLE USE.  

 This section examines Ferdinand Risco’s travel expenses and motor vehicle use. It paints 
a picture of an executive who gradually took advantage of TARC over time, testing structures and 
boundaries after he was appointed the permanent Executive Director.   

Subsection A, Executive Director Expenses and Travel. 

It is foreseeable and not unreasonable that the head of one of the larger transit companies 
in the nation would travel for business purposes including conference attendance.  That travel may 
include learning opportunities, associative ventures in transit-related entities and engagement of 
transit and community peers to better understand how TARC may be improved.  Travel is 
expected.  However, a review of Ferdinand Risco’s travel expenditures raise significant and 
multiple questions.   

The baseline for understanding TARC’s travel expenditures should be Barry Barker’s 
travel expenses in the last two full years of his tenure as Executive Director.  In FY 17, Barker had 
$9,738.95 in travel related expenses and in FY 2018, he had $17,701.19.   In reviewing Barker’s 
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travel for the ten years prior to his retirement, he did not appear to exceed $20,000.00 in any given 
year. 

While Risco was Assistant Executive Director, he had travel related expenses of 
$10,443.10 for calendar year 2017 and $22,599.61 for calendar year 2018.   Risco’s travel was 
approved by Barker and appears reasonable based upon the purpose and type.  However, for the 
period of time from February 2019 until February 2020, while Risco was Executive Director, 
Risco’s travel was over $63,000.00 and covered 23 different trips.   Many of these trip’s business 
purposes may be questionable, but Risco—especially after becoming permanent Executive 
Director in April 2019—certainly took advantage of his position.  His expenses went “off the rails” 
after June 2019 with nearly $47,000 of the $63,000 spent occurring the latter part of 2019 until his 
ouster in early February 2020.   

This review encompasses three parts.  First, a summary review of Risco’s travel from 2017 
until he left TARC’s employment.  Second, a review of Risco’s potential rule violations and TARC 
deficiencies that contributed to his ability to take advantage.   Third, recommended changes and 
suggestions to prevent further abuses. 

Travel Summary 

A.  2017 Travel. 

Risco traveled over a total of six trips and expended $10,443.10, according to TARC 
records.  These trips included:   

• July 16, 2017 to July 19, 2017, Detroit COMPTO (Council of Minority Public 
Transit Officers) Conference.  Total Expenditure for the trip was $2056.69. 

• September 20, 2017 to September 23, 2017, CDC COMPTO Workforce 
Development Conference in Washington DC.  Total Expenditure for the trip was   
$1155.75.   

• October 7, 2017, to October 11, 2017, APTA (American Public Transit 
Association) Annual Convention, Atlanta GA.  Total expenditures were $4,384.92, 
including $1098.00 in airfare and $2300 in hotels. 

• October 17, 2017, to October 19, 2017, Tennessee Public Transport Conference in 
Nashville, TN.   Total Expenditure for the trip was $1,357.46 

• October 25, 2017 to October 26, 2017, Travel to and from Silver Spring Maryland 
for the APTA workforce development conference.  Total was $627.10 Included an 
overnight hotel stay and airfare.   

• December 14, 2017 to December 16, 2017.  Travel to and from Washington DC 
for the APTA workforce development retreat.  Total expenditure $790.02. 

 
B. 2018 Travel. 

Risco traveled over a total of nine trips and expended $22,599.61, according to TARC 
records.  These trips included: 
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• January 6, 2018, to January 12, 2018.  Travel to and From Washington DC for the 
TRB (Transportation Research Board) Annual Convention. Expenditures were  

• $3288.62 included $1,544 in hotel and $1,215 in registration.  
• February 9, 2018 to February 13, 2018.  Travel to and from Miami, FL for the 

APTA CEO Conference.  Expenditures were $2700.37, including $1351.96 in hotel 
and $445.50 in airfare. 

• March 5, 2018 to March 7, 2018.  Travel to and from Tulsa, OK for the National 
Safe Place Conference $741.85 including $489.5 in airfare and $200 in hotel.  Risco 
was on the board of this non-profit. 

• March 17, 2018, to March 21, 2018.  Travel to and from Washington DC for the 
APTA Legislative Conference.  $3,335.38, including $738 airfare, $1660.71 in 
hotel and $850 Registration fees. 

• May 4, 2018, to May 11, 2018.  Travel to and From International Roadeo and 
Paratransit Conf. in Tampa, FL.  Total Expenditures of $4094.65, including $2500 
Hotel, $875 Registration, $469 Airfare.  

• July 8, 2018, to July 12, 2018. Travel to and from Minneapolis, MN for APTA 
workforce development.  Expenditures include $1612.54, including $900 hotel and 
$541 airfare. 

• July 28, 2018 until August 2, 2018.  Travel to and From Baltimore MD, for the 
COMPTO Annual Conference.  Expenditures of $2814.53, including $1149.20 in 
hotel and $576 in airfare, $875 in registration fees. 

• September 21, 2018 to September 27, 2018. Travel to and from Nashville TN for 
APTA Annual Conf.  Expenditures were $3984.68, with $2556 in hotel, $875 
registration.  

• October 15, 2018 to October 17, 2018.  Travel to and From Washington DC for 
the GLI fly in.  $27.  Trip appears to have been paid for by GLI. 
 

C. 2019 Travel through end of tenure, February 2020. 

Risco traveled over a total of 23 trips and expended $63,928.60, according to TARC 
records.   As the year of 2019 progressed, Risco’s travel became more elaborate and expensive. 
Where appropriate, additional information is provided regarding questionable trips.  Risco’s trips 
included: 

 

• February 17, 2019, to February 20, 2019.  Travel to and from the National Safe 
Place Network’s Board of Director’s Meeting, Myrtle Beach, SC.  Expenditures 
were $1,318.47, including $146 airfare, $1099.98 in hotel.  Risco served on the 
NSPN Board.   
 

• March 15, 2019 to March 20, 2019.   APTA Legislative Conference Travel to and 
From Washington DC.  Expenditures were $2,675.16, includes $1,311.59 in hotel 
expenses, $431.50 in airfare.  $875 in registration fees.  Flight was from Friday to 
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Weds.  Conference did not start until Sunday morning.  This appears to be one to 
two days early travel.  

 
• April 7, 2019 to April 12, 2019.  Travel to Dallas, TX, National Diversity 

Conference.  $4,506.62, includes $3187.83 in hotel and $423 in airfare.  Evidence 
that Risco did not actually attend the conference, someone failed to register for it.  
Travel with Witness C, Contractor and Witness B.  Incidents detailed in Sexual 
Harassment Report indicate this was the Texas trip. 

 
• April 12, 2019, to April 16, 2019.  Travel from Dallas TX to Chicago, IL for the 

APTA Transit CEO Seminar.  Expenses total $2,406.37, and includes $613.50 in 
airfare and $716.00 in hotel expenses.  $795 in registration fees.  Conference lasted 
from Saturday to Tuesday evening.   

 
• May 15, 2019, to May 16, 2019.   Travel to Washington, DC, for travel to and from 

Washington DC for Kentuckians for Better Transportation.  Expenses total 
$1228.96 in expenses, included an $800 registration fee and $362 in hotels.   

 
• June 21, 2019 to June 24, 2019.  Travel to and from Toronto, Ont.  for the APTA 

rail conference.  Expenses total $2,794.18 and includes $985.18 in airfare and $774 
in hotel expenses.   Additional $1,000 in registration fees.  Problematic in that 
TARC does not operate a Rail line.  

 
• July 12, 2019, to July 17, 2019.  Travel to and from Tampa FL for the COMPTO 

National Conference (Conference of Minority Transit Professionals).  Expenses 
total $2262.29, includes $887.57 and $450 in registration fees.  $572 in flight.  
Additional charges for $302.41, includes additional expense report for Lyft charges 
only.   Travel with Witness B and Contractor.  LUX UBER RIDES.  These rides 
are a little suspect, with getting XL Lyft rides to travel a half mile.  Travel with 
Contractor and Witness B. 

 
• August 30, 2019.  Travel to and from Washington DC for DOT Meeting.   Pre-

Approved 8-27-19.   Expenses total $907.80.   Trip was to get federal funding and 
was necessary.  

 
• September 3, 2019.  Travel to St. Louis for the St. Louis Federal Reserve Council 

Industry Meet.  Pre-Approved 4-23-19.  Expenses total $692 includes $627 in 
flight expenses. 

 
• September 5, 2019 to September 10, 2019.  Travel to and From San Francisco, CA 

for 2019 GLIDE Trip.  Total costs $4,983.00.  Includes $3,200 in registration fees, 
$1295 in hotel fees, and $160 in flight expenses.  This trip is problematic but it is 
not obviously so.  The original $3,200 included all travel, hotel, food and ground 
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transportation for a trip that was to last from September 8 to September 11.   The 
Trip had been pre-approved April 23, 2019, but only as to $3,200. From the 
Travel records, it appears that Risco changed the travel at a $160 expense, booked 
a room for himself for several nights at an additional cost of $1295 at the W hotel, 
and billed an additional $359.63.   Upon information and belief, his wife stayed 
with him from the 5th to the 8th.  Risco left the GLIDE trip early and flew home the 
morning of September 10, 2019.   The GLIDE trip does have a business purpose 
for TARC, and given the subject matter, the business purpose can be assumed.  
However, Risco’s change order and the resultant $1,783 in expenses were clearly 
for his own personal benefit.  

 
• September 11, 2019, to September 15, 2019.   Travel to and from Washington DC 

for the COMPTO National Board Meeting.  The COMPTO Board Meeting was 
only scheduled for September 12, 2019.   Pre-Approved 8-27-19.  The meeting 
lasted from 10:00 a.m. to noon.  One must question whether the travel from Friday 
until Sunday was necessary given that COMPTO had no other events that week.   
Total expenditures were $3,415.56, including $402.50 in airfare and $2883.62 in 
hotel expenses.  The hotel expense billing included $1,100 in restaurant and bar 
charges.  Risco did not to provide the itemized receipts for this trip.  Contractor and 
Witness B were also in attendance.  Risco and Witness B did not turn in itemized 
receipts.  However, TARC was able to obtain them from the Conrad Hilton.  
According to the hotel records, Risco arrived at 5:35 p.m. and began drinking at 
7:31 p.m.  He and his guests ended the night at 11:20 p.m. and billed TARC 
$404.20.  This included the following alcohol charges: 

 

  

The following day, September 12, 2020, at 5:20 p.m., Risco ordered a beer.  He and his 
guests proceeded to eat and drink on TARC’s “dime,” including alcohol, for the next 
five hours with a $329 tab. 

The group began drinking again at 2:24 p.m. on TARC’s credit card and finally closed 
their tab at 8:09 p.m., leaving TARC to foot a $377.30 food and alcohol bill.  Only $45 
of that bill was spent on food.    

• September 16, 2019, to September 17, 2019. Travel to and from Austin TX for the “Atlanta 
Learning Exchange Meeting.”  Total Expense were $1,488.82.  Includes $646 in airfare, 
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$334 in hotel, and $475 in registration fees.  Pre-Approved 8-27-19.  This was actually 
the One Water Summit to deal with water access and equality.   
 

• September 26, 2019, to September 29, 2019.  Travel to and from Washington DC for the 
National Transit Institutes Advisory Board Meeting.  Total cost $1,783.42, including $732 
in airfare and $920.75 in expense.    Trip Pre-Approved 4-23-19.   This meeting appears 
to have taken place on Friday, September 27, 2019, but additional verification is needed.  
If this is true, then the substantial additional days in DC were not necessary.   

  

• October 2, 2019, to October 7, 2019.  Meeting with Colonial Life.   Total Expenditures 
were $1580.99.  It appears that Risco was flown out on Colonial Life’ expense, and that 
they picked up the substance of his hotel.  Trip Pre-Approved 8-27-19. This is a highly 
suspicious bill not so much for what it cost, but what it did not.  There is only one night for 
hotel expenses and a flight charge looks like it was paid for by TARC but that Risco had a 
credit refunded to him.  This expense is suspect.   
 

• October 11, 2019, to October 16, 2019.  Travel to APTA Transform Annual Meeting in 
New York. Total costs $3,923.04.  Costs include $2,210.51 in hotel, and $975 in 
registration fees.   Traveling were the Assistant Executive Director, Contractor and Witness 
B.   There was a $398 dinner for four, one alcoholic beverage purchased.  Flight purchase 
appears on another account record.    
 

• October 16, 2019, to October 20, 2019.  Travel from New York to Philadelphia, PA by 
train (75.33) for a Panel Speaking engagement on “Making Connections” a transit related 
conference.   Total cost $1740.44 including $1295.04 in hotel expenses.  The conference 
only lasted one day, 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., on October 17, 2019.  Risco stayed in 
Philadelphia, the place where he grew up, until October 20, 2019. 
 

• October 20, 2019, to October 23, 2019.  Travel from Philadelphia to Chicago for the 
National Safe Place Board of Directors and Advisory Meeting.  The one-day meeting did 
not warrant several days.  Travel totals $1078.43 including $192 in airfare and $756.70 in 
hotels.  

 As of October 24, 2019, Risco ceased completing his travel logs, or there is no record of 
his travel logs in Finance. It should be noted that his travel logs for his October trips were not 
completed until December, so it appears he was significantly behind in document preparation and 
completion.   However, this did not appear to stop his travel.   The expense records appear only on 
his TARC credit card.   
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Deficiencies Summary 

 All TARC paid travel is governed by TARC Board Resolution 2015-01, and this policy 
includes TARC’s Executive Director.   Risco’s travel—especially that travel commencing 
September 2019 and continuing through his February 2020 departure—is obviously significant.  
In that time frame, the substantial majority of Risco’s 2019’s expenditures were made.  A CEO’s 
business travel of this sort may not be questioned by a private sector company. However, TARC 
is not a private sector company, it is a public sector public service company.  In the transit public 
sector, some meetings with transit peers, travel to transit speaking engagements or engaging others 
at conferences would be a part of learning and growing an entity.  Thus, some of Risco’s travel is 
likely warranted  However, the head of a public transit entity who stays in a $600 a night hotel, 
runs a $400 bar tab, and rides in a $30 Lyft LX to go a couple miles for dozens of days, cannot 
reasonably contrast with our ridership who may spend $600 a month to house a family, $400 to 
feed them, and buy a bus card for the $30 to maintain employment.  His travel is excessive in that 
light.  When compared with Barker’s travel that ran $10,000 to no more than $20,000 per year, 
Risco’s travel was no doubt too high in the opinion of these authors. 

 Additionally, an examination of his travel is important for another reason.  It showcases 
how little Risco was on site at TARC.  In all of September, Risco was in town for only 8 work 
days, and only three days were contiguous. In all of October, Risco was present for only 9 work 
days.  Again, only three contiguous days at a time.  Upon information and belief, Risco was gone 
almost the entirety of December.  Likewise, according to information and belief, Risco disappeared 
in June 2019 and his whereabouts during that time remain unknown.    In short, for most of the 
latter portion of the year, Risco was absent at TARC.  Given the near universal loathing of the 
employees and staff, no one was going to complain about this fact, but nonetheless, he was not on 
site at TARC for a substantial portion the latter half of 2019.     

 In fairness, while Risco is the primary party responsible for his exploitation at TARC, the 
deficiencies are not his alone.  TARC had a well-developed travel policy that had internal checks 
at both the front and the back.  Board Resolution 2015-01.    The Policy would apply to the 
Executive Director and require him to seek pre-approval of all his travel from the Board Chair.     
In turn, the Board Chair would have to approve the expenditures within 10 days of a return from 
travel.   Risco was obviously familiar with the Resolution as he was responsible for approving all 
other TARC employee’s travel under the same policy.   

NO. Date Source Location Amount Vendor Purpose Notes
1 10-31-19 to 11-4-19 4837 Connecticut 658.00$                          Delta Unknown Text says speaking
2 11-4-19 to 11-4-19 2187 Connecticut 8.90$                               MISC Unknown
3 12-3-19 to 12-6-19 4837 Washington 1,213.00$                       Marriot Marquis Unknown
4 12-3-19 to 12-6-19 2187 Washington 478.00$                          Delta Unknown
5 12-9-19 to 12-10-19 4837 Frankfort Ky 123.84$                          HomeSuites Legislative Meet
6 12-13-19 to 12-15-19 4837 Atlanta 498.60$                          Delta Unknown Victim traveled 
7 12-13-19 to 12-15-19 4837 Atlanta 631.94$                          Marriot Marquis Unknown
8 12-13-19 to 12-15-19 2187 Atlanta 121.73$                          MISC Unknown
9 1-15-20 to 1-17-20 4837 Lexington 418.85$                          Hyatt Regency Ky for bet Transit
10 1-22-20 to 1-24-20 4837 Philadelphia 665.40$                          Delta Unknown shows misc. change fee.
11 1-22-20 to 1-24-20 4837 Philadelphia 240.72$                          Crowne Plaza US WATER ALL Never showed, cancl fee
12 1-22-20 to 1-24-20 2187 Philadelphia 283.00$                          Lyft and food Unknown

TOTAL 5,341.98$                       
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Risco’s travel violates several policy rules.  His stays for multiple days before and/or after 
the purpose of the travel violates policy.  His use of expensive cabs is impermissible in light of the 
policy’s direction towards mass transit.  He violated alcohol policy and then covered it up by not 
providing detailed receipts which is also a violation.   He appears to have sought to cover personal 
expenses under the guise of professional travel.  Moreover, his travel that was remotely related to 
TARC’s business—the One Water Meeting, the Rail Conference, the speaking engagements—
appear to be calculated to raise Risco’s “brand” and had little to do with TARC.  Even if travel is 
permissible, it must be compliant with rules.  Risco’s was not.   

 However, Risco was able to exploit a number of weaknesses primarily centered on internal 
oversight of the Board.  These weaknesses include: 

• The policy on Risco’s Pre-approval of travel was not strictly followed.  Witness B 
or her staff were responsible for booking all Risco’s travel and preparing travel 
documents and expense reports for him.   Both Risco and her department were 
allowed access to company credit cards and were able to book travel without the 
necessary pre-approvals.  In some cases, there were pre-approvals, but in most 
cases these pre-approvals do not appear to exist.   
 

• In turn, the 2015-01 policy on post travel approval of expense reports was deficient.   
It does not appear that the Board Chair was given the expense reports until the day 
of the TARC Board Meeting and there was no opportunity for significant review.  
This created a rubber-stamp effect.  The reports themselves do not have any indicia 
or check boxes as to whether all receipts were there and there was no cross checking 
when it came to the Executive Director.  By contrast, all other employees have their 
reports pre-reviewed by finance.   

 
• Risco was also able to exploit a weakness that occurred because of Board 

membership changes.   The former Board Chair, Cedric Powell, a law professor at 
UofL, ended his chairmanship at the end September of 2019 and he approved the 
September reports and the reports prior thereto.  Mary Margaret Mulvihill became 
board chair in October of 2019 and she approved only two expense reports for the 
previous month.  Risco continued to extensively travel but had canceled both the 
November and December Board meetings.  Mary Morrow, a CPA, was elected 
Board Chair in January 2020 and was presented with four expense reports at a 
Board Meeting.  The reports only covered a portion of October but they were 
months stale.  She told Risco that she would never again sign another expense report 
unless she got them well before any Board meeting.24  Instead of complying, Risco 
simply never prepared another expense report.  However, his travel was still booked 
by the Executive Department. 
   

 
24 As stated elsewhere, when Morrow took the Chairwomanship, she told Risco that there was going to be more Board involvement, more Committee 
meetings and more scrutiny or she would not be signing any of TARC’s resolutions. 
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• Risco, most likely unknowingly, was also able to take advantage of a familial loss 
that the TARC Finance Director suffered in the winter of 2019.  In July 2019, the 
Finance Director, Tonya Carter began to doubt whether all of Risco’s travel 
expenses were necessary and grew concerned that he did not always have receipts 
for his travel.  She had discussed these deficiencies with Witness B but nothing was 
done.  Over the next few months, her concerns grew in parallel along with Risco’s 
expansive travel in September and October 2019 detailed above.  Around that time, 
she began to suspect that something was seriously amiss and that given the Board 
changes, she was not certain that there was sufficient oversight. 

 

As mentioned above, Risco had prohibited anyone from making any 
presentations to the Board other than him and that no one could talk to the Board 
without his permission.25  Only one person was allowed to have regular contact 
with the Board other than Risco and that was Witness B. By isolating the Board 
and the competent staff from one another during a time of board upheaval, 
Risco could do what he wanted.  It is the opinion of these authors that this 
structure was intentional.     

As a result of the prohibition and the changeovers in the Board, she decided she 
needed to speak with someone outside the normal channels about her 
suspicions.  Given that Risco’s travel was still ostensibly for “business 
purposes” and it was still subject to Board approval, she wanted to obtain some 
outside guidance.  Tonya Carter served on a Board that met quarterly with the 
Deputy Mayor, Ellen Hesen.  She reached out to Ellen about her concerns after 
a Board meeting.  The two were able to meet privately on October 25, 2019, 
where Tonya told Ellen that she was not sure that everything was proper with 
Risco’s expense reports and that she was also concerned about the extent of the 
expenses, but she was not able to point to anything specific.  Ellen asked her to 
prepare documentation about her concerns and bring that documentation to their 
next board meeting to be held December 5, 2019.     

Tonya prepared the requested documentation and she and Ellen planned to meet 
after the meeting.  Unfortunately, a few minutes into the at that meeting, Tonya 
received notice that her father died.  She left before providing the material to 
Ellen.   

Tonya did not with meet with Ellen after this planned December 2019 meeting, 
and between dealing with her loss, dealing with TARC annual budget and other 
matters, the two did not speak again of the financial concerns until after the 
news of Risco’s sexual harassment matters broke in January 2020 with Tonya 
being the person who told Witness C that she had to take matters to the Board.   
The sexual harassment allegations took precedence thereafter.  Obviously, she 

 
25 This was about the same time that Chuck Rogers and Mary Morrow began to notice that the Finance Director was no longer a participant.   
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did not plan for this loss, but Risco was likely able to escape additional financial 
scrutiny for at least a month because of it.  

 One must be reminded that Risco was only Executive Director for 14 months, and it was 
only in the last five of those months—from late August 2019 until Risco left in February 2020—
that the travel spun out of control.  It was really the perfect storm of minor deficiencies and failures 
that allowed Risco to do exactly what he wanted, especially during that period.    Yet, this short 
window of time showcases the need to strictly adhere to financial management policies especially 
at the executive level.       

Recommendations and Changes. 

 Immediately upon taking the helm, the Interim Executive Team and the Board suspended 
all travel until further notice.  After COVID-19, there has not been a significant need to revisit this 
ban and most transit associations are now meeting by electronic means.   The Board and the Interim 
Team have taken the following steps for when travel resumes. 

• Witness B has been relieved of any financial oversight. 
• The Director of Finance has been named Chief Financial Officer and has full 

oversight of all expenditures and has direct access to the Board. 
• The TARC Board has re-established and chartered a Finance Committee and all 

expense reports and pre-approvals will be discussed at this committee. 
• All pre-paid Travel Expenses will be booked through the Finance Department in 

accord with the 2015 Travel Policy.   
• TARC has eliminated the use of individually issued TARC credit cards for travel 

and entertainment expenses.  All non-prepaid travel and entertainment expenses 
must be paid by the employee who will be reimbursed for allowable expenses after 
proper documentation is submitted.  No reimbursement of any Executive Director 
travel and entertainment expense will be made without the prior approval of the 
Chief Financial Officer and the Board Chair. 

In addition, the following suggestions are made to be implemented as possible: 

• It is recommended that the Allowable Expense Report should be modified to 
include a running tally of an employee’s annual travel expenses.  This will allow 
the supervisory official to see the total of annual expenditures and not just the 
particular item of travel being approved. 

• It is recommended that the Board pre-approve a travel budget for the executive 
department on a year-to-year basis as a distinct line item.  Should the executive 
department be desirous of exceeding that limitation for themselves, he or she must 
seek Board Approval.  

• It is recommended that all employees with authority to book travel or who are 
traveling be regularly educated on TARC Board Resolution 2015-01.   

• It is recommended that the Allowable Expense Report be modified to include a 
checklist indicating that the necessary “pre-approval” is on file.   
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• Any violations of the Board Resolution should result in a suspension of that 
employee’s right to further travel and the employee will not receive 
reimbursement for the expenses.   

  

B. Automobile Usage. 
 

The Interim Team analyzed Risco’s automobile usage from the period of March 2017 when 
he was hired as Assistant Executive Director to February 2020 when he left TARC.  During this 
time window, he was assigned two vehicles, Car No. 97 and Car No. 104.  The latter was received 
in November 2018 when he took the position as acting Interim Executive Director.  The usage tells 
two different tales.   

 The first car, utilized by Risco from March 2017 until November 2018, logged 17,334 
miles.  This represents about 850 miles a month or about 10,200 miles of usage on an annualized 
basis.  This would not be atypical for standard driving.     

 A different picture is painted with Risco’s second car—the car he received when Barry 
Barker departed—after he became Executive Director.   From November 19, 2018, until February 
12, 2020, Risco logged 24,612 miles.   This represents approximately 1758 miles per month, or 
over 21,000 miles on an annualized basis. This represents a more than a 100% increase in vehicle 
usage.   

 Anecdotal evidence suggests that Risco decided that the TARC company car was simply 
his to use as he saw fit. However, as a public agency that is not only taxpayer funded but self-
insured, this presents several problems.  TARC is constitutionally prohibited from spending public 
funds on private purposes.  As a self-insured entity, workers causing accidents while driving in 
TARC take home cars leaves TARC liable to all injured parties.  Yet, despite these risks, a major 
deficiency exists at TARC, there is no written policy on assigned vehicle use. 

 Of course, there are instances where the essential nature of an employee’s job duties 
requires being “on call” 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and where an employer supplied 
vehicle is warranted.  At TARC, there are only five identified individuals who presently have an 
assigned vehicle.  The Executive Director26, the Assistant Executive Director, the Director of 
Security, the Director of Operations, and the Director of Maintenance.   The Director of Security—
TARC’s top investigator—needs to be able to get to and from accident scenes on an emergency 
basis.  That investigator’s vehicle as an official TARC car lends gravitas to her ability to enter an 
accident scene and speak with parties and other governmental investigators.  Likewise, the chief 
of operations and maintenance are likely called to emergency situations at all hours, and from all 
locations which would warrant a take home car.       

 In order to continue to allow the usage but remedy the deficiency, TARC has created a 
Company Car Policy that will govern assigned vehicle usage.  The written policy will require the 

 
26 This vehicle has been parked since February 11, 2020. 
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employee to document vehicle usage, to apply to appropriate safety standards, to prohibit personal 
use, and to deny access to unauthorized drivers and passengers.      

PART III—DISCOVERY AND RESPONSE 

SECTION 7:  NOTIFICATION OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND RESPONSE. 

 If the first question asked in this inquiry was, “how did TARC come to hire Ferdinand 
Risco,” the last question asked must be “how did TARC find out about Risco’s abuses and what 
did it do?”  As mentioned above in Section 2, Witness C and Witness B had knowledge of Risco’s 
abuses as early as April 2019 but did not come forward at that time. 

 Both TARC’s External Investigator and the Metro Council Investigator have confirmed 
that no one came forward until the very end.  See Section 2.  See also, Beyer, Metro Council 
Meeting July 14, 2020, (45:59).  This is consistent with the Board’s interviews which stated that 
no one came forward until late January 2020.  In January of 2020, Risco gave Witness C a very 
unfavorable job review.    Witness C was apparently angered by the report and fearful of losing 
her job; she had been involved in some alleged criminal matters which had come to light.  It is the 
opinion of these authors, based upon the witness interviews, that this fear was the impetus for 
Witness C’s reporting.  The following is a time sequence of what occurred next: 

• Friday, January 18, 2020.  Witness C reached out to Board Member Alice Houston 
while Ms. Houston was traveling out of town to a grandchild’s basketball game.  
Ms. Houston remembers that the Witness C was “all over the map” but that she was 
distressed because people had reported information about Risco’s improprieties and 
didn’t know what to do. Witness C indicated that she received Ms. Houston’s name 
from her Pastor at church.  Ms. Houston said that this information was not 
something they could keep to themselves, they had to report.  Ms. Houston 
indicated that because she was traveling, the Witness C needed to reach out to Mary 
Morrow, the Board Chair.   

• Thursday, January 23, 2020 at approximately 4:15 p.m.  Witness C reaches out to 
the Department of Finance Director, Tonya Carter, with some information.  Witness 
C indicated that there were women that came to her and she didn’t know what to 
do.  She said there were sexual matters and that women had been coming to her for 
some time to report the sexual harassment.  She said the complaints were informal 
and she didn’t know what to do.  Carter told Witness C that she was the official 
compliance officer and that she could not remain silent. Witness C said that she 
spoke to Alice Houston who told her to call Mary Morrow, but she didn’t have 
Morrow’s number.   Tonya then stated, “you’re going to call Ellen [Hesen], you’re 
going to call Mary [Morrow] and you’re going to tell them.”  She gave her their 
numbers.  Tonya then told her, “If you don’t call them, I will.”  “If they hear it from 
me, you’re going to get fired.” 

• Friday, January 24, 2020.  Witness C contacts Mary Morrow.  Ms. Morrow reports 
that she had just gotten off a plane and was sitting in Mallory Square in Key West, 
Florida when she received the call. Witness C described herself as a “compliance 
officer.”  They spoke for 15-20 minutes. Witness C did not know what to do during 
the phone call and Ms. Morrow directed her to get her thoughts in order, make 
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notes, collect materials and that they would speak on Monday, January 27, 2020. 
Witness C didn’t give any specifics, but Morrow could tell it was something big 
involving sexual harassment and inappropriate texting.  Morrow felt Witness C had 
been carrying this for a while.  Morrow reached out to a former Board Chair, Cedric 
Powell, who was an attorney on Saturday, January 25, 2020.  Powell said TARC 
needed an attorney.  He also said that she should call Alice Houston.  Morrow 
reached out to Houston on Saturday and Houston stated that she already spoken to 
Witness C.  They discussed needing an attorney and to develop a strategy to obtain 
one immediately.    

• Friday, January 24, 2020.  Carter confirms with Witness C that she made the calls 
she was supposed to make.  Witness C confirms that she spoke with Mary Morrow. 

• Monday, January 27, 2020.  Ms. Morrow travels to Dry Tortugas National Park 
where there was no cell service.  All plans continued to Tuesday. 

• Tuesday, January 28, 2020.  Mary Morrow calls Ellen Hesen and informs her of 
Witness C’s call from Friday and the issues related thereto. Leaves message. One 
of the primary legal questions was who had the authority to terminate, the TARC 
Board or the Mayor’s office.  KRS Chapter 96A controls. 27   

• Wednesday January 29, 2020, Hesen returns Morrow’s phone call, and gets 
Witness C’s telephone number.   Morrow suggests hiring Stoll Keenon.  Hesen calls 
Witness C to collect notes and information.   

• Thursday, January 30, 2020. Witness C provides some of the materials requested, 
including the Sexual Harassment Policy by email.  She does not provide the 
requested sexually harassing texts with the explicit pictures.   

• Friday, January 31, 2020.  Hesen calls the County Attorney’s Office to seek 
representation.   County Attorney reviews contractors on call.  Hesen suggests 
hiring Stoll Keenon upon Morrow’s recommendation.   Hesen also calls Witness C 
back and requests notes and materials.  This includes the Sexual Harassment Policy 
which will be utilized as a potential basis for removal.    

• Saturday, February 1, 2020, Stoll Keenon initially indicates that they handle the 
case.   

• Sunday, February 2, 2020.    Stoll Keenon confirms that they can handle the case.  
Hesen reaches out to Witness C to advise that they should have an outside 
investigator/counsel by Monday February 3, 2020.  

• Monday, February 3, 2020.  Stoll Keenon calls back to decline the representation.  
County Attorney’s Office reaches out to Dinsmore and Shohl. 

 
27   Because of KRS 96A.070(9), the Executive Director of TARC serves at the pleasure of the Mayor, and not the TARC Board. 
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• Tuesday, February 4, 2020.  Dinsmore and Shohl agree to take case, set up meeting 
with Witness C and Tonya Carter.   

• Wednesday, February 5, 2020.  Witness C, Carter, Hesen, and Perry meet for the 
first time at the offices of Dinsmore and Shohl.  Witness C advises the group that 
she is collecting sexually explicit materials from one of the victims.   Carter 
discusses the financial improprieties regarding travel.  Witness C is advised that 
Bennet and Perry will begin investigating and that she should provide the explicit 
materials.  She states she will provide them, but she does not immediately do so. 

• Friday, February 7, 2020.  Witness C reaches out to Witness B and others to go to 
a personal injury law firm and discuss their cases for money damages.  Witness C 
tells Witness B that she had already spoken with the personal injury firm and that 
she needed to come.  A meeting is set for Sunday, February 9, 2020.  

• Friday, February 7, 2020.  Upon 
information and belief, on that day, 
according to a text he sent to Contractor, 
Risco is invited to speak before Metro 
Council on Monday, February 10, 2020 
[the Metro Council agenda shows 
Tuesday, February 11, 2020—a mistake 
on Risco’s text] regarding paratransit 
service.     

• Sunday, February 9, 2020, Witness B 
calls Mary Morrow because she believes 
that she now needs to come forward 
based upon Witness C’s invitation to the 
plaintiffs’ attorney’s office. 

• Sunday, February 9, 2020, Witness B, Witness C, with Contractor on phone, meet 
with several Victims at the office of T. Clay to discuss their claims against Risco.  
Present at the meeting is Denise Bentley. 

• Monday, February 10, 2020, the TARC External Investigators provide an interim 
oral report during a teleconference that there is sufficient evidence against Risco.   

• Monday, February 10, 2020.  Clay sends a letter to the Mayor’s office indicating 
that he represents several unidentified Plaintiffs, alludes to claims.   

• Tuesday, February 11, 2020.  Risco appears at Metro Council and, as he is leaving, 
is confronted by two reporters who ask him about sexual harassment allegations. 

• Tuesday, February 11, 2020.  David James texts Ellen Hesen to come to his office 
at Metro Council.  He then shows the sexually explicit texts from Risco to Hesen. 
He says, “Looks like there’s smoke.”    
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• Tuesday, February 11, 2020.  Ellen demands that Risco meet her downtown.   He 
states that he is at a dinner, so she waits.  They meet at the Seelbach lobby near 
where he is dining and Hesen confronts him about the sexual allegations.  She tells 
him “he is done.”   She asks for his resignation and he complies.    She had a TARC 
employee meet him at Union Station to return his car, his computer and phone 
equipment, and to take possession of his keys and credentials. He was allowed, 
under supervision, to collect some personal items and was escorted off the 
property.  

• Wednesday, February 12, 2020, the Mayor’s Office publicly announces Risco’s 
departure.  

This was the end of Ferdinand Risco’s career at TARC.   From the January 18, 2020, date 
to the February 11, 2020, date, there is nothing to indicate that the TARC Board failed to take 
prompt remedial action.   The Board took the necessary steps to have Risco ousted by the Mayor’s 
office and he was so ousted.  There were delays—the rejection of the case by the first law firm, 
the lack of cell phone service in a National Park, the failure of the Witness C to call Mary Morrow, 
the failure of the Witness C to provide the sexually explicit materials to the Investigator, the 
Mayor’s office, or the TARC Board—but there is nothing which would indicate the TARC Board 
failed to take appropriate steps to oust Risco soon after the allegations came to light. 

CONCLUSION 

 This report’s authors never met Ferdinand Risco, but we have been sifting through his 
detritus since March 2020.  The goal was to identify, investigate, and remedy.   At the same time, 
TARC’s Board and the Interim Executive Team has managed a national pandemic, a related 
layoff and call back, city-wide civil unrest, and the health issues and concerns of our workers. 
TARC’s Board and Interim Executive Team also accomplished a major route redesign, changed 
structures related to internal and external reporting for our workers, balanced the TARC budget, 
managed and resolved litigation, and dealt with the tragic losses of a Board Member and a TARC 
Coach Operator.  All the while keeping our buses running on time and providing the critical 
service of transportation to our community.  These last six months have been crucial to the future 
of TARC. 

 During this period and until today, the most important asset of TARC shines through its 
people.  The 700 essential and faithful employees, strong in their resolve to serve our community, 
have collectively stood up over the last six months, and reaffirmed their commitment to serve. 
They chose to stay the course and “soldier on” in the face of turmoil despite Risco’s tenure.  

 While this report may act to satisfy some people’s prurient interests about Risco, its goal 
is to look forward.  Bad people will continue to do bad things, but it is the remedies suggested by 
this Report which should be the focus.  The goal should be to plan for worst-case scenarios rather 
than dealing with worst-case scenarios, and remedying the trauma that occurs.   
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